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Supervision. 

February 18, 1915. ; 
C yt fe 

Y 

MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRICT FORESTER: 

I have read circular 183-D-5 with great interest, 

‘ and take the liberty of submitting the following comment: 

I presume that on account of its geographical 

location the Carson Forest ought to offer as good an ex- 

ample of slack work during the winter season as any Forest 

in this District. Possibly conditions on that Forest are 

not representative, but I can state with the utmost assur- 

ance that there is no slack season on thet Forest. During 

my three years administration of that Forest I remember that 

one winter for a matter of two or three weeks there were two 

or three rangerswho were not crowded with work, but the 

reason for that condition was my failure to get into the 

field to give certain instructions rather than any reason 

inherent in the organizetion. 

Thus turd of Improvement work, field inspection by the Super- 

ru Ue Carow 
ThROe Ane the end of the cattle season, may be considered to 

fall approximately on December 1. December is quite fully 

occupied with cattle counts, which can be made only in
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/ 
/ winter for yearlong stuff, and besides is a very busy 

/ month for free use pusiness, which, as you know, is 

very heavy on most of the Districts. In January the 

f Rangers begin taking grazing applications, and the 

period from January 1 to February 15 is, to my re- 

collection, avout the ousiest period of the year. The 

rest of February and the month of March are generally 

fully occupied in straightening out grazing cases for the 

coming season, and in beginning the posting of allotments, 

and on April 1 the new season opens. I think that Super- 

visor Marsh will subscribe to the foregoing statements. 

From the standpoint of the District as a whole 

I can not reconcile the proposition in e1reuLar LoS-Deo witn 

our very evident tendency in ali branches of our activity 

to demand an increasing degree of training and intelligence 

in our Rangerse The plan outlined apparently implies 

large Ranger Districts with large forces of Forest Guards 

auring the summer seasone There may be places where the 

Size of Ranger Districts can be increased, but in general 

that part of our work which can successfully be delegated 

to temporary labor is limited by its very nature. .This 

seems to me especially true of the Grazing work; no part 

of which, with possibly the exception of counting sheep 

and patrol of boundary, can be satisfactorily per- 

“ee
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f 
/ formed by the ordinery Forest Guard, and most of which 

can in fact hardly be satisfactorily performed by the 

: average Ranger. I am of the opinion that any change in 

the direction of the plan outlined would be a retrogres- 

sive step insofar as grazing is concerned. 

. In this connection you undoubtedly remember 

the opinions very emphatically expressed by Col. Roosevelt 

in his article ,which appeared about a year ago in the 

'Outlook',on the Kaibab National Forest 

Acting ae District Forester. 

«30
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

DISTRICT 3 

183-D.5 

D i 
Supervision 

February 13, 1915. 

MEMORANDUM TO FOREST SUPERVISORS: : 

Aside from the additional protective force put on 

during the period of fire danger, the present Forest organi- 

gation is based on the assumption that the National Forests 

of the Southwest may be best administered by maintaining a 

stable, permanent, year-long force. As a matter of fact, : 

the greater number of Forests in District-3 have two, well 

a@efined seasons. From April 15th. to October 15th. is ordi- | 

nerily the period of field activity, and from October 15th. i 

: to April 15th. the dormant period, devoted largely to office 

work. 

Manifestiy, all field men, through ico of train- 

ne, educetion or other qualificetions, cannot render pro- 

ductive service during the winter months. Too often, then, 

Forest Supervisors are put to the necessity of "finding" 

work for men of this type. The result of such an organiza- 

tion is a lack of sustained productive service, inereased 

7 expense in correspondence, supplies, etc., and, therefore, 

an increased cost of administration. While many Forest 

Supervisors have recognized this fact, they justify their 

present organization on the assumption that to retain the
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Services of a good man during the period of field activity, 

he must be held over during the winter months. F 

A better fixation of the peaponsibilities attached 

to each position, and a closer fixation of the period of time 

when these duties can best be performed, should result in a 

more effective organization and remove the reason which at 

present actuates the desire of Supervisors to maintain per- 

manently their presert personnel. The Forest organization 

may be divided into four units: supervisory. staff, admini- 

strative, and protective. Efficiency and effestiveness 

obviously demand that the supervisory ana staffounits must 

be maintained year-long. However, this is only in part 

true of the administrative unit. The protective unit is, 

of course, recognized as temporary. The question, then, 

is the better fixation of the responsibilities and time of 

performing these responsibilities of the administrative 

unit. This suggests a division of the year into the two 

seasons referred to above. There should be, then, a mini- 

mum number of administretive officers retained throtighout 

the two seasons, and a meximum number empleyed iuring the 

season of field activity. For example, instead of retain- 

ing five assistant forest rangers at $11eC ,00 per annum 

yearlong, substitute twelve men et the rate of $900.00 per 

annum fer a six months' peried, from April 15th. to Octo- 

ber 15th. It should be clear thet better results can be 

obtained through the tlose direction of the work of these 

os
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/ twelve men during the season when work can best be performed, 

than from the work of five men when half of their time cannot 

be devoted to fieid activities. 

This plan hes been roughly outline for one of the 

Forests in this District, aud has deveioped some very interest- 

ing possibilities. The Forest in question now maintains eleven | 

year-long rangers of average pay. Under the new plan, it is 

found possibie, without any increase in appropriation whatso- 

ever, vo reduce the number of year-long rangers to six, and 

increase the summer force to an additional eighteen. (Does 

not include the usual protective force). Furthermore, each 

of these six rangers was given a theoreticel promotion of two 

hundred dollars cash, complete forege allowance, and reimburse- 

ment for entire travel expenses when away from headquarters. 

The eighteen men were figured at a salary of $75.00 a month. 

To accomplish such e change in organization will re-— 

quire legislation; that is, we shall need the authority to 

use statutory money for temporary periods. For example, to 

employ two assistant Forest Rangers at $11€0.00 for six 

months, instead of one for twelve months. Nothing can be done 

to accomplish this change during the Fiscal Year 1916, but it 

should be possible, assuming that the change is desirable, to 

secure the necessary legislation in time for 1917. For this 

reason, I wish you would give this suggestion your earnest 

Gs



consideration, in order that the plan may be discussed with 

you during the present visit to your office for the purpose 

of discussing Forest finances. 

(Siguead) Arthur C. Ringlanc 

District Forester. 

2
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V February 6, 1916. 

MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRICT PORRSTER: 

I have hoon erently interested in Mr. Leopold's 

menorandum "GeCooperation, Game Protection" of Jenuary 9, 

and Supervisor Guthrie's letter "G-Coconino, Cooperation, 

Game Protection" of January Ge 

The gist of there communiestions is thet, while 

on paper, District III is presumed to have a very effective 

and practicable way of enforcing tho game lave of Arizona 

and New Mexico, in the field it is not getting the results 

expocted from the plan, and it is apparent that some change 

should be made. In support of thie contention quotations are 

made from so number of the Annual Grazing reporte and mention 

is slso made of a number of impressions or beliefs prevailing 

among the f1e1¢ officers of District III, which while not 

substantiated by a citation of specific cases, neverthelers sare 

: of euch character an to justify the conelueion that conditions 

are as stated. 

As a means of overcoming this apparently ronereal 

point of view on tho part of the field officers, the surrone 

tion is made that the enforcement of the State Game Lawe be
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made more attractive to the field officers by the offer 

: of additional compensation, to be secured either by allowing 

the locel officers to retain a portion of the fines imposed, 

, thie being authorized by the State law, or by allowing of- 

ficers holding commissions as State Game Wardens to receive 

additional compensation from the State. In order to ac- 

complish this, it is suggested that Regulation G30 be modified. 

It soeme to me that both of tho plans suggested are 

objectionable in some respects, and are suggested merely as a 

means of accomplishing an end which properly should be accomplished 

through the adoption of improved plans of administration and 

discipline as it has been in other Districts, notably Districts 

2 ond Be In the first place eithor plan, if approved by the 

State, would mean increased compensation to the Forest Officers 

who took any active part in the onforcement of the fame laws, 

and the result of this would be that in states,that would not 

adopt such a plan, tihe rangers would be securing a much emaller 

compensation than the rangers in District III, This in itself, 

if known in the other Districts, as unéoubdtedly it would be, 

would create a feeling of dissatisfaction among the rangers, 

with a result that they would probably Sone some of the interost 

and effectiveness which they now display in enforcing the Strate 

Game Law6e 

; aR«
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Another phase of the matter is thet, by the pro- 

visions of Reguletion ona ona vy the provisions of the special 

agreement entered into between the Vorost/ and States, it is 

a part of the ranger's officiel duty to enforce the game laws 

to the greatest extent consistent with the discharge of his 

; duties as eo Federal Forest Officer, This premise being ac- 

ceptod, it would seem to me thet neglect or frilure to dine 

charge these special duties should be regarded os dereliction 

of duty, rather then as a matter justifying the granting of 

additional rewards as a menns of inducing men to carry out 

an agreement entered into by the Forest Service. 

. fhe enforcement of State Game Laws by the Forest 

Service is not wholly altruistic or prompted by public zeal. 

! While the existing statutes do not recopnize wild pnme as a 

Forest product, to be controlled and disposed of by the 

‘federal Forest Service, there is « possibility, and in the 

mind of the Forester » hope, that perhaps in the course of 

time public opinion will so chenge and statutes will bo so 

amende? ag to eoncede thet the fame animals of the National 

Forests are Forest products controlled by the Forest Service, 

ani. be disposed of as the Forest service sees fit. While 

; the possibilities of such » chenge are at presont remote, they 

are not at all improbable, sn? so the average Forest Officer 

oBx
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in sealously protecting tho wild game in hie dietriet fe 

. efter ell working in the intoreste of the Forest Service 

of which he in » member. 

Apart from the prece’ing considerntion, the pro- 

, tection of wild game is considered to be a public duty, which 

every public officer, whether Fodoral or State, chould dise 

charge to the best of his ability, ond 4n the 3422 for 1912 : 
Congress specificelly provided that the Forest Service should 

cooperate with tho reppective Stetes in thie works Reruiation 

G= 0, and the outline of Game polifey which follows it, ic not 

. the oxpreseed opinion of a single individual or of the Yashinge 

ton offieo, but rathor the combi-ed opinions firet; of a 

Service Committee, snd later of o District Foresters’ cone 

forenco, fo that 4¢ should reflect corrootly the policy, the. 

point of view nnd the attitude of the Porert Service, In | 

two Districts to e merked depree, and in other Districts 

to @ lesrer derree, it hae hoen proved practicable to carry 

out this policy without serious interference with the work 

of the Porest Service or ite interoste, and with e marked 

improvenont in fenerel public sentimente The advances mde 

in the Metricts referred to were not due te any combination 

of circumstances, euch ae a romarkably favorable public 

sentinent or etrong realisation of the economic velue of 

the game, or a moro effective and more rigid enforcement 

of the statutes, but to the contrary wore made in the face of 

~ha
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. active opposition and under all tho difficulties which 

follow slack enforcement of the laws by State or County 

officers. 

The first step in the effective enforcement of 

| game laws is to reliably determine each renger's authority 

‘under the State Game Warden's Commission, the extent to which 

the State will protect him in the discharge of his duties as . 

a State Official, and arrangements for a compensation either 

py the State or the Federal Government for all just and pro- 

per expenditures made in the enforcement of the law through 

the arrest of violators or the prosecution of the cases. 

When this has been done, and when each Forest Officer has been 

assured of protection against legal action, bodily injury, or 

loss of money then the problem .becomes purely one of District 

Administration, and the success or failure of the policy de- 

pends absolutely upon the attitude of the District organization 

as interpreted in the field by the Supervisors in charge of the 

Forest. Unless the District Forester impresses upon every 
and Ranger 

Supervisor/that the protection of pome is a part.of his duty 

whieh, if properly executed, will be riven consideration to 

the same degree as in ea of his work, and if improperly 

exccuted or neglected, or ignored, will count against him, end 

unless feilure to cooperate is rogarded as neglect of duty and 

followed by the necessary disciplinary action, our cooperation 

k : “ae £
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with the States will be effective only on paper end not : 

in actual practice, If, however, the District orgenigzation 

does oll the things above enumerated, there is no question 

but thet in the course of time public sentiment will sustain 

the Porest Officer and the Forest Service, and tho wild reme 

of the Nationel Forest will bo effeetively protected without 

injury to the interests of the Forest Service. It is realized 

‘thet the averaro Forest Officer probably will advance the excuse 

that if he proseeutes the violators of the game laws he will 

lose the support of the settlers within his District upon whom 

he is depending for assistance to firht fire, for information 

with reference to Forest matters and very frequentiy for shelter, 

and will thereby lessen the efficiency of his work as a Forest 

Officer. xperisnce in the Districts whero a really effective 

effort has been made to protect the geeme has demonstrated, how- 

ever, that this is morely a passing condition whieh vill @is- 

appear as soon as the local residents become aware of the 

sincerity ant purpose of the Forest Officer. Aftor that 

public sentiment will support the Forest Service ané its ine 

dividual members, end there will be a net gain in popular 

approval rather than o net loss, 

A violation of the game laws is of such nature thet 

immediate action is almost always necessary to prove the viola- 

tion and to secure the conviction of tho offender, which means 

o6—
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that the offender must be apprehended ond taken to the 

nearest Justice of the Peace by the Forest Officer himself 

if a sueceesful prosecution is to be secured. In other 

Districts this is more or less the rule, but in this District 

I should judge from the memorandum and letter before referred to, 

and from my own personal observations that the general practice 

has been for the Forest Officer detecting the violation not to _ 

make the arrest, but to report the matter either to his Saper- 

visor or to the nearest State Official, Just why this should 

be I do not know, but apparently this practice impairs the 

efficiency of our cooperation to such an extent as to make it 

practically worthless, With the qualification that in no case 

will « Forest Officer allow the enforcement of game laws to 

interfere with urgent Forest work, I see no reason why Forest 

Officers detecting violations of the game law, and holding 

proper commissions from the proper authority should not 

arrest the offender without delay and push his prosecution 

in the proper courts. If there is any reason why this should 

not be done that reason should be used as a basis for mo- 

dification of the agreements with the States of Arizona end 

New Mexicoe As I recall it, it was not long ago that Game 

Warden Baca complained to Congressman Fergusson that he was 

receiving no assistance of velue from the Forest Officers 

and if the opinions expressed by Messrs, Leopold an’ Guthrie 

: a
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y are to be accepted Mr. Beca's statements are apparently 

justified, There ought not to be any false pretenses 

about this came protection work. The renk ond file of 

the Service shonld regard it as 2 duty to be thoroughly 

| and effectively discharged, or else we should disavow the 

responsibility for the samo and refuse to be eonnected with 

its protectione 

Assistant Forester, 

fhm 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE { 

WASHINGTON ; A 

September 15, 1914. 

0 Lk 
D-3, Supervision hang 
Carson (Hdqrs.) a 

District Forester, i 

Albuquergue, N. Mex. \ 

Dear Sir: 

Reference is maie to my telegram of Sentember 12 

and your reply of the same date: fe 

I wired you today to defer further action in the 

matter of the removal of the headquarters of the Carson For- 

est from Tres Piedras until the receipt of this letter. As 

a result of a final appeal boy Representative Pergusson to 

the Secretary, I have just had a conference with the laiter 

who after reviewing the whole case has expressed his entire 

sympathy with the position taken by Nr. Fergusson in object- 

ing to the removal of the headquarters to a point outside 

the State. He feels that notwithstanding how valid our ob- 

jections may be to the expenditure of a considerable sum 

in water development or other improvements, that we should 

be willing to make that sacrifice if in the end it resulted 

in the establishment of a satisfactory permanent headquarters 

in New Mexico. He desires therefore that the removal be 

deferred, and that further consideration be given to the
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cart 

feasibility and vost of sacuring a loention in New Mexico. 

I will be glad therefore, if you will take up again \ 

the question of a location at Taos which will involve the 

construction of a Service telephone line from that plage to | 

Servilleta, and also to have a further careful investigation | 

by a competent engineer of the water development at Tres | 

Piedras. You might also consider the possibility of securing \ 

the necessary facilities at Servilleta or any other central \ 

point in New Mexico in the vicinity of the Carson Forest. 

Very truly yours, 

Acting Forester. 

-2-
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0 Maerrcd to | 

| Carson Supervision, OPERATION | 
Supervisor's Hoadquartors. duly £5, mm? 

REPORT ON CARSON WRADQUARTURS SITUATION. 

fhe Supervisor's office of the Carson Forest was 

moved in the spring of 1911 from Antonito, where it had 

been up to that tice, to Tres Piedras, by Supervisor C. Cc. 

Rall. This removel was made on nancitant of the much more 

stratepic location of the latter place with reference to 

the forest. Ite googrephic location made o11 parts of 

the forest very casily secessible from it except for the 

Jiesarilla District whith is not very easily reeched from 

any point of the rest of the Forest. At that time when 

the entire forest was being re-orgenized and oa grest desl of 

improvement work done this matter of accessibility Was Ox- 

ceedincly important. At the time of removal there appeared 

to be an adequate wator supply in Tree Piedras. Although 

at that time sufficient end proper quartors for offiee and 

dwellings were not avaliable there was e boarding house and 

“00a roore could be seeured by transients, and the plan of 

tho officials for constructing at government expenpe the 

proper buildings for office and dwelling houses and of mak- 
—
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| dng *res Piodras the pormenent headquarters appeared ontire- 

ly feasible. The dry years of 1912 and 1913 raised a ser- 

lous doubt ae to the adequacy of the water supply. An : 

examination wae made by Hydroelectric Engineer Whiteit this 

Spring tc determine the possibilities of this, and as a 

result of his unfavorabie report, dated May 15, 1914, the 

Forest Service doos not feel justified in spending the ne- 

cessary five or six thousand dollars more or leas to coan- 

struct the proper buildings and develope a sufficient water 

supply, with the prospect of possible failure as to the lat- 

ter. 

living conditions heave grown steadily worse dur- 

ing the pest three years. There is no boarding plaeco in 

town and no rooms cen be secured by transionts. under the 

circumstances of entirely inedequate quarters for ea portion 

of the headquarters foree, living conditions necessitating 

an ontire lack of the comforts of life for all, and unsuit- 

able office ficsilities it would be absolutely 1: possible to 

secure and meintein permanently an efficient personnel. 

There is apparently no prospect of conditions improving. 

There can be no question of the ereat advantage of the geo- 

grephic location of Tres "iedras over any other place. 

However, no matter how great this advantege may be, its 

location for a supervisor's headquarters becomes impossi- ; 

«Be
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w ble wider the conditions ebove deseribed. The “istrict 

¥oroster and thie office agree absolutely upon the nesces- 

sity for moving the office from Tres “iedras, Supervisor 

Leopold, formerly in charge of this forest, while on leave 

definitely recommended the removal about two months ago, 

There appear to be but three possibilities as to 

proper location for the office; Antonito, Taos, end Santa Bo. 

The latter while being the state capitel and possessing 311 

of the business facilities pertaining thereto , besides be- 

ing a very desirable plece to live in, has tho disadvantage 

of being located approximately eighty miles from the neaxent. 

part of the forest and two hundred and fifty miles from the 

farthest, with access thereto only by s very indifferent, 

noezrow gare railroad, which circumstehee would make super- 

vision costes very high. $#¢ would be very expensive, if not 

entirely imroseible, to cet the Forost sorvice telephone sys- 

tem connected with “ante Fe with assurance of satisfactory 

service. Gareful study is not needed to indicate that the 

advantages of either Taos or Antonito surpass those of San- 

ta Fo. 

In view of the history of the headquerters ques- 

tion here and on tho whole the comparatively equal nerits 

of Antonite and Taos for hoadquartere location, I wish to 

submit ag careful a comperison as is possible of the two 

—
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. a places. The difficulty of reducing this to a mathematical 

basis is evident. It ie admitted thet it is easy te pick 

flaws in the comparison, but it is believed that it is bet- 

f ter then naking a blind statement, and to attempt to elim- 

r inate all sources of erroe loads to impracticable refinement. 

The accompanying proclamation plat indiestes the 

verlous ranger headquarters and the approxineto distance 

of each from both Antonito and feoe, The various means 

of communication and traneportation are shown, “hk glanee 

at the map indleates thet eo far as Reographic location 

is concerned neither is ideally situsted, md both are 

quite possible, 

There ere several circumstances, the outcome of 

which is sbsolutely impossible to foresee, which will ma- 

terially affect the question of the best permanent head- 

quarters and which may reverse the wisdom of any decision 

made row. Among these ere: 

1. The ultimate administration of the jicerilis 

Diatrict. Looked at from a broad point of view , disre- 

garding stete and district lines, it could undoubtedly be 

handled more economically either from Durange or Pagose 

Springs then from either Tres Pledree or Taos. When 

compared with 4ntonitoe the éifference is not so great, 

In view of the latest advice it is assumed that it will be a 

permanent part of thie forest and is so considered in this 

report. 

© em
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f 2. The possible necessity for inetalling a Yorest 

f Service centrol in tres Piedres. Thies is impossible to 

| determine until our Antonito extension, now in process of 

eonstruction, is tried out, but there seems to be conslder- 

able livelihood of it. In this connection reforence is 

made +o my “0-Gareon Improvement, Telephone” memorandum of 

vet oe covering conference with District Superin- 

tondent Pattison of the Mountain States Telephone and Tele- 

eravh Company. 

3, the rather remote possibility of the bridge 

across the Kio Grande on the road from Tres Piodras and 

Sexrvillete to Tace being abandoned. In this comection 

it has been rumored cenerally thet the depot at Servillete 

would be moved to Caliente Siding this s:mmer, In res- 

pones to an inquiry by the Astrict Porester, the general 

manager was rather noncommital but left the impression that 

the removel would take plece sooner or later. Tf the 

road direst from Taos to Caliente, and which is now par- 

tially constructed, is completed 1t will put Taos within 

about twenty miles by sood automobile road of the railroad 

et Caliente and not only will all of the Taos traffic go 

out over this road which crosses the river a considerable 

distance south of the present bridge, but in all probabll- 

ity the mail from A: reyo Seco, Arroyo Mondo, etc., which 

dine



mye ggee to Servillets, will eo to Caliente over the new 

woud, This will greatly deorense the traffic between 

Taoe ond Servillete and “res Diedrne, The road to Trea 

Piedros if already in very pour share, ven if the bridre 

ig hopt vp, ep it probably Will be, the recd will eeebeti 

doterlorate. Tt 18 8 very rouné-ebout way via Ocliente 

fvom Taos to the “narilia 4“Lviston of the forest, 

4, the possibility of transferring the north end 

of tho “ecos to the Cargeon, This territory 4a vary se~- 

i cossivle fron Tacs and there world apparently be some foa~ 

gon for making the traneZer, However, @ugh agtion doubt- 

less would not be teken et present for séiministrative roa- 

son8 and in acy ovent wrebebiy 4% should bo coneldered ap 

a natural result of moving to *a0s rather than ac ea reason 

for ite 

tn ghoosing & lecation for a Forest hoad quarters 

the Zollowing points are among the important ones to be con+« 

siderod: 

1, Accecelbility of the various rower hendcrare 

ters from the @upervisor's offies. Por the mast part the 

yusiuess of the forest veers showld be done with the ran- 

#oxra, sod in thie report the seceselbllity of the evperricor 

to the forest ugere ie treated am of nocondary importante, 

ohm



£, Belephone and telorraph cozsunisetions be- 

twoon the supervisor's éetice, int Ge Onkou perte of the 

foreet en—she-cee—herd, and the outelide world on the other, 

Se BuGlness Leollitios such as hotel escomoda- 

tions, stores, banks, sto. \ 

4, While not the most important item, neverthe- 

less the oniinery corforte of lite espeolally for the mem~- 

teva of the offiee other then the supervisor must be ser- 

lously considered. 

She follewine is a brief comparicon of Antonito 

and Inoa with respect to the above points with ao state- 

nont of certain unusual Teatures which effect it, 

1. Aseoosibility. 

The following table indlentos revghiy the 

oonperitive dietence, time, smd cost of the two places 

from the yeriovus reneor hendquartersa under present con- 

ditions . With the exseptién of Hota the time civen is 

the estimated driving time by team wider the most favor- 

able weather sonditions, Under oondi¢ione here it in 

my opinion thet for seneral offleial ume an antomoblioe 

ie not feoneible. While reeds are numerous they & re not 

vartiavlarly mood and the olimatie conditions sre auch 

a6 to prevent thelr use by automebilce exeert for a few 

months iu the summer, Moreover, in an ordinary inepec- 

tion trip « supervisor cannot be content with merely 

on |



Yeeohing the ranger station. Te must bo propared to vlait 

all parte of the diatrict ond thie he aemot do ules he 

na hersee with him, he suporvisor on this forert should 

be provided with a team and rig. 

eg ee eet nee nereeennee nse aNERRE SARITA ERNROMIRT Eins 

Benger a toad sdumaeil oe L. a. 2a fy wit 

Station __Antontte tseg _antonkte face Antonite Baoe 
Zose : 125 0— 86 | COBB (ee, 08 

San Antone, 28 ae + 1 ——_ ' ~B, 9° : 

“ain 6 $6 , it 3 _oeee | B08 
Borracho ; 49 ; a. eS _ 1e70 "2,000 . 

Genjilon : 67 - se Yb |: G 420 4e40° 

wom 18 ,@,. i t+ = 

SI rh eee ns nestle 
Soto. 9: 4k ae, hh RG 
Avorano 3: 69 Gh: DAM Ue, S57 66 
(Stage and rellroad. 

*24,00 toll charce on every tril neroce the “to Grande from Taos, 

*Sumnmor hoadqanrters, Servilleta Jietriot. 

The dieteewes and times are secon to be practioally 

a stand off, Tho folla@wing modification should be tente- : 

tively TIO 

wide |



So for ef we can aco tree Piedras will be the 

winter hondquarters of the Jervilleta Ranger “tation and 

Cow “reok the oummer (from about April 18 to rovember 16)» 

oo Long at there if & tisber onle on the Gistrict the 

Tangor will need on omeletert durix: the £1014 season, 

It lo very possible that either the rengor or his assistant 

may have his headquertere ot Tree “ledras throuchtmt the 

cunmer end this maintain «a sert of aubstation there, at 

loast to the extent of heaping the superviger's rig and 

team there and ready to go into the field of any tine. 

2, teking the moming train from Antordte this would ine 

terlolly roduse the difficulty of revching feos end 211 

but the San Antone Dietrict of the Anerilie Sivieton. 

Gar fare would porhape balance saving of tine under this 

arrangement but forage coat to the government would be 

lesa. hig would make the average time slightly lose 

than from Tage, On the whole, though, exeert for the por- 

gible continconey elted wider No. 3, pome & whieh would 

make Tees entizely useless, there le no great difference 

in aeceuslbllity, ee ig in favor ef Antonite. 

for the Amartile Division where 

at least 76% of the forest businers is locatod, 

While © beliove in extended inepeoction trips 

end thet, gonerolly speaking, one dletriet, regardiose 

of the anount of work done, shovld be inepeeted os thor- 
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oughly and as often of another, yet there are always more 

or lese unforeseen short trips necessitated, an for in- 

stance timber sale inppeations, which will come for the 

most part on those districts whieh hove the greatest amout 

and diversity of business. 

As to eoooneibility of the office for the forest 

ugers: An oxmomination of the lint of portoffice addresses 

of the forest veers compiled o year ago shows that 76) of 

thom cowld more easily reseh Antonite while £5% of them 

oould more eagily rendh Taos. 

fhe reiiroad and stare time tables effecting trav 1 

on tho Amarilic and Taos Divisions follow, 

Reflroad. 

tiv. <Antonite 6,00 A, &. de, <Antonite GehO Pelts 

, frec Piedras 15,00 * ren vLedras4, 20, . 

Servilieta 10.05 * Yervilleta ©,.40 " 

Barrance 11.46 # Barrance £2,165 " fapprox 

at Santa vo hy kG PEs iv. Sante Fe 20000 Ae 

Stage. 

Leaves Servillota 10.50 A.t%, arrives Taos, 8.80 T, MWe 

reaves Pane, 6.00 AM., arrives Servilleta 10,00 A." 

Shore ie no auto stage between Servillete end *n06. 
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Stage. — 

Leaves Derrance about £.00/ Pel. Arrives Tacs about 6. °. 1, 

Leaves Bade 7.50 4, Me Arrives Barrance 11,90 4. 7, 

Ante port ways 

the point as to this le that there is a sonewhat 

more Taverable srrangesont for doing bualness from “ntonito 

on tho “marille Vividion than from Taos. 

2. Zolevhone snd Tolesreph Commnioations: | 
Antonito, | 

With the completion by the “orest Yervice of the P 
Anteondte Extension, which will be dene probably within a 

: nonuth regardless of whet dimposition im mece of the offic, 

Axtonite will be sonnceted by “orest “erviee line direat 

with all of the Amerills rengor etetiona and, via the Houne 

tain Staten fompany line to Costilia and the “ace Company 

line from Yostille south, -tolephone communieationa,of oa 

rether indifferent character to bo true, are to be had with 

 -Sneete and Taos: aml eimee we heve half rates over the for- 

mer lines anyway ond free use over the Intter from Cerro 

to Zaos Zor four more years our “shone serviee fron “nto- 

nite would cost us somewhat lets than our present service 

from “ree Piedrag to “ncata and *soc. The manager of the 

faon Telephone Company estetes thet that company ie to ineteall 

& motalic olrenit north of Tagg in the near futore to oan



neOot with the Mountain “tates at “catllic thie will udeubt- 

edly make the service satinfactory. So fer ac aan be 

seen it will net be necosvary for the “orest Yorvice to 

bulld o line from “rem iedree to “ervilleta or Sace un~ 

iecs the o fee in te be moved to Taos, There is a tale- 

graph operator at sntentte,  Polershone communtentionn wilt 

bo hed from “ntenite with ell pointe on the vountain Stater 

tines, over Which lines the “orent vorvice hes half rates 

by virtue of the agreement now In affeet with the COMPANY» 

Zaon. 

Tace hes commumioations at prosant with Trea 

Moedras over the *aop Telephone Youpeny line via Jervillote, 

e @starce of approximately thirty oight miles, on this 

Geme ling there are 'pLones at Servillota, Mael's bridre, 

and two or throe near Txoe. The Forest Service lines on 

the Aderille sivigion radiste from trea Piedras but there 

is no connection between them and the “som Commany Line. 

; The Taom manager has stated thet it would be Lepossible to 

make commetion without « swlteh which would be thrown on 

only when the lines were setually in nee. In other words, 

to seanre conmmientions by moant of the Ssoa Solophone 

dine Lt would be noconnary to koep eomeone tc operate o 

' giinhl owiteh board at frem “Ledran or where ever the con- 

nootion Ware made, In my opinion on arrangenent for har- 
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ing this kept at the lceal post office would bo highly 

unsetiafaetory beaides involving come expense. Granted 

that euch on arrangement with the prosent postmaster would 

be satisfactory there le no aseurance or even great proba- 

bility that he will hold the office indefinitely. Frae- 

tloally the only business the Tnos Company hee now beyond 

Serviliete 16 with the Forest Service and without it tho 

manager hes eteted that tho line would not be kept up. Ti 

ovher words, While undoubtedly a monthly or yoarly rate 

could be obtained, it would have to be eefficiont to cover 

tho meintonance ond provide a profit for the entire Line 

after the romoval of the Servillota Depot, Yossibly the 

Taos line would be moved also, 48 to this the company 

atates that they do not know vhat would be done and thet 

they cannot tell us whet sort of a rate they could give. 

With possibly other oubsoribers near Taos on the some line 

over which we would heve our connection and with the amount 

of bueinern which we would do with the 4merille Jivistion 

wmidoubtedly dissestisfaction would orise, either ts the 

other subseribers or to the “oreet Service. In additi- 

tion to this and the cost, the oxmerionce of this office 

for & good part of the timo sinoo it has been in Tres 

Piodree hag been thet it was difficult to cet setiefeo- 

tory service with the face “ompany anyway. The govern- 

ment dooe not have reduced reton over the Taon line between 
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Tres Piedras and Sa0m, In short, it emounte to this: That 

without doubt the “crest Service would heve to build thelr 

own Line to commeot the Amarille ayetom with Tecoma, The 

nearest point that the connection could ba made would be at 

jervillete and in view of the faet that probably a switeh 

' World have to be tnetelied since the system, being o ground 

line, would be uiwieldy, Sorvilletsa would be a very ineon- 

venient place to have the connestion, Granted, however, 

that it wore made thore it would scoot rowshly 62000,00 

to bulld thie line, end at leant throe or four hundred dcl- 
lare and probably more to muintein itq “inee it door 

not appear necessary to build this line unleep the offiee 

be moved te Toon this foature in itself is probably the 

 eyrestest simele obetuacle to Taoc, 

There is no telegraph operator in Taos ond e112 

meepages would probably heve to go over the Znom line from 

the telephone operator. To over come thie the “orcet 

Serves could of eourse extend thelr line ten miles to 

Sallente Owiteh after the depot ie moved, Yor eonmue 

nication by telephone with any point whatever not on Forest 

Service lines the Yorest “drvice would heve to depend on 

the Zaos Telephone Company, the character oF which service 

eon hardly be compared to that which the Nountain States 

could Lurnieh. 
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With reference to point £2, rege 5, revarding 

the necessity for Installing «a forest Service contral 

in Tres “Ledras: 

It wao the firm opinion of District Superin- 

tendent Pattison of the Mountain tates that we would 

not be able to secure satisfactory service over our on- 

tire line from the Mountain Stator oifice after further 

inoreacing the Length ef the system by the seventecn mile 

extension to jntonito. While 1 believe it ie true that 

wo have about all one gsreund line will stant at present, 

yet it will work under present goniitions when overy- 

thine ig in mood shape. Aftex the comtemplated trans- 

for it will be possible by conneeting the ling at viawe 

Younteain with the main line, about five miles to the south, 

to moke the mein line of our system run vie Cow Creek and 

¥iews Mountein, cutting off the line around ty Servillega, 

thue reducing the digtance, even with a spur to retaca, 

by fifteen m les and nlso cutting ont the Servilletea tphone, 

After the office ie moved away there will be one lese hone 

in Tres rledras. This will be sufficient ta offeet the 

additional extension to 4ntonite end will, I believe, give 

us setiefactory service throuchout. Tt cppoars probabis; 

however, sinee the Antonite extension is te be put on any 

wey that 4f we wore to build o line from Taos te connect 

with our amarilla syetem that a sort of central would have 

to be ing alled to rot satistagbory service.



3. Business OLLinLes ool Jooomuadal Loni. 

Rept for the fadt that 4ntonito hac railroad 

faoLlities and auperior telephone and telograph aomicetionn 

thovo is so areot divferonce on to this »cint. Spoh ae 

® gael] bank, miesoun stercs, and the ordipery hotel ac- 

gormmodations of omali towne, It micht be sald that 1¢ would 

ne on advantage to bo in *aos since it ie the county sect. 

of Taos Courty, On tho other hand, “Lorra “merilla, the 

county sont ef Tac Arriba County, ‘in wadeh county La lo« 

ented wt Least 76° of the area within the Carsen “orost, 

and whieh ite the home of sore then twice an many Yorost 

uoers ng ig Tao Younty, io unsh more soceseible from An- 

tonite the: from Taot, Ag a matter ef interest: The 

post office addreaves of more Soret vooexm are in Cone 

ajoa & ounty/ when in Zaoe County. 

Ts La true thet ag a point of intersst, Larrely 

on gosount of ite long histery ond the presence of the 

tndion Pyobvle, Taos ie moh ahead of “ntonite and ia a 

wotns gonetderably more vinited oy tourists. jf a pood 

aévertioin: point Zaoe ie superior to Qytopite and probe 

bly Whi1 be more oo in the future. 

4s Jéving Oondl tions. 
tn many waye Taos in a more attractive place in 

whieh te live than 4ntont to. Tt in o historic, ndode 

tow of powmibly 1600 inhabitant, with probably 80° or 90% 
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Spanish American, tu the summer there is conctdersble 

of an artist colony in Tacs. tients and coste of Living 

are Sonowhat lower then in Jntontto, the elimnto is mildex 

Antonito 16 a comparetively modern, American, emell town 

o2 eight or ten hundred people. i$ L@ located on the raLl- 

road and is easily sccessible ta Alemogsa and other lereer 

towns to the north on the Yenver and Kio Grande Railroal. 

School facilities are undoubtedly ouch superter te those 

in Tcos. to @ certain oxtent the euperior echool fae il- 

ities, and the greater accessibility to medical, dental, 

and other SESS wervices offeets the lower cost of 

livine in Taos, The following is a summery of approxi- 

mate supervision costs which would be affected by the 

difference of heaicquartere location; 

Antoni to Taos 

Quarters 2480.00 (800,00 
Forage £00.00 125,00 

#fravel cost to and 80,00 100,00 
from field 

*“'phono charges, Mt. Statep 40.00 20.00°° 
or Taos Co, 
Maintenance on awitch- tata! 400, 00e°° 
ing on an *, 8, line 
from Taos to tres Piedras. , 

A a reenter renee neering 

#900,00 0945.06 
#Long trips only. immerous short trips to timber sales 

impossible to firnre, 
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“txelugive of charges by Ut, “tates acoomt our conneetion 

at dntonito if office in Taos. 

“°Pelegraph service vie Taos Co. to Caliente. 

*°°Besides an initial cost of approximately 22000.00 for 

telephone construction. 

SUSLARY: 

The offiee should he moved from Tres Piedras be~ 

fore winter sete in, 

. Under present conditione “acs and antonite are the 

only two tome which warrent serious consideration for of- 

fice location. ghese two places compere ae follows: in, 

1. Accoenibility, slightly in favor of Antonito. 

2. Selephone and telegraph fecilitios, consider- 

ably in favor of “ntonito with the probability, 1° Taos were 

chosem, of having to build a $2000.00 'phone Line from Taos 

to the Amarilla “vision, which so far as can be forencon 

wonla not have to be bullt Lf 4ntonito were chowen. This 

in iteelf ie a very strong obfes tion to soing to *208. 

& Business facilities ond accommodations, prac- 

tieally even, 

4, lAdving conditions, somewhat in favor of feo 

vut largely because of the hostile attitude which hae been 

evinced by Antonito against «11 “orest Cerviee officlals 

a6 puch, 
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Congiderstion of the forersoing and also of the 

uneertain effect that the probable removal of the ‘er- : 

villeta Depot and the *sos mail and railroad point to Cal-~ 

Lente may hove wpon routes of travel, to my mind would not 

justify going to Taos now and I respectfully recommend that 

the Carson headquarters bo moved to Antonite and that such 

transfor be made about Goptember 30 if feasible and pro- 

vidine satiefeetory chiorreyhe ss eatisioctery arrenge- 

nantes oan be made for that tine. 

LY Us A kas 

Po rest “upervisor. 

“Lie
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The Forester, - hat 
i 53 ‘S | \ 

Washington, D. C. oes acts Meee 
oe el P 

Dear Sir; nse 

In my letter of August 28, reporting on the ; 

various requests you received for the moving of the Carson 

headquarters from Tres Piedras to either Antonito, Taos or 

Santa Fe, I made the following recommendation; 

"after giving the matter the fullest consideration and 
talking the situation over in detail with Acting Forest 
Supervisor Marsh (Mr. Leopold is unfortunately on leave 
on account of serious illness) I have reached this con- 
clusion; I recommend that no action be taken at this 
time to remove the headquarters now located at Tres 
Piedras. The present plans, calling for the expenditure 
of little money, will house the employees now situated 
at Tres Piedras during this Winter. Furthermore, to 
hold the entire matter in abeyance until next spring 
will permit plenty of time to deliberate on this very 
important move. As a matter of fact, neither Tres 

+ Piedras, Antonito nor Taos stand out as the one place 
for the Forest headquarters, and so I feel that so long 
as We are equipped to carry on the work with reasonable 
efficiency this winter, the headquarters should remain 
where we are now located." 

On September 5 you approved this recommendation.



j Captain Adams will recull the plan to have 

/ District Engineer Whitsit make an examination of the present 

water supply at Tres Piedras and the possibilities of its 

development. Mr. Whitsit has now submitted his report and 

his conclusions may be summarized to the effect that the 

present supply is inadequate and of doubtful purity. He 

does not decide as to the possibilities of further develop- 

ment other than to make this appear doubtful. 

In the light of Mr. Whitsit's report I had a 

conference this week with Forest Supervisor Leopold (now 

on sick leave) and Acting Forest Supervisor Marsh. We went 

over the situation in detail and as a result Mr. Leopold 

has recommended to me that the headquarters be moved to 

Taos. In his recommendation I concur and for these reasons; 

1. So long as the Water question remains in doubt 

at Tres Piedras, the dictates of good business preclude the 

expenditure of further money for construction of quarters. 

2. Without the further construction of quarters, 

Tres Piedras is an impossible place to house employees 

comfortably during the winter. 

5. Without comfortable quarters high efficiency, 

particularly from clerks and subordinates, cannot be. expected. 

While Mr, Whitsit's report in my judgment is not 

conclusive, it casts sufficient doubt to settle in my mind 
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that the judgment of Messers. Leopold and Marsh is sound, 

and their judgment is based solely on the effect of the 

present quarters on the efficiency of their staff. 

I desire then authority to move the headquarters 

of the Carson National Forest, now located at Tres Piedras, 

to Taos. For the detailed report on the situation as a 

whole I respectfully refer you to my letter "00O-Carson- 

Supervision" of August 28, 1913, and to Captain Adams since 

in a measure he has knowledge of the local situation. It 

is my desire to hear from you at the earliest possible date 

in order that I may go to Taos and make final arrangements 

for a move at the close of the present fire season. 

It is my plan to inform you fully after my trip 

to Taos. All that I need now is authority to make tentative 

arrangements. If you can give this preliminary authority [ 

| by Wire I shall be glad to have you do so. 

Very truly yours, 

LipeZ. CVO eT 
7 

District Forester,



“DISTRICT FORESTER "' SEP. 9 1913 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT os AGRICULTURE estore’ te 

eee OPERATION. 

re RieeetarTe Niclees 

00 
Cars on-Supervision * August 28, 1913. 

The Forester, : 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Sir: 

mater once is made to your following letters: 

"QO, D-3, OO-Supervision, Carson", dated August 5 to United 

States Senator Catron; August 8 to Representative Fergusson 

from the Acting Secretary; "0, D-3, OO-Supervision, Carson" 

August 8, from the Acting Forester to ir. H. H. Dorman, Act- 

ing Secretary, Chamber of Commerce, Santa Fe; August 18 from 

the Acting Secretary to Representative Fergusson; August 14 

from the Acting Secretary to Representative Fergusson. All 

of these letters refer to the plan of moving the present 

headquarters of the Carson National Forest, now situated at 

Tres Piedras, New Mexico, to Antonito, Colorado, with sugges- 

tions that the headquarters be either retained at Tres Piedras, 

removed to Taos or Santa Fe, or at least retained within the 

State of New Mexico.



a 

At the outset, it should be understood that the 

initiative for this move has been undertaken by the Commercial 

Club of Antonito, Colorado and the move has only been given 

official consideration because of their protest against the 

present location. On August 15, by appointment, I met with 
twtrr fA a Me 

the, Chamber of Commerce of Antonito, Colorado and listened 

to their arguments in favor of removal of the present head- 

Quarters from Tres Piedras. Their point of view is crystalized 

in the following extracts from a petition, which I understand it 

is contemplated to mail to the Secretary; 

"The undersigned farmers, stockmen and citizens of 
Colorado and New Mexico respectfully petition 

That the office of the Carson National forest 
Reserve be removed from Tres Piedras, New Mexico, to 
Antonito, Colorado.; 

That the office of the reserve be placed under the 
Supervision of a competent, practical and experienced 
Forester; 

And you are respectively requested to order an im- 
mediate investigation of the unendurable conditions 
under which the patrons of the Reserve are now laboring. 

This petition for the above changes is submitted for 
the following reasons: 

Antonito is about six miles distant from the northerly 
end of the reserve, and is the commercial center of the 
northern part of New Mexico and the southern end of the 
San Luis Valley in Colorado, where the majority of the 
patrons of the Reserve reside; 

Antonito is situated at the junction of the Santa Fe, 
New Mexico and Durango, Colorado branches of the Denver 
& Rio Grande Railroad. Antonito is in the southern end 
of Conejos County Colorado, which is immediately adjacent 
to Rio Arriba and Taos Counties, New Mexico, in which 
the Reserve is situate; 

Antonito has ample railroad, telephone, telegraph and 
hotel accomodations and is the nearest commercial center 
of any kind to the reserve. 
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Tres Piedras has no telegraph office. It has no 
telephone connections with the outer world, nor any 
telephone connections of any kind except the private 
telephone of the forest service for local use. It 
has neither hotel nor a bath tub and is almost desti- 
tute Of white population; 

All business with the office of the Supervisor of 
the Reserve must be transacted either by the unsatis- 
factory method of mail at long intervals or by. the 
hardships of a long trip through a barren and desert 
waste to Tres Piedras, with the possible result of 
finding the Supervisor away and the trip fruitless; 

On account of the utter lack of accomodations at 
Tres Piedras, the traveler coming to the office of 
the Supervisor at Tres Piedras seldom if ever less 
than 35 to 50 miles, must either make a second trip 
through barren regions on the same day to get away 
from Tres Piedras or bring his own provisions, cook 
his own meals and camp on the prairie or in the woods, 
if permitted, as best he may. 

The Supervisor's office was located at Antonito until 
about tWo years ago, and was satisfactory to all concerned 
except certain local forestry officials." 

At the close of the meeting I informed the president 

of the Chamber of Commerce, lir. D. E. Newcomb, Ire, that it 

would be necessary for me to first consider the petitions and 

protests of the citizens of Taos and those of the vicinity 

of Tres Piedras before I could make any definite recommenda- 

tion to the Forester. 

After the meeting, I went to the headquarters at 

Tres Piedras and secured what data I could showing the ad- 

vantages or disadvantages of the present location and I am 

now prepared to make a recommendation. 

It will be agreed I am sure that the headquarters 

for a National Forest must be located as conveniently as 
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f possible for the users and that the comfort of the Forest 

officers assigned to such a station must be of secondary 

consideration. The files in the Carson headquarters show 

that there are approximately 600 users of the Carson National 

Forest. By postoffices, I find they are distributed as follows: 

BUOWORG 52) ics sists a's 3 pO 
ANU OBL UO em os 6 ccre sie o LO 
Arroyoseco.........10 
Can jLlons...-.6-s5e00 
Cebolla. css ccccsee ce 
DAWSiONcls caresses cies TL 
DOW VEPs cise sb os sess 88 

i. i * UL © © are 6 o)cheleheie so) o sels 5 

Elizabethtown...... 4 
PLUG asia cnet oral rer sie o siete ee 
Gas Tablos.....c:... 5 
ORCI Disco die ss cas Se eLD 

Pagosa Junction.... 4 
POUCA tein ais cies ele 
QU GS Va sires OT 
Red River. ....e.es cot 
MAOS Marc cs cscs ci siee ee 
Tierra Amarilla....24 
Tres Piedras.......20 
TUG AS cle cia sss os oss 6 lO 
Vallecitos....0....sa0 
Virsylvia....ccesoe L 
Ge JAPA. csc cieccscse & 
ManaSSeB.wcccrcecres § 
DUGUIAWS so ssc.c1s esis ote 
AVC AWE. «s\cisle'ss'cle) ote ds 
Arroyo Hondo.......12 
Black Lake.....s2.se. & 
CORR OR ais). c cheese onic ee 
GHEMB 25's s'scets cores lel O 
Chamita.<.c.ccecssce LO 
CONGO] GS. 6... tc we oe. 7. 
Espanola...cccceece L 
La Madera....s.ccseele 
Lumberton..scccsccee & 
LYGONS ws 0 secs cece oe & 
Mogote.....ceececce © 
Ojo Caliente.......25 
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F PREG Oks, bo ke meee 
Park View....s.cece 8 
PNG cise cs sie ous se L 

* ROSA sic ciosis stesisuesue. 6 i 

Sanford...ccse.oee L 
Santa Cruz......-. L 
ValdOZ <2 .s.4%5 ssise oie. Oo 
Vermejo Park...... l 

By ranger districts, the users are distributed, with 

percentages, as follows; 

Canjilon Bieuriet. i .s.666 0 bO6. 6s ese eee 
Vallecites ..°: ssecsnces BOe de oes Ge 
Servilleta " oe bh abels pe Os veh neon 

San Antonito " sé teehee (DE es soa ee eee 
Ques ta " eae sees eth Bees nscale 
Taos ” s agae becky Be s¥acapnee 
Jicarilla . ce RRC wea een eee Oe 

Total----600 

The Canjilon, Vallecitos, Servilleta and Taos 

Districts, comprising 321 users, or 54%, are naturally tributary 

to Tres Piedras. The San Antonito, Questa and Jicarilla Districts, 

comprising 279 users, or 46% are tributary to Antonito, Colorado. 

If, however, we consider about the only three possible places 

for headquarters - that is Tres Piedras, NeW Mexico; Antonito, 

Colorado; and Taos, New Mexico - by ranger districts and per- 

centages, the distribution is as follows; 

Canjilon, Vallecitos and Servilleta Districts, 
at Tres Piedras, New Mexico, comprising 281 users, 
or 47%. 
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f San Antonito and Jicarilla Districts, at Antonito, 

y Colorado, comprising 173 users, or 28%. 

, Questa and Taos Districts, at Taos, New Mexico, 
comprising 146 users, or 25%. f 

If we consider a headquarters in the State of New 

Mexico about 72% of the users will be better convenienced as 

é against 28% should the headquarters be located in Colorado (Antonito). 

As the headquarters are now located, that is at Tres. 

Piedras, New Mexico, it will be seen that the convenience of the 

majority of users is best subserved. This is obvious tco from 

a glance at the map enclosed, which shows that Tres Piedras is 

practically the geographic center of the Carson National Forest. 

On the other hand, it cannot be denied that Tres Piedras has 

some obvious and distinct disadvantages as a location for the 

headquarters. ‘this town was first located in about 1875, as 

a result of saw milJ operations, incident to the completion of 

the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad. Today the town is no more 

than a squalid settlement of perhaps 50 inhabitants, although 

this number is doubled in the winter When the Sheep are on the 

winter range. It has a postoffice, two stores and a school 

house (with plans for a new one), but practically no public 

accomodations. There are no sanitary facilities and at the 

present time the entire water supply of the town is obtained 

from two wells - one for domestic purposes and the other for 

stock. The well drilled by the Forest Service has gone dry. 

_ 6 -
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/ However, there has been an doneuel season of drought for the 

past four months, so I am told that this condition is quite 

unusual. 

The Forest Service improvements at Tres Piedras at 

present consist of a residence for the Forest Supervisor, 

barn and a paSture. A nearby private building is used fa an 

office, the rent of which amounts to $100 a year, and is paid : 

personally by the Forest Supervisor because of the privilege , 

of occupying the Government bungalow. Members of the Forest 

Service force other than the Supervisor are Quite uncomfortably 

housed. Plans have been made for further improvements, but 

have been held in abeyance because Of the feeling that it . 

might not be wise to invest too much money in the headquarters 

at this point. I find, however, that a six-room adobe log 

cabin now within the administrative site can, with an ex- 

penditure of less than $100, be made quite comfortable, and 

this will take care of the ranger attached to the Forest 

Supervisor's staff. There is also the possibility of moving 

an abandoned ranger station (due to an elimination) now at 

Servilleta with but little expense. While this will take 

care of the force stationed at headquarters fairly well, 

living conditions at the best will necessarily be crude. 

As well as serving the convenience of the majority of 

users, Tres Piedras is admirably situated for effective field 

work. All of the ranger stations on the Carson Forest are now 
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connected by telephone centering in the office at this point. 

Roads radiate from this town in every direction and two trains 

a day - peek north bound and south bound - stop within a 

Quarter of a mile of the headquarters. There is telegraph 

communication with Albuquerque and the outside world by 

means of a Forest telephone line to an exchange of the Taos 

Telegraph Company at Servilleta. 

Antonito is a modern small town situated in Colorado 

six miles north of the New Mexico line. Fran it the Denver & 

Rio Grande Railroad radiates to Santa Fe on the south, Denver 

on the north, and Burango on the west. It has good hotel 

accomodations and modern improvements, such as electric li gt- 

ing and good water supply. Modern office Guarters can be ob- 

tained at a reasonable rent. So much for the advantages of 

this town. As to the disadvantages, the living expenses for 

Forest officers would be high. It is necessary for horses to 

be maintained in a livery stable, whereas at preSent in Tres 

Piedras, the horses are kept in a Government pasture, and 

taken care of and stabled by the men themselves. Objection 

is made too by numerous residents of New Mexico to the 

establishment of an office outside the State for the ad- 

ministration of a Forest within the State. Personally, I 

see no value whatsoever to such an argument. On the other 

hand it is a point of view that doubtless should be recogniz- 

ed. 
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After an inspection trip, when the Carson Forest 

was first put under administration, I picked out Antonito 

as the logical headquarters, although Mr. Bronson, who at 

that time had just left his assignment as Chief Inspector i 

of this District, disagreed with me and felt that Tres Piedras 

was the place. However, I was influenced in my decision by 

the fact that at that time we had a large area on the west 

boundary of the Jicarilla Indian Reservation and also anticipat- 

ed a measure of control over the timber lands on the Indian 

Reservation itself. These conditions do not exist today. 

After Mr. McMillan's resignation, Mr. Hall, who succeeded hin, 

recommended the move to Tres Piedras on the ground of increased 

efficiency through closer supervision. Because of his adou* 

mendation, the Quarters were moved to Tres Piedras. Mr. Leopold, 

the present Supervisor, who has now served on the Carson for 

some years, very strongly insists that he at no time has re- 

gretted this move. 

I did not consult with the officers of the Taos 

Commercial Club, nor did I go to Taos on this trip. I have 

been there several times and am quite familiar with the 

surrounding country and so did not feel that this was neces- 

Sary. There are Some good points in favor of Taos as a head- 

Quarters. Although a small town, it has quite good facilities 

and is situated in the heart of a rich agricultural section. 

This means reasonable living expenses. However, the town is 
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off the railroad some 35 miles. It is strongly rumored 

though that a railroad will shortly be built into the town, 

by extension from the present lines of the St. Louis & Rocky 

Mountain Railroad, now running to Ute Park. Although off 

‘the railroad, there is an automobile stage line connecting 

the town with the D. & R. G Ry., at Servilleta, 13 miles south 

of Tres Piedras. While Taos has telephone communication with 

most of the Forest, it is not centrally located for overland 

trips. Furthermore, the Taos Division of the Forest handles 

but about 25% of the business of the Forest as a whole. 

In considering the petitions that have been pre- 

sented to the Secretary, one fact must be borne in mind. 

They have been inspired, for the most part, by the proprietors 

of mercantile establishments who desire Forest Service trade 

and they have been Signed by many men who have no direct 

business with the Forest Service but have a natural desire 

to boost their own community. 

After giving the matter the fullest consideration 

and talking the situation over in detail With Acting Forest 

Supervisor Marsh (Mr. Leopold is unfortunately on leave on 

account of serious illness) I have reached this conclusion: I 

recommend that no action be taken at this time to remove the 

headquarters now located at Tres Piedras. The present plans, 

- calling for the expenditure of little money, will house the 

employees now situated at Tres Piedras during this winter. | 
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Furthermore, to hold the entire matter in abeyance until | 

next Spring will permit plenty of time to deliberate on 

this very important move. As a matter of fact, neither 

Tres Piedras, Antonito, nor Taos stand out as the one place 

for the Forest headquarters, and so I feel that so long as 

we are equipped to carry on the work with reasonable ef- 

ficiency this winter, the headquarters should remain where 

we are now located. I am further moved to this recommendation 

because Of the absence of Mr. Leopold and the desire to dis- 

turb conditions as little as possible while he is away. 

Very truly yours, 

Wet hae CAH a 

District Forester. 

I omitted to state that, at the close of the 

Antonito meeting, a promise was made that, if improvement 

funds permitted, a telephone line would be constructed from 

the headquarters at Tres Piedras to Antonito, connecting the 

town of Ortiz. This announcement seemed to satisfy several 

who were deSirous of having the headquarters moved to Antonito; 

in any event, this improvement will, in a large measure, offset 

the present inconvenience to the users centering around Antonito. 
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ay 1, 4922 % 

G 
Led, OC-Personnel 
Carson 

District Forester, 

Albuquerque, N. }¥. 

Dear Sir: 

In reference to your letters of april 20 and 26; 

Your recommendations in regard to the personnel of 

the Carson, including the selection of Forest Assistent Leo- 

pold xs Deputy Supervisor and the transfer of Harry ©. Hall 

to the Alamo, are approved. Action on Mr. Leopold's promo- 

tion and salary has not yet been taken. While it is clear 

that ir. Leopold shoulda receive a higher salary upon his 

assuming the duties of Deputy Supervisor, i am not yet vre- 

pared to approve avpromotion of $490 in his case, I am going 

over all of the statutory promotions in order to secure more 

comprehensive information cn the entire situation before 

recommending the promotion of a number of individual officers, 

I will be able to inform you definitely within a few days of 

the recommendation made in Mr. Leopold's case and in the mean- 

time you are authorized to transfer him to the Carson as 

Deputy Supervisor. 

aay Bopy sent to District Forester fF, a 

Ab. cvccseogirporrerecescsnarencesnons Fr ih. 8 
one



f Ded 
f 

/ 

/ fT enclose a cony of a letter which I am tenhdgng 

teday to Senator Guggenheim in reference to the action ; 

taken in the case of larry C. Hall. 

Very truly yours, 

HW §, Graves. 

Forester. 

Enelosure, 
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SOP EST SaRVIOE | 

ESS REPLY TO j 

pe Forester” i MAY«d SLL 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE y Reterred to 

7 FOREST SERVICE i @PERATION. 

DISTRICT 3 : ‘ ceed 

7 ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 

f April 26. 1911. 
00 (D) 

Carson, Personnel. co eae 

(ronest ser | 
: OF acawtn o4 

a2apoBsivEeP| 
The Forester, prowess sonia 

Washington, D. C. } 

Dear Sir:- 

Your telegram of April 24 and your (0) D-3 

Personnel Carson letter of April 19 are received. 

Devuty Supervisor Hall first made application 

for the supervisorship of the Carson in a letter to this 

office dated April 14, a copy of which is enclosed. I replied 

by telegraph April 17 (enclosed) that I had decided to recom- 

mend the transfer of an experienced Supervisor to take 

charge and also to recommend his transfer as Deputy of the 

Alamo. On Friday, April 21, Mr. Campbell returned from a 

grazing conference held at Antonito on April 18 and informed 

me that Hall, in effect, had made the boast that he would 

get the supervisorship of the Carson regardiess of the 

recommendations of the District Office, In a conference
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f 
y with Mr. Waha on April 10 Hall threatened to resign unloss he 

were given the supervisorship, and yet, when I saw Hall at 

the time of MacMillan's resignation he fully understood that 

he was not to be recommended. 

I want to refer specifically to the statements in 

your letter as given to you by Senator Guggenheim. First; 

the Senator states that Hall "is extremely popular with local 

residents and users of the Forest and is considered by them 

the first executive officer on the Forest who has thoroughly 

understood and considered local conditions in his administra- 

tion." It is true that Hall is a man of pleasant address 

but the Senator is uninformed concerning his thorough 

knowledge of conditions on the Carson. As a matter of 

fact, Hall does not even know the country. This was abso- 

lutely demonstrated as a result of the inspection made by 

Mr. Campbell and myself last Summer. I make this statement 

not so much in the way of criticism but only because I 

strongly suspect that the knowledge of local conditions 

is borne of Hall's egotism. Again, no we; *t can be 

attached to the statement that Hall has "strong local 

standing." At the most, this "standing" would probably 

consist of the desire of Waushauer, a mortgagee of a large 

part of the sheep on the Carson, and Antonio Ortiz, a local 

Don and Secretary of the Los Pinos Woolgrowers' Association, 

Oe
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to see Hall made Supervisor. MacMillan had an unholy alliance 

_ with the sheep interests and I have no desire to see Hall's 

strength matched against the shrewdness of these men or a 

Deputy Supervisor in this District under any kind of obligation 

to these men or any others outside the Service which would 

influence his ‘official actions. Finally, I want to call 

particular attention to the following: "the Forest users are 

anxious to have H. C. Hall retained on the Carson and have 

been disturbed over the reports that in the personnel changes 

contemplated he was to be transferred to another Forest." 

The Forest users could have had no intimation of the contem- 

plated transfer except from Hall, because even Hall himself 

did not know until informed by my wire of April 17 and your 

letter was written on April 19. Obviously, Hall personally 

solicited the aid of Senator Guggenhoim by wire, or it was 

done at his instigation by others, and unquestionably, as 

indicated by the tenor of his remarks to Campbell, with his 

full knowledge and consent. Were there no other reason than 

this, this action alone is sufficient to satisfy me that he 

is not the Service type of man; that he has not the Service 

ideals and the Service spirit. 

Last Summer's inspection convincingly showed 

that Hall had no force. He was a tool of MacMillan. As a 

case in point; after the inspection was completed MacMillan 

Se
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wrote to each Ranger on the Forest and asked for the complete 

itinerary of Mr. Campbell and myself (copy of letter enclosed). 

He evidently was preparing to defend himself. Hall knew of 

this letter (which has just come to light) and when asked why 

he did not report the fact stated that he was afraid. I do not 

want Hall too harshly judged; he suffered considerable grief 

under MacMillan, and at last, in January 1911, told a great 

deal of what he knew of McMillan's mismanagement which'he had 

concealed before. At the same time he was so passive that he 

showed a weak character. 

As I stated in the 00 (D) Carson Personnel letter 

of April 20; the Carson needs new blood; it needs not only a 

new Supervisor but jist as necessarily a new Deputy. It will 

be no easy task for Supervisor C. C. Hall to put the Carson 

into good shape even though he has the enthusiastic support 

of his Deputy. This he will get from Leopold, but obviously 

not from Hall. I want to put Hall under entirely new 

conditions, and to give him a chance to make good. While I 

am sure you will appreciate that if Hall should now remain on the 

Carson it would greatly weaken the power of the District Office 

as far as he is concerned, should, however, in your judgment 

it be best for Hall to remain on the Carson, I shall gladly 

waive the District considerations which make this assignment 

so inadvisable. 

aha



The Forester, 

To summarize: I recommend that Harry Hall be not 

allowed to remain in any capacity on the Carson but he trans- 

ferred as Deputy on the Alamo; his association with MacMillan 

has destroyed his usefulness on the Carson; his desire to be 

Supervisor would only embarrass C. C. Hall; his resort to 

political influence would destroy the respect of the Carson 

rangers and_the confidence of his superior officers; he has 

not nade good” on the Carson but should be given an opportunity 

elsewhere under new conditions. 

I am glad that you have approved the transfer of C. C. 

Hall but I want to urge again the appointment of Leopold as 

Deputy. Leopold has the unanimous endorsement of the District 

Committee and will undoubtedly make a worthy successor to 

Supervisor Hall when he leaves, as he desires to within a 

year. Harry Hall in our judgment will never be more than a 

mediocre Deputy Supervisor, so in any event he can not be 

recommended for Supervisor. 

I trust that it will be possible for you to wire 

me your decision. Supervisor Hall will report at Antonito 

May 1, and I am very anxious for Leopold to join him at that 

time. 

Very truly yours, 

wR eS d NON CSP ir ara a 

Enclosures Y } 
eee District Forester.
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Antonito, Col.; 
April 14, 1911. 

00 
r Carson, Personnel. 

District Forester, 

| Albuquerque, N. M. 

; = Dear Siri= 

TL understand that an appointment to fill the 

vacancy caused by Mr. McMillan's Capes ee has been made. 

If this is true, I rgret it very much, for I had asked both 

Mr. Ringland and Mr. Clapp, that although I did not desire 

the supervisorship here, I be allowed to remain in charge 

until I could prove my ability to properly handle the 

situation. I believe it is only just that my request be 

granted. : 

Since my conversation with Mr. Ringland, my 

personal affairs have somewhat changed, and I now desire 

the promotion to the supervisorship. I need not remind 

you of the grief and misery that I have been forced to 

tolerate during the past two years, nor of the efforts 

I have put forth toward the best interests of the Service, 

even though under the most adverse conditions. Only 

—__recently,—in- order to follow up the work which T have
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; undertaken, I refused an offer to become a member of one of 

| the most prominent firms in the San Luis Valley, where I was 

assured of clearing at least $2500. per year. 

I believe that I am more qualified than any other 

person to satisfactorily carry on the work, and bring about 

a readjustment of matters, which as you know have been so. 

mismanaged. I consider that I am most entitled to the 

promotion to the Supervisorship here, and I most certainly 

expect it. 

This ig a matter of very great importance to me, 

and I respectfully request that you advise me by wire 

(at my expense if necessary) as to just what action has 

been taken, in order that I may base my plans accordingly. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) Harry C. Hall, 

Acting Supervisor.
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Sept, 20, 1910. 

Mr. Bert G. Phillips, : 

Taos, N. M. : : 

Dear Sir:= 

I will appreciate it very much if you will send 

me immediately, a resume of the trip taken by Mr. A. C. 

Ringland and J. K. Campbell while they were upon your 

District. 

I want to know exactly where they went, how long 

they remained, what roads, what trails, and what portions 

of. the country they proceeded over, and a short synopsis 

of anything they may have said in reference to the admin- 

ietratied of your District while with you. 

Very truly yours, 

(Sgd) Ross McMillan, 

Supervisor
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Dear Sir:- aha 

On April 18 I wired you as follows: 

"situation on Carson demands 

experienced supervisor request authority 

transfer hall from alamo to carson may 

one will involve no change in salary 
status deputy balthis will remain acting 

supervisor alamo please wire situation 

urgent" 

At the same time I took the matter of 

Mr. C. C. Hall's transfer up with him. He replied 

that he would accept the transfer to the Carson if given 

a free hand and strong support. A copy of my letter to 

Mr. Hall is attached. 

It is necessary to take immediate action not 

only because of the demoralized condition of the admini- 

stration of the Carson but because af the application of 

now Deputy on the Carson, to the position of 

Supervisor on the same Forest. I informed Mr. Harry Hall 

Dei



7 The Forester. 

that while his services were appreciated, it is considered 

best to have an entire change of executive officers on the 

Carson, and for this reason it is proposed to make him Deputy 

Supervisor on the Alamo. 

I want to emphasize just as strongly as possible 

that it is of imperative importance to make a complete change 

of the Carson personnel. Both the Supervisor and Deputy 

Supervisor should be new men, and I also believe it will be 

necessary to either transfer or drop out many of the Rangers. 

McMillan had a very strong influence over Deputy Supervisor 

Hall and nearly all of the Rangers. This influence was for 

no good to the Service. Harry Hall under proper conditions 

will make a fair Deputy Supervisor, but this can not be 

brought about if he is left on the Carson. Furthermore, 

it would be unfair to Supervisor Hall to have his admini- 

stration embarrassed in any way. He must be given a free 

hand. While it was first proposed to recommend the 

appointment of Mr. Leopold as Supervisor, it is now 

recommended that he be made Deputy on the Carson in place 

of Harry Hall. If in the course of time he makes good, 

as I have every reason to believe, he will be recommended 

to take charge of the Carson when Mr. Hall leaves to take 

“Ow
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Supervisor Hall tells me that Balthis has made 

good as his Deputy on the Alamo, and for this reason he will 

be recommended to take charge when Mr. Hall leaves, At the 

same time I want to transfer Harry Hall to become Balthis' 

Deputy. 

I earnestly hope you can approve these recommenda- 

tions. The Carson needs a strong hand, and I know of no 

Supervisor better fitted in the District to take over the 

loose administration of this Forest than C. C. Hall. | 

Leopold will make him an excellent Deputy. He has made 

good on the Apache and during his detail in this office. 

Very truly yours, 

Rhee co Lee gle of 

District Forester. 

Enclosure 

ey ec
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= April 15, 1911. 

oo (D) 
Alamo, Personnel. 

Forest Supervisor, 

Cludcroft, N. M. 

Dear Mr. Halli- 

Your letter of April 8 is received. 

I am very glad you fully understand the necessity 

for compelling me to wire you, as there are several statutory 

vacancies both in the Supervisor and Deputy Supervisor rolls 

which must be filled by May 1. It was for this reason that 

it was imperative that I should know your plans. While I 

regret that you have ad aifficulty in arranging your affairs 

in Orego, yet I am very glad indeed that it is stil} possible, 

for you to remain for awhile at least in the Service. 

As perhaps you know, Supervisor McMillan of the 

Carson has resigned. At present the Forest is in a demoralized 

condition and needs the strong hand of an experienced Supervisor 

to put this Forest in shape. You have done this so well on the 

Alamo that I should like to have you go to the Carson for 

at least a temporary period - say until January 1 = to re- 

organize the administration there. I judge from your letter 

that you can properly leave the A&amo and if you agree to 

7 this plan, I shall recommend the promotion of Mr. Balthis



Forest Supervisor. 

to Supervisor of the Alamo at $1800. If you go to the Carson 

I shall recommend the appointment of Forest Assistant Leopold 

of the Apache to Deputy Supervisor of the Carson at #1600. 

Mr. Ceopold, since he has been in .the Service, has made an 

excellent record and we look to him to become one of our 

strongest executive officers. So in the event of your going 

to the Carson and cleaning things up there by January 1, it 

is my plan to have Mr. Leopold at that time assume the super- 

visorship. Of course, at the end of that period, if conditions 

are still unchanged in Oregon, one of two things can be done - 

either your transfer to Oregon for work in the Service near 

Medford can be recommended, or arrangements can be made for 

your services elsewhere In District-3, where they no doubt 

will be needed. 

I appreciate the fact that I am asking a great deal 

of you to tackle the Carson problem and especially since such 

a request should ordinarily be accompanied by an increase in 

salary. The situation in this respect is just this: There is 

now but one vacancy in the statutory roll in this District for 

$2200. Mr. Guthrie, the Supervisor of the Apache, has been 

recommended for this vacancy. He has been in this District in 

the capacity of Supervisor for some years and I am sure you 

will apprreciate that because of this fact the increase should 

be given to him. Much as I would like té recommend you for 

pore :
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promotion, the simple fact that there will be no vacancy, 

F precludes a possibility. 

I hope you will appreciate this letter and under 

stand that we want very much you should take up the work of 

: the reorganization on the Carson in the same way you have 

so well done on the Alam§. In view of the fact that I must 

notify the Forester before May 1, will you kindly give this : 

letter your immediate attention and write me fully or wire 

if possible. 

Very sincerely yours, 

A. Uy Ring @ od. 

: District Forester. 

\
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Carson, 

District Forester, 

Albuquerque, N. M. 

Dear Sir: 

In further reference to your t elegrem of 

April 18; 

Senator Guggenheim informs me that Deputy 

Supervisor H. ©. Hall of the Carson is extremely 

poplar with local residents end users of the Forest 

and is considered by them the first executive officer 

on the Forest who has thoroughly understood and consi- 

dered local conditions in his administration. For 

these reasons, Senator Guggenheim's informant states, 

the Forest users sre anxious to hove H. ¢. Hall retsined 

on the Carson and hsve been disturbed over reports that 

in the personnel changeg contemplated he was to be 

transferred to another Forest. I explained to Senator 

Gugsenheim the necessity for placing sa thoroughly ex- 

perienced Forest Supervisor of demonstrated executive 

capacity on the Carson end he readily coneurred in the 

_ trensfer of Supervisor Hall from the Alamo. He would 

be glad, however, to h*eve you consider the advisability 

of retaining Deputy Supervisor Hall on the Carson in 

€e 
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‘ , view of 818 strong local standing, and also of ~~ on 

, , placing him in charge in case a vecancy in the 

rE Supervisorship should again occur. 

I will be glad to have you consider these 

suggestions in connection with the present end 

prospective personnel assignments involving the 

eerson. 

Very truly yours, : 

AML, spf * hager 
af Te yecciate Forester.
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Memo for the Forester. 

The following points are suggested in re- 

ference to District Forester Ringland's recommendation 

that Forest Supervisor C. C. Hall be transferred from 

the Alamo to the Carson. Mr. C. C. Hall entered the 

Service as Forest Ranger on January 1, 1906. He became 

Forest Supervisor on the Derrlodge National Forest, 

Montana, in 1907. He has thus had four years experience 

as Forest Supervisor on the Deerlodge and Alamo National 

Forests, both Forests whose administration involves 

intensive grazing conditions and requires exceptional z 

judgment and experience in handling the grazing Lanes: 

—mintetretion Deputy Supervisor Harry C. Hall of the 

Carson National Forest became a Forest Ranger in the 

Service on December 21, 1907. His period of service is 

thus considerably less than that of Supervisor Hall. 

While Deputy Supervisor Hall's record indicates that 

he is a competent Forest officer, he is clearly lacking 

in the experience and demonstrated executive ability 

concerning which there is no question in the case of 

Supervisor C. C. Hall of the Alamo.
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The allotments to the Carson for the en- 

suing grazing season provide for 10,500 cattle and 

[eek OAc eames horses and 170,000 sheep. During the last grazing 

season 568 permits were issued on this Forest. The 

ranges are in many instances fully stocked and ap- 

plications made for much more stock than the Forest 

can carry. This fact, combined with the further 

fact that a large percentage of the grazing permittees 

are Mexicans,makes it essential that a Supervisor 

thoroughly experienced in grazing administration 

under intensive conditions be placed upon this Na- 

tional Forest. For this reason District Forester 

Ringland has recommended the transfer of Supervisor 

C. C. Hall from the Alamo to the Carson. Such action 

appears distinctly necessary rather than the promo- 

tion of Deputy Supervisor Harry C. Hall to the Super- 

visorship of the Carson, because of the urgent need 

for a Supervisor on this Forest of experience and 

proved capagity in executive work under similar conditions. 

It should further be considered that all of 

the Supervisorships and Deputy Supervisorships are now . 

placed updn the statutory roll and that promotions of 

deserving officers can only be made as vacancies in the 

statutory positions occur. It would be very inadvisable
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4 therefore to promote Deputy Supervisor Hall to the 

vacant Supervisorship in the District over other 

Deputy Supervisors until the meritsof the other 

Deputies have been fully considered and reported 

upon by the District Forester. Otherwise grave injustice 

may be done to other Deputy Supervisors of longer terms 

of service and equal or greater capacity. 

: Acting init Forester.
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Fire - Des. 

Dear Mr. Headley: 

I have already written that either Mr. Leopold or 
Mr. Pooler was with me on the trip in District 3, Mr. Leopold 
on the Sitgreaves and Apache and Mr. Pooler on the Gila 
and one corner of the Datil. Mr. Kircher also accompanied 
us over the Gila and was with me about three days on the 

t Datil. _ To have them present was a source of immense satis- 
daction to me. Ail differences were thrashed out then and 
there. We saw things as are thru the same eyes and in all 
cases we came to a@ conclusion which in last year I had not 
Similar opportunities of reaching on the ground. 

Mr. Leopold was, as I have already written you, 
quite astounded to find so many omissions. Mr. Pooler said 
that during the allotment conference with the Forester he 
was inclined to be cocky and unduly proud of the status of 
District 3 protection layout, its entire organization, and of 
its execution of plans, etc. Now he feels chagrined. He © 
frankly admits that until this season inspection methods 
followed failed to give him a glance into affairs as they 
actually prevail. Fred Winn said at the outset of our 

; discussion of Gila affairs - "When I started into the field 
two weeks ago I thot I had a good layout. Now I think it 

* not worth a damn", Mr. Pooler also said that he feels very 
piqued in the knowledge that an outsider had to come in to 
point out to him many things that he should have caught up 
last year. 

I will not describe findings at every point, but 
will merely write enough to give you an insight into the 
protection organization as found. 

Season: The season opened earlier than usual. Taking 
the District as a whole part of the P. force were employed in 
advance of the average opening dates. A fairly general storm 
during the first part of May allayed the situation materially-~ 
to such an extent, in fact, that during the period of our



inspection on the Sitgreaves, in some parts, fire danger did 
not prevail and the regular force was off on other work. This 
Sondition held in the west half. The employment of guards 
in advance of May 1 was probably 0.K. 

The yellow pine land of the Apache, Datil, and 
Gila was dry and inflammable during our stay on these Forests. 
The composite types in the higher elevation were still damp. 
There is a question, if an emergency in advance of the regular 
opening date ever does prevail in that type. Even if dry, 
in view of absence of risk, the danger is very slight. 
Lightning does not occur until late May or June. Human risk 
is nil. Another point of interest is the preva&iling idea of 
occurrence of midseason emergencies due to extreme dryness 
in the pine type. In that type the hazard is either very 
high or very low. Tall dry grass is the first cause of the 
abnormality of hazard. The District says now, we had a 
light winter. By the middle of the season the situation 
will then be one to warrant the employment of emergency guards. 

' I am inclined to differ with them and Kircher fircee with my 
views. I claim that in so far as determinab1&! ombustibility 
of that tall grass is probably as great after 40 days of dry 
weather as it is following a dry spell of 50% longer duration. 
Furthermore the slight difference in moisture content of the 
soil as between a 40 day or 70 day dry spell has no effect , 
or rather no practical effect, upon the combustibility of the 
grass. Therefore, on an average year the grass would burn 
as readily as it would right now. If so an emergency does 
not exist. This, by the way, is a thing about which there is 
need for exact information. ‘ 

This year men went on early in the high country on 
the Gila. The need for this is also questionable. Country is 
damp, and, as stated before, risk is practically absent. There 
is need for a lot of educational work along this line in the 
Distriet/ Kircher is the only man in the District who has 
clearly thot his way thru these questions. I believe during 

% the trip Mr. Pooler became somewhat converted to our viewpoint. 

Kircher did an excellent job last season. As an 
example; In the Mogollon Mountains on the Gila three primary 
lookouts within e radius of six miles of one another had been 
financed for several years. After much argument he prevailed 
upon the Supervisor to do away with om. After our trip the 
Supervisor has agreed to use the second as a lookout fireman. 

In the Black Range five primary lookouts were 
used. He cut them to two primary, one on Datil and one on the 
Gila, made two into secondaries, and eliminated one entirely. 
In that whole region the risk is small, timbered area very 
narrow, and number of firés annually during past 6 years has only 
run 3 to 4. He cut five gwrds from the Sitgreaves. That Forest 

Leo



now has, according to the Supervisor, a 3 hr. maximum elapsed 
time radius. Only about 18 fires per year occur on the Forest. 
15% of the Forest has a very low hazard. 

Records; 

Fire records on the Sitgreaves and Apache are very 
fragmentaryI did not reach the offices of the Datil and did 
not take time to inspect the records at the Gila headquarters. 

Last winter the District office started the compila- 
tion of a group of statistical figures for the Forests. This 
I believe to be a mistake. The Supervisors needed the benefit 
of the analysis that such compilations require; besides to do 
that sort of work for Supervisors is poor organization practice. 

On the Sitgreaves no statistics whatever have ever been 
kept. The fire reports for two seasons were missing between 

5 1914-20. Spot map showing location of fires has been kept 
excepting for the fires of 1920. The finding of this group of 
maps was apparently & surprise to the Supervisor. A map showing 
similar data is kept on the Apache. Ten day records have never 
been kept om the Forests. Such records are compiled in the D.O0. 
for each Forest. 

Shortly after my visit to Albuquerque last March 
the District Forester instructed a11 Supervisors to analyze 
reports of all man-caused fires ayd to dig out causes and answer 
as to what might be done about them in future. On Sitgreaves 
and Apache this was not done so far as the Supervisor knew. 
The Supervisor of those Forests could not tell me whether 
stockmen or camper were chiefly responsible for the sp-called 
camper fires. There must be something done to get Supervisors 
to make such studies. It im necessary to get into their heads 
what the job before them is. For this reason I am hopeful 
that you will recognize the wisdom of requiring the compilation 

¥ of the data which I recently submitted for your approval in 
this connection. 

The District Forester has ordered with ironclad 
force that commencing this season fire reports must relate 
facts and must be complete. Also that report must be re- 
viewed and initialed by either the Deputy or Supervisor. 
Examples of how it works on the Apache: 

May 14 the Grant Creek Fire started. History. 

Started 1:30 P.M. (Guess) 
Discov. 2:05 by Reno Lookout 
Cross shot 3:04 by Blue a 
Start 4:05 by Fire foreman and guard at Hammegan 

Supervisor Selkirk had awaited at Hannegan several 
days for us. On May 20 the Supervisor remarked about 
this fire and in ansarer keg what the start time was he



said two hours, and explained it by saying the delay 
was because Blue Mt. could not be rung to report a 
cross reading and in the meantime the boys thot the 
fire was one which burned a few days previous in the 
Same direction as the reading given by Reno Lookout. 

Neither he nor the Fire Chief, so far as he knew, 
had made an investigation to learn why Blue Lookout had 
not reported or answered its eall. May 21 I picked up 
the report on the fire as written by the Fire Chief 
and found that only one hour of the two hour delay was 
because of the failure of Blue Lookout, and upon cross 
questioning we got these facts: At the hour Reno first 
reported the fire foreman was scrubbing the floor. He 
regeived the report, tried to ring Blue, failed, and 
continued to scrub and clean up about the cabin, He 
says he thot the fire was one in another District which 
had burned several days before. Blue Mt. failed to 
respond to calls which he placed at intervals. At 3:04, 

: or one hour later, Blue called and gave the cross reading 
by which the fire was locateé@ on the map. Why Blw was 
idle no one Imew, but surmised that he was off the tower 
during the lightning storm. The foreman then with the 
fireman went out in a 40 acre pasture to get horses. 
At 4:05 they made the getaway and without food. Upon 
reaching the fire, with good s eed, the foreman decided 
it was too big to fight (24 Pi with two men so he sent 
the fireman back for help and grub. The fireman returned 
to meet the District Ranger en route with a small force. 

I am relating all this to illustrate how, despite 
the fact that the Supervisor has been at this station for 
at least two days, he had not gotten the facts of the firet 
fire of the season, nor neither had he checked up to get the 
reasons for the failure of BlueLookout as he had stated it 
to us. 

* A Gila case; The Deputy Supervisor on the Gila 
had been to a fire during April on Little Creek. It 
had been left and broke out anew and had an altogether 
tragic history, among other things that of including 
a deputy, a ranger, and several employees of a permittee 
and the permittee himself going to the fire without 
tools. The fire was M.C. resulting from a branding 
fire. The man responsible had Slipped thru the Deputy's 
fingers. The reports, written by the ranger and 0.K'd by the Deputy, showed nothing irregular. We visited 
the burned area (160 a.) with the ranger. Upon ques-~ tioning him by processes of persistent digging the District Forester little by little got the real facts. He had the Deputy meet us the next day. The Deputy was properly handled and I daresay in the future his: methods will be different. He was told that an account 
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giving the history of the case and his management of 
the fire would be filed in his personnel folder and 
that it. would reflect seriously against his record. 

Mr. Leopold is making a general inspection of the 
Apache and he will await, I presume, his formal report 
before taking up with Selkirk his failure in this 
instance reported on the preceding page. 

Supervisor Hoyt of the Sitgreaves has personally 
reviewed each fire report of the current season and 
apparently has the facts of each case well in hand. 

The statistical records computed last winter 
in the District Office have yet not been set up in 
finished form for distribution to the field. I have 

‘ endeavored to point out to both Mr. Leopold and Pooler 
that in the future the Supervisors should do the job 
of keeping the records up to date. Mr. Pooler appa= 
rently is converted to that viewpoint. Mr. Leopold's 
final opinion I do not know. 

Detection: 

Last season Mr. Kircher made a rather extensive survey 
of seen and unseen areas from lookouts. He found 
duplication and eliminated it in most instances. 
Based upon the number of fires occurring annually 
within the field of view within which many of the 
remaining lockoutS are primarily depended upon to 
discover fires, there seems still to be cettain look- 
outs which might well be made secondary. Then, too, 
the primary lookout system, especially on the Gila, 

& seems overbalanced as compared with the number of 
firemen employed. In the Bear Wallow fire division, 
practically devoid of stockmen who reside on the range, 
there is one primary lookout and one fireman, Mogollon 
Division 2 primary lookouts and 3 firemen and the 
District Ranger. Mr. Pooler has indicated the 
intention to investigate the service actually rendered 
by these primary lookouts with a view of peorganizing 
on the lookout fireman basis if results show safety 
of that scheme. 

There still remains a lot to be done in both 
the Mogollon and Black Range Gila, and on the Apache 
and Datil, in mapping to determine just what part of 
these Forests is thoroly overlooked hy present detec- 
tion organization. In a general way it all is, but 
in detail not. If such @ survey were made certain 
changes in position of present organization night 
prove advisable. 
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Every lookout point visited, including both 
secondary and primary, is equipped with a tower, some 
of which are in a very dilapidated condition, but in 
the main are all well built and are in good shape. The 
tower on Promontory Butte, Sitgreaves, 107 feet high, 
is in a dangerous condition. I have suggested its 
abandonment and if replaced that steel be used. With 
but one exception all towers examined are provided with 
some sort of a lightning conducting device. 

Locating devices range from well installed facili- 
ties to absolutejy "bum". The latter condition is 
decidedly prevalent. The District standard device consists 
of a galvanized iron protractor set on a small board which 
in turn is usually nailed solidly to an upright about 4 
feet high which sits in the middle of the platform of the 
tower. Alidades are the open-sight style Waualey) made 

} in local tinshops. 

No ready means of orienting the devices is provided. 
To orient it requires a complete dismantling. As an excep- 
tion to this rule the Sitgreaves has an awkward way of doing 
it. All orienting is done by compass. I have suggested 
the use of Geological Survey data. 

Most of the iron protractors are warped badly and 
are insecurely fastened to the base. Consequently the 
alidate moves over humps and valleys. Many of the alidades 
are loose on their pivots and have bent sight wires. One 
seen was without sight wire. On the Sitgreaves one alidade 
was without sight wires of any kind. The lookout uses as 
as a Sight guide the notch in the head of the pivot screw 
and on to @ match at the far end of the alidade. on 
another lookout, same Forest, Blue Mt.,in fact, the alidade's 
vanes were out of line and the indicator was at least 4" 
wide at the point, or instead of pointing the degrees or 

s half degrees the indicator covered three degree spaces. 
This instrument is not of District standard design. It is 
the worst I have ever seen in use. Many of the supporting 
posts are set on the platform of the tower; others extend 
thru the floor in the manner indicated by the dotted line of 
this drawing. The later type of installation gives a solid 

base. The former type are all wobbly and move 
as weight of man and wind plays upon them. 
Reno Lookout, Apache Forest, was the most 
faulty in this respect. Both the man in 
charge of fire in that region and the Super- 
visor had inspected the layout several days 
before our arrival, and so far as we could 
determine no plans were under way to remedy 
the faults. Fox Mt., a primary lookout, Datil, 
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occupied for at least two seasons,is not provided with a 
locating device. I did not visit it, but got the informa-~ 
tion from Ranger Roger at Luna, who says while Fox Mt. 
lookout oversees a lot of the Luna District, his services 
have been or are limited because the man cannot give 
mechanical readings. Last fall Mr, Kircher pointed out 
these deficiences to Supervisors concerned. Mr. Hoyt 
had previously visited this spring the two points on this 
Forest where the worst layouts were seen. Nothing done. 

’ On the Gila, the two outfits at Mogollon Baldy and Center 
Baldy were in a most deplorable condition. Well set up 
devices, excepting for the absence of provision for 
orienting, were seen on Green's Pk.,Apache; Highland Park, 
Dati; Bearwallow, Gila; Diamond Pk., Gila; Hillsboro 
Pk., Gila; These are the only satisfactory ones of 17 
points seen. A miserably poor showing. The District 
Forester agrees. 

} I have given the description of the devices used 
in Districts 1 and 5. Three has accepted it as its future 
standard. 

Lookout personnel with but two exceptions live 
anywhere from + of a mile to 4 miles from their jobs. At 
Highland Park, Datil, and Deer Springs, Sitgreaves,on top. 
Others as follows: 

Forest Lookout Primary Secondary Distance live 
awa 

Sitgreaves Promontory xc 1¢ arISe 
e Lake Mt. x about 13 * 
% Blue Mt. x 2 Ml 

apache Green Pk. x 3 " 
: Big Lake Mt. x ee 
v Reno x ~ 

* " Bear Mt. x 4 " 
Datil Eagle Pk. x 3/8 " 

" Negrito e i“ 
Gila Bearwallow x 1 n 

" Mogoiion Baldy x 7 v 
" Center q x 2 0 
e Diamond Pk. x ” " 
" Reads Pk. x > 
’ Hillsboro x 3/8 ™ 

Plans are under way to get the personnel on top 
and to enclose top of the tower. In the Black Range, out of 
fow lookouts and firemen employed none are in communication 
from 6 P.M. to 8 A.M.. In the Mogollon one man says he goes 
up the tower once each hour. The balance of the time he stays 
in a dugout. 
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Equipment and Supplies: ‘ 

At two stations, Reserve, Datil, and Ranger Painter's 
headquarters, Kingston, the tosl supply was found in 0.kK. 
conditior. This is two of approximately 24. With those 
exceptions axes were either very dull or loose on the handles, 
in most instances both; saws dull and in some cases rusty 
and pitchy, and list incomplete. On the Sitgreaves the old 
idea of scattering of tool boxes with tools and cooking 
utensils still prevails. Caches at outlying points have 
been robbed until now only fragments of the original stocks 
remain. The Apache, Datil, and Gila, follow the practice 
of gathering up and redistributing tools each year. on 
all Forests visited more thot needs to be given the question 
.f selection and distribution of tools, not to mention care 
and need for sharpening facilities, now in the majority of 
cases either absent or badly worn. A complete reorganiza~ 
tion of equipment should be undertaken without delay. 

; On the Sitgreaves we found that in conformity with 
Par. 18 of De3 fire standards, which reads: "Tool boxes 
must be checked and tools must be in first class shape at 
the beginning of the fire season", Rangers had checked most 
of the tool] caches. They had taken no action to Lighten 
handles of axes, to sharpen axes, to clean and put saws in 
condition to use or to requisition tools needed to bring 
stock up to the standards extablished in the plan. 

There prevails an apparent shortage of tools on 
the Gila, Apache, and Sitgreaves, but I feel certain that 
if a complete round-up of all tools were made and a redis- 
tribution worked out to fit the labor supply and type of 
Gover an actual surplus of most articles would be discovered. 
Grinding facilities are short and the supply of axes is not 
large. 

e In most places tools are well marked. 

Rations of character and in form adaptable for con= 
venient use on fires are not provided. Neither does the 
District fire standards nor fire plans of the Forest require 
that food be taken by firemen to fires. In some places now 
pack kyaks contain food supplies, but commonly not. Mr. 
Kircher will prepare an emergency ration list and in future 
Supervisors will be instructed to provide all firemen with 
one to three sets of those rations. 

Lanterns for night travel are not provided. 

Cooperation: 

The field for developing cooperation among local 
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people and permittees, so far as I could see, is yet merely 
scratched. No organized thot on the subject now prevails 
on the Forests visited. I have discussed this subject from 
modern viewpoints with all officers seen. Mr. Leopold and 
Pooler both have copious notes and progress within the next 
year or two might be anticipated. 

In spite of absence of any definite policy or line 
of action, I am leaving the District with the feeling that 
avery favorable attitude toward the Service and its protec- 
tion policies prevails. 

_ On the Datil and Sitgreaves a possibility of develop- 
ing a@ limited amount of financial cooperation came to my 
attention. On the Datil the State of New Mexico owns about 
a township of timber land. Toward the cost of protection of 
it the State has paid nothing. On the Sitgreaves a coal 
land holding company owns 30,000 acres of well timbered 

> coal bearing land. To date it has not contributed anything. 
Mr. Leopold intends to have the respective Supervisor dig 
into these cases. No other large ownership of timber land 
prevails. Cooperation with the Indian Service on the Apache 
and Sitgreaves is lagging. I will write again on this aues- 
tion. 

Law Enforcement: 

A good start hasbeen made on the Sitgreaves, but 
as a whole on the Forests visited need for a lot of educational 
work is evident. For example, Supervisor Selkirk, Apache, 
has interviewed one Justice of a possible three. He did not 
know whether his rangers had talked to other Justices or not. 
No action had been taken to establish relations with the 
various County Attorneys on the Apache. A Ranger on the 
Sitgreaves told me that his fireman had a few days previously 

* put out a fire on a sheep allotment and had found near the 
fire sheep tracks, and a man's track containing a peculiar 
merk. The Ranger had the following day or two after watched 
the owner of the sheep unload flour from a wagon. He made 
tracks in the dust between the wagon and the warehouse 
identical to those found by the guard at the fire. I asked 
the Ranger what he had done about it. His reply was to the 
effect that when he asked the sheepman if he had set the 
fire on the hill the day or two days before the man said no 
and claimed that he had not been up there. That's all there 
was to it. 

Only one instance of a Ranger's desire to absorb 
the function of the court was encountered, that being by 
Ranger Slossens of the Sitgreaves. In his own peculiar 
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verbose way the Supervisor did the best he knew how to correct 
the Ranger's viewpoint. Success had not followed dur ing 
the period we were on the Forest. In general, I believe 
the majority, probably 99% of the members of the personnel 
of the Forests visited are keen for rigid enforcement of the 
fire law. All they need is training. 

New Mexico's new fire law became effective on 
June 10. It is patterned after the Oregon Law and appa- 
rently is an effective instrument. Credit for its prepara- 
tion and passage is due to the District Forester and Mr. 
Kircher. The latter rode herd on it at Santa Fe until its 
passage was assured. 

I suspect just a bit that the conservatiam of 
the Assistant to the Solicitor in D-3 is somewhat of a 
hindrance to the slambang methods of law enforcement 
practiced in District 5 and in some parts of District 6. 

; A Ranger school comparable to that held in Del 
last winter would do a lot of good in a training way in 
law enforcement. 

Personnel: 

The personnel of the protection forces of all 
Forests is chosen from the industry of the country. All 
are he fellows, chiefly cowpunchers, high heel boots and 
all. A few homesteaders are interspersed here and there 
on every Forest visited. The latter are representatives 
of the type one would expect to find nowadays on homesteads 
75 miles or more from railroads. High heel bods as a 
footgear for firefighters in the rough country, and it is 
rough land of the Apache and Gila, are also representative 
of a type which without a horse is lost. With a horse 

3 in the Mogollons and Black Range of the Gila they woulda 
not be quite useless, but their usefulness quite likely 
would be seriously impaired because in all probability 
roundabout routes to fires would have to be followed if 
horses were used, and after arrival the high heel would 
be no asset to hiliclimbing or traveling around side hills. 

The District recognizes the possible inefficiency 
of cowboy type, but claim that the cow ranches are the only 
field from which it can draw protection personnel which 
knows the country. They might pay more for men who would 
work and thereby pick up a few firemen for the rough lands. 

The cowboyScome on the job with a string of from 
two to five horses in each case. Pastures are short and 
overgrazed at best. With the surplus horses about, the latter



factor is becoming serious, to the extent that feed in 
abundance for even one horse is not furnished at some 
stations. The District has to take action soon to 
revegetate pastures and to control the surplus horse 
nuisance. 

The fire plan requires "that most men keep 1 
horse up and saddled between the hours of 8 or 9 and 
9 or 6 or 9 and 7. On short feed horses shrink in flesh 
on this treatment even when shifted from day to day. 
Horseowners become disgruntled as they see their horses 
day by day growing thinner. This was particularly noticeable 
on the Gila. One good horse well fed would answer all 
demands. 

I believe that less attention is given to comfort 
of personnel of the summer force in De3 than in any other 
District. Cabins minus floors and windows, no stove in 
three places, and in three others very poor ones; insuffi- 

a ciency of pots, pans, and table utensils is the rule. 
Food supplies when furnished by the Service is extra plain, 
no butter, no sweets, no spuds in places. The difficulty 
they have with personnel might be obvisted in part if a 
little higher standard of living were established. if 
@ little better food than served in cow camps and if a 
little more pleasing environment were provided certain 
good men might be attracted from the cow outfits year 
after year. 

They by no means now fail to get back some men, 
but it is the exception rather than the rule. All men 
imterviewed evidently were interested in the work even 
where dissatisfied with the horse-feed arrangements. All 
were ablebodied. 

Fire Standard #2 directs Rangers to give all 
* guards at least one day of personal instructions at the 

beginning of the period of employment. Every guard 
excepting one reported that the District Ranger or Chief 
Fireman had visited him and instructed him on the day he 
reported for duty or shortly after. Only in a few cases 
(two or three) were the lookouts and firemen without 
written instructions. These were, however, very short and 
savored strongly of perfunctoriness. As far as they went 
they were 0.K., but they did not fully cover the field. 
The D.F. told all Supervisors to take a first hand in the 
preparation of the instructions. On the Apache wither the 
District Ranger or the Ohief Fireman wrote them and the 
Deputy approved them. On the Datil the Supervisor took 
littie hand but passed it on to the Rangers. One Ranger 
followed the example set by the Supervisor, he passed it 
on to a brand new non-eligible assistant. The assistant, 
not having anyone to hand the job down to, did the best 
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to discharge the task. The Supervisor of the Gila wrote 
all instructions to short termers. 

I think the whole force lacks knowledge of 
suppression technique. They do not have an opportunity 
to learn it. An occasional big fire occurs. ‘They are 
fought, I suppose, hit or miss fashion and everyone 
has forgotten about it before another occurs. I have 
strongly advocated the study of the principles of 
Osborne's manual, with the ever prevailing axiom, speed 
in travel and headwork on the job. Headwork, however, 
develops with experience usually. 

At Highland Park and Eagle Pk. Lookouts on 
the Datil good use of the lookout men and firemen was 
being made. A 50' tower on high land was completed and 
a& house was well under way. At Eagle Pk. a small tower 
was all but finished and work on a house is to start 

' as soon as the tower is completed. 

Personnel in many other places might be handled 
so as to get a lot of work done if brains, temporary 
telephone lines, extension bells or howlers and portable 
telephones were used to keep sight of job hooked into 
communication with lookouts, etc. The matter has been 
thoroly gone into with both Mr. Pooler and Leopold. Next 
year instead of fire ylans saying that during periods of 
low risk the District Ranger will give guards work to do, 
they will provide®specific job for every man based upon 
definite plans. The country is fairly bristling with 

jobs to be done. The situation makes one's feet itch 
with the desire to be a Supervisor so as to experience 
the satisfaction of doing things rather than forever 
seeing things not done that might be done. This subject 
will be written about further in another letter. 

‘ Publicity: 

The Forests visited are so remote from modern 
means of advertising that very limited opportunity of 
newspaper publicity is offered. At the headquarters of the 
Gila in Silver City the local paper is evidently keen for 
news and it frequently is given items by the Supervisor's 
office. 

The Datil Rangers in the District I reached all 
did some publicity stunt during Mre Prevention Week. The 
Apache had no program, so the Supervisor said. The 
Sitgreaves Supervisor had not worked up anything before I 
left the Forest on about the 13th of May. The Gila Rangers 
were supposed to make talks pefore schools but were unable 
to do so because on account of shortage of money some of 
the schools closed early this year. 
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District 5's accomplishment in fire warning posting 
does not improve on the average. Pretty poor where we 
traveled, with the exception of one District on the Gila. 
Our travel included a trip to every District of the 
Sitgreaves. the Greer part of the Alpine and Blue Districts 
of the Apache, the Luna, Reserve and OBO Districts of the 
Datil, the Mogollon, Mimbres, and Black Range Districts 
of the Gila. 

Mighty effective work has been done thru the new 
State Fire insurance or prevention Commissioner by Mr. 
Kircher. The first issue of the publication of this 
State Bureau was dedicated to Forest fire prevention and 
appeared during the fire prevention week. You have un- 
doubtedly received a copy. The Commission also received 

an appropriation this year to be used for popularizing 
the idea of fire prevention in homes, business, and field. 
The Commissioner did not know what to do with the money. 

x Kircher advised that some of it be used to institute a 
fire prevention course in public schools. The Superintendent 
of Public Instruction has promised to make the teaching of 
the course mandatory in all grade schools. Part of the 
appropriation above mentioned will be used for preparing 
material or text for the course. Details yet remain to 
be worked out. 

An extensive publicity program was staged by the 
District Office on Arbor Day, which, followed by the 
publicity of fire protection week, floated a quantity 
of material out to the public. 

Plans: 
The Sitgreaves did not have its plan completed 

by the opening of the fire season. On May 7 the Supervisor 
was busy reversing it and probably did not get it out until 

6 about the 24th of May. 

The other Forests visited had their plans all in 
the hands of field men before the opening dates. 

The plan contains many important points, but on the 
other hand much material essential to any plan is absent. 
I won't burden this letter with the description of the 
plans. The big point is that those who write plans fail 
to think out their problems in advance. As an example: 
Supervisor Winn, while at White Creek, was worrying about 
the risk represented by the influx of fishermen along 
White Creek. Asked if they came every year, his reply was 
yes. Yet his fire plan mentioned not that risk nor did 
it provide for ways and means of handling it or controlling 
it. A similar instance was caught up on the Apache. Campers enter the Blue Range country from the south in numbers which 
Seem large to local aera The Supervisor mentioned 
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the risk they involved, but not a line of thot did the 
fire plan indicate he had given that factor in advance. 
There were many things he could have done. Most of the 
people pass the Clifton and Honeymoon R.S.. He could 
have required registration, camp fire permits, a patrol 
of the area once a week, that the Honeymoon Ranger keep 
the chief fireman advised as to the number of people 
passing and whither they were bound. 

We have talked plans and plans building until I 
am plans blind. It is hoped that next season plans 
will indicate application of more hard thinking and less 
stereotyped form. 

I have written a memo. to the District Forester, 
a copy of which you will receive as soon as it is typed. 
After reading it and this letter and others which I will 
send you might wish to write something to him. I want to 

* have you know that he is worried and that he is doing all 
that anyone can expect a D.F. to do within his knowledge of 
the problem. He accepted none of my principles without 
discussion and if he finally agreed he prepared to act. I 
want to come back next spring to measure results. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Inspector. 

> 
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Copy 

Albuquerque, NM. 
June 13, 1921 

Not to be sent to D.F. 
0 
Supervision-District Three 

Mr. Roy Headley, 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Headley: 

AS briefly as consistent with need of presenting a good 

working picture of conditions here, I will relate in installments 

an account of my observations. Will you please have copies made : 

of letters for my files. 

Work Plans 

& District 3 has perfected its ranger work plans. The 
final outline of the last plan reached the field about 4/6/21. 
For a number of years monthly work schedules were required of 
rangers. The latter scheme called for one copy of schedule to 

be submitted st the beginning of each month . These were to be 

vised by Supervisor, commented upon and regurned for revision 

if the Supervisor thot necessary. At the close of the month the 
procedure called for a second copy from the rangér showing ac- 

complishment. 

The Deputy Supervisor of the Datil Forest says the 

schedules were submitted, received and filed. No check on that 
Porest was made. The Supervisor of the Apache gave no clearly 
Stated description of how he used the schedules. I judge there 
perfunctory practice also prevailed. The Supervisor of the Gila 

did make use of thé schedule since he is interested in such ad- 

ministrative methods. The Supervisor of the Sitgreaves reports 
that he has examined the schedules as they were received and he 

* also claims to have checked them with reported accomplishment 
at the end of each month. If so judging from the condition of 
protection administration his review and checking failed to get 
many jobs done that should be done. 

District #xm Three's new Ranger Work Plan conforms very 
closely to District 2's. It sets no date upon which any job shall 
be done but the monthly schedule does estimate the time needed to 
do the listed jobs. Copies of both annual and monthly sections 
go to the Supervisor but no report of accomplishment is submitted. 
Inspection is depended upon to discover how performance checks 
with plans. 

Mr. Leopold iS very much opposed to eStablishing date 
limits for performance of jobs. That policy is fine in principal 
perhaps, but opposes the facts that we are up against - the 

failure to have certain work done at the time at which by all



means it should be done. Me has agreed that absolute date 

limits must be established for completion of repair of telephone 

lines, repair lookout devises, repair fire tools, completion of 

fire plans,in fact all fire control features possible of despatch 

before the opening of the fire season. 

The idea of holding supervisors to accountability for 

failure to have those things done is OK but to do so doesn't reim- 

burse the U.S. for suppression gdosts or damage done if pills run 

large and fires become disasters because the necessary advance 

work has not been done. I tried to get across the idea that ad- 

ministrative practice should be designed to guarantee that all 

advance suppression steps possible of despatch be done before the 

opening of the season. I believe that a system of promise cards 

will be set up as an adjunot to the work to call attention say on 

April 10 that certain jobs must be completed by May 1. ‘The yearly 

plan will state that those jobs are to be completed during april 

and the monthly plan for April willprovide time for the doing of 

+ them. 

You will be interested to know that Mr. Leopold's dis- 

coveries in the field were a genuine surprise to him. He never 

realized before that a supervisor failed to do so many things. 

For example. The new work plan scheme went out without specific 

instructions that it be put into effect by amy particular date. 

The supervisor of the Sitgreaves altho the plan had been in his 

office for one month did not recall its receipt. The Apache wanted 

& year in which to initiate the operation of the plan. He found 

that an old time ranger did not know the meaning of rotation 

grazing, that Supervisor Selkirk of the Apache had never heard of 

the burro system of handling sheep, neither did one of his rangers. 

He was astounded to find neither the supervisor of the Sitgreaves 

nor the Dept. nor the supervisor of the Apache knew what consti- 

tutes an emergency as defined by the Service. The only emergency 

these two supervisors had in mind was a big fire which required 

2 the hiring of crews of men. 

Mr. Leopold has always hald the opinion that training or 

educational courses like those of Dist 2 were not necessary. The 

main object to accomplish as he has seen the job is to cultivate a 

man's imagination by permitting him to choose reading matter; for 

example, he thot and is right to a certain degree that if a ranger 

reais a thesis on mythology (?) he would develop imagination to 
assist him in his daily work. After getting his first real in- 

sight into administration as it actually prevails he says what we 
need is primer stuff not only for rangers but for some supervisors. 

He now is planning to develop for use next winter telephone courses 

grazing courses, etc. He frankly says that this trip has been a 
revelation to him. Highbrow ideas have been blasted by seeing 
affaips in their true aspects. 

By the way he questions whether or not the results of 
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Keplinger's work in D2 shines as brightly on the ground as it 

does on paper and by description of it from D2 men. The inspec- 

tions made in D2 last summer he says failed to discover any out- 

standing evidence to support D2 contentions. To have this point 

of view is interesting at least. 

The Mullin work unit has been analyzed and applied. It 

is simple and will be workable with a little more refinement. It 

is based upon the time given to handle the average cow upon the 
range. By exhaustive studies Jim found that the average cow coat 
in rangers time 5 6/10 minutes. Then he proceeded to ascertain 
how many board feet of timber required 5 6/10 minutes of adminis- 
tration. This figure in rangers sales was 75 B.F. and 164 B.F. 
in project sales. An investigation of time given to uses, land 
adjustments, land classification, protection and improvements 
pointed out that for certain units of area to those activities, 
the average ranger gave 5 6/10 minutes. Here they are. For each 

25 acres of area - 5 6/10 minutes to Improvements 
85 Ww "W " " Ww " Uses 

8 1i2° % a u " " " Land adjust. 
lve. 0 2 a ul ¥ " Protection 
745 =" e g " ig " Cooperation 

These figures were all worked over on to an hours basis 
then reciprocals substituted for those figures. The reciprocals 
are the factor used. They are for 

Grazing 92. per 1000 head) In fact all these fac- 
Project sales .57 M.B.M. ) tors equal the part of 
Non-project sales 1.4 M.B.M.) an hour or hours that 
Prot.,imps. uses, etc., ) is or are required to 

6.6 per 1000 a. ) adm. 1000 head stock 
4 sheep = 1 cow, etc. 

To @ind the number of work units in the Greer Ranger 
District, Apache 

® 8,000 cattle 8000 
20,000 sheep; 4 5000 «= 13,000 x 92 1196 

500 N.F.Ranger sales 500 500 x 1.4 700 
350,000 acres area Dist. 350,000 x 6.6 2510 

To tal 4206 units 
of work or 4206 hr. required to do the classified work. 
Units do not include classified time. 

The average number of work units per Ranger District 
for the entire District is 2400. On forests visited they ran from 
1500 to 4200 approx. 
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The factors aS applied do not however give an accurate 

measure of work because the last factor 6.6 which combines pro- 

tection, improvements, etc. is used irrespective of the fact that 

there is no lands adjustment work in an individual district. It 

also is applied to th® gross area of ranger districts in measuring 

the umm size of protection job, whereas on the Cherelan District 

of the Sitgreaves 50% or more of the District's area is asbestos 

and to it the ranger gives no protection time. 

In an application of the units to the Greer district we 

found that the allotment of funds for the District were barely 

sufficient to pay for the hours necessary to discharge the classi- 

fied work. It is known that the ranger in addition to doing the 

classified work x= also spends 4 material lot of time on unclass. 

Jim is now working out independent factors for protec- 

tion, improvements, and lands work. When he develops them kt will 

be possible to get a more accurate measure of work of ranger dis- 

tricts because on the Carson for example where protection is nil 

® that activity can be ignored and so on right thru. 

I must tell you that the supervisor of the Apache - Sel- 

kirk- had never heard of the Mullin unit. I asked him what he 

thought of it and he said, What is it? A fine example of a super- 

visor in name only. Had never heard of the burro or bedding out 

system of handling stock nor of the work unit of the District. 

This leads up to his idea of time studies. His reply 

to the questions of how much time his rangers should spend in 

the field to do their respectiyé jobs was "around 50%". Asked how 
much time they did spend, he said I don't know. I haven't analyzed 

time for a long period. Mr. Leopold gas the following evening 

going over an Apache Ranger's diary. The supervisor was in the 

room but took no part in it. leo pointed out to the ranger du- 

plications of trips, how he could have put up trail signs inci- 

dentally, etc. The next morning before leaving Iwas talking with 

Mr. Selkirk about loss of time and told him if a supervisor would 

* interest himself in such things he could render an immense service 

in the solution of one of our most perplexing problems. He said, 

"I don't believe in that sort of thing. @hese boys are all doing 
their best. I don't believe in questioning men like Leo did last 

night. It makes a ranger feel that he is being put thru the mill 

like a criminal." What can one do with a man of that state of 

mind? 

This is how it works. A new house and small bam were to 

be constructed at Blue R.S. Apache. A carpenter was hired and 

placed in a vacant stat position. The ranger said work on the 
house started about Nov. 1 and was not ready for occupancy until 

late April. The ranger, a floater ranger after Xmas and this car- 
penter beside part time of a fourth stat. man worked on the pro- 

ject. Very proudly the supervisor said that the house and barn 

were all built on contributed time. No thot of the five months. 

The house was a job that should have been completed even with un- 
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skilaed labor in not to exceed 2 mos. and the barn in two weeks. 

I have cautioned the D.F. against the employment of noneligibles 

specifically for house construction where to do so clearky vio- 

lates the state limitation on cost of buildingss In two instances 

this was done. He said that it would not occur again. An ex- 

cellent job was done on both houses. 

I am enclosing a map showing the travel of Ranger 

Simmons (Datil) and a brief transcript of his diary covering a 
period of 8 months. Simmons is a $1700 ranger (Deputy in a ranger 
place). Held to be a high grade man. He is too fat to climb a 
tower or a tree on telephone work. Forty-two girth would rule him 

out. You can judge for yourself whether or not his diary shows 

$1700 management of ranger's time. He has a good personality , 

speaks plausibly on all subjects, and bubbles over with esprit de 

corps. His case clearly shows the need of a system of rating 

personnel which willtake into account more of what a man actually 

does and less of what he doesn't. 

* I have gotten some insight into the inner workings of the 

D.O. personnel situation, particularly that of Operation. 

Mr. Pooler says Redington played strongly to two favor- 

ites -Bhepard and Leopold. When the vacency in Operation ocuurred 

he went outside the Service to get Leo. Before Leo left the 
masses recognized that Leo was being pushed ahead of his experi- 

ence and when from outside he was brought back and placed in a 

position requiring mature judgment and ripe experience the field 

felt somewhat bowed up about it. Pooler thinks Redington made a 

pretty serious error in making the appointment because he apparently 

feels that Leo is not temperamentally fitted to render to the Ser- 

vice his highest worth in the Operation field. He shortly after his 

appt. to D4 told Leo of the feeling against him (Leo) by the field 
force. Leo's pride arose and he asked for an opportwmity to make 

or break in Operation. The other day when the offer of Dana's 

Place reached Leo - one of the chief considerations for his refusal 

of it was just that thing. He feels that as yet he has not made - 

® and the desire to do so is overwhelming. Frank told him whet the 
Dana place was refused that he did not feel Operation was Leo's 

strong field and that say inside of two years or after Leo has had 
a fling at O of sufficient duration to make, he could expect a 
switch to P.R. Kircher then would go to 0. Pooler says Leo is 
agreeable to that switch. 

Personally, I think Leo has done well in light of his 
experience and the handicaps under which he works but you know 
that I also believe he moves along with his feet somewhat off the 
ground. But he lowered several inches during the past month. 

My stock of paper is exhausted. Am at Deming awaiting 
nine hours for a train connection on the S.P. for Tucson. 

Sincerely yours, 

Evan W. Kelley 
Inspector



Copy 

Banning, Calif. 
6/28/21 

0 
Fire 

Dear Mr. Headley: 

I wired yesterday of my departure from D3 to D5- a 
month late. You perhaps wonder why I spent so much time in the 
Southwestern District. For three reasons. One, the job repre- 
sented by the trip across the Sitgreaves, Apache, Datil and Gila 
countries was too big for tie alhotted time. Two, there is a 
bigger need for attention to the economic side of protection 
here than I beliete any one has realized and third, since I came 
to the Coronado at considerable expense to investigate the Cata- 
lina fire I felt that to get a fair working knowledge of condi- 
tions as effecting fire control matter would be good business; 
accordingly, I spent twelve days with Supervisor Calkins. 

® You have raised the question of the F.F. expenditures 
in the District during the first 10 day period of June. Part of 
it was spent for real need but a large portion was spent because 
no one, excepting Kircher, has thot his way thru the common fire 
control problems. In a former letter Mr. Poolerfs standpoint 
was described. Leopold is just beginning to feel his way along 
and to see the light. 

A letter in May from the District Forester to the 
Supervisors pointed out an existence of a climatic emergency 
and urged that emergency men be put on wherever and whenever the 
Supervisors thot necessafy. The tone of the letter was of 
rather Scare line nature. Naturally Supervisors responded con- 
sidering only the climatic and natural conditions. Presence of 
trail crews, possibility of getting protection by use of means 
other than that of employment of emergency guards was but 

+ lightly exploited. 

The Catalina fire too excited everybody but Kircher. 
Under pressure of the Tucson Chamber of Commerce and a hogwild 
editor of the "Tuscon Citizen", Supervisor Calkins of the Coro- 
nado was I think thrown a little off his usual stable balance. 
The result was employment of emergency guards, I believe and so 
does Kircher, in excess of justification about 50%. The spread 
of the Catalina fire also has scared the members of the force to 
the extent that altogether too many men are hired to fight fire 
regardless of size. I saw a fire upon which $288.00 was spent. 
It shoald have been controlled for half or less. Fear of another 

J break like the Catalina is the reason. Fear, I strongly feel, is 
< based only upon what the Catalina fire did after mistakes and 

f) unpreparedness rather upon the actual reason for it.



The cover of the Forests is dry to be sure, tempera- 

tures are high, relative humidity low, and a large number of 

people are in the Coronado Mts. How mu@h drier or whether or 

not an abnormal number of people are in the wood no one knows e 

The District has yet to think its way thru problems that you 

talked sbout in California 6-8 or 10 years ago. It needs a lot 

of counsel and I don't know but what a man assigned to fire 

from District 5 where conditions are more like Dist. 3 than 

any other place. 

It is too bad that Mircher mm did not continue on the 

fire assignment for two years more because he has the correct 

view point and apparently the standing with supervisors to put 

it over. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Evan W. Kelley 

, Ins vector
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Supervision 
D. O. Program 2 ‘ 

1923 
TRODUCTION 

*attached is the District Offico program of work for 1923, 

grouped under fiftcen specific Objectives. An advisory cormittee of 
five D-3 Supervisors has assured me that it is entircly feasible for 

Supervisors to group their programs under the samc. identical object ives = 

making comparisons between Forests casy - and each Superviser js zoquested 
to program his 1923* work in this way. Rangers should continue vo 1650 the 

present Ranger work plan form as modified by the several Supervisors, but 
can casily identify jobs with Objectives by use of the Objective nuber, 
thus I, II, etc. This, however, is left optional, although I hope some 
Rangers will give the suggestion a trial. 

The new system will eccomplish the following purposes: 

(1) Emphasize as "Objectives" the real things we aro all work- 
ing for and toward ~ leaving to District Office end Forost programs and : 
to Ranger work plans the various jobs to be undertakon for thoir attain- 
ment. 

(2] Facilitate consideration of the adequacy of the several 
programs of work to sacure the desired degree of progress toward the 
attainment of the genéral objectives. 

(3) Facilitate the excercise of priority-judgment in detcrmining 
the best use of available resourccs in men and moncy. . 

(4) Focus attention on urgently needed increases in men and 
money by tying programs of work in move closely with allotments. 

(5) Facilitate correlation in District Office by grouping 
program features under gencral "Objectives" rather than by offices. This 

can be done without any diffusion of responsibility. 

(6) Facilitate qualitative definition of inspection under 
various objectives to insure emphasis of fundamentals all along the lino. 

(7) Facilitate the recording of actual progress toward 

attainment of objectives and of accomplishment of tha financed features 
of programs. This can be accomplished at the close of cach year by use 
of yellow insert shocts, and cach ycar such a follow-up report = page for 

page - will bo made by the District Forester to the Forestor ané by the 
Forest Supervisors to the District Forester. 

In order to accomplish these several purposes, the following 
instructions should be closely adhered to by Supervisors in preparing 
their programs: 

‘Note: Programs need not be absolutely confined to 1923 work - ample 
provision for listing other work is found in these introductory instrue- 
tions. 
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(1) Program all work that sticks out as requiring early atten- 

tion, i. e., things that are really essential to adoqaute prograss in 

attaining the various objectivos. 

(2) Schedule for the particular calendar year only work that 

can reasonably be executed in that year without increases in moa or 

money. ae ES 

(3) Where material progress on a job is expectod ir the 

calendar year but the job cannot bo concluded in the yoar, imdavete thus - 

"1925 Cont." as continuing worke ; 

(4) Marl as "Urgent" tho particularly necessary programod 

put unscheduled work. This will focus discussion the relative import- | 

ance of particular scheduled and unscheduled jobs ¥ Forosts or groups 

of Forcsts.~ For jobs in this class be prepared with a statement of 

additional resovrces nsocded. 

The above system for indicating priority is the best wo have 

becn able to work out and it is hoped that with use a better priority — 

systom can be evolved. 

Thore will be no "Supervisor" or "Distriet" conference next 

spring, but a series of group allotment and program mcetings will be hold 

during tho last helf of January, which will barcly allow time for asscmb- 

ling the District finencial needs for presentation at the Service Allot- 

mont conference in Ogden in mid-Fobruary. I am very anxious to discuss 

tho various Forest programs in thoir relation to allotments, organization 

and personnel, and accordingly dosire each Supervisor to formulate his 

program as comprehensively as the intervening time will allow and bring : 

it with him to the meating or his allotment group. A copy is wanted for 

the District program bindsr and it will facilitate consideration hore if 

you will mail this copy io the District Orfice marked for ny personal 

consideration just as soon as available. Where not carlior available, 

Supervisors should bring in the District Office copy whon they come. 

The program discussions this prececure makes possible may result in 

changos in individual Forest programs end may also suggest changes in tho 

District Office program as well. 

Sufficient copics of the District Office program are peing — 

furnished Suporvisors to supply all Rangsrs and Deputios, since its use 

should prove helpful in promoting good team work throughout the District 

as a whole. Tho program will bear careful study, and frequent use for 

reference purposes and criticism of it with suggsstions for improvement 

are invited and will be very wolcome. i 

FRANK C. W. FOOLER, 

District Forester. 

Decembor 19, 1922. ; s 
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OBJECTIVE IX. 

To prevent destruction of Forcst covor and land through crosion 

with attendant economic and industrial loss. 

District Office Program, 

(1) Basic Data. 

1925 (2) Assemble and digest availeblo data bearing on orosion 
problem this District, results of control investigations 
elsewhere and specific statement of control project inaug- 

urated in District. (Joncs with cotp. Leopold. } 

(2) Control Policy. 

1923 Development of crosion control policy end tecmigque for 
cont. District. (Leopold - cotp. other officcs. ) 

(a) Logislation. 

1923 1. Study out necessity for revision of organic law by t) 
Congrcss, oxtonding our watershed function to all f 

National Forest lands, rather than retaining prosent 
legal limitation to watcrsheds of navigable strcams and ~ 

reclamation projects. (Chenoy. ) LAT 

1922 2. Study out necessity for cstablishing 'Land-Owner Res~- 

ponsibility" for erosion control, and fcasibility and 

ways and means for putting it into cffeet. (Cheney. } 

(bo) Organization. 

1923 1. Induce Agricultural Colleges, through cxtcnsion sorvicc, 
cont. to undortake devclopment and domonstration of control 

technique and assume lcadcrship, especially off the 

Forests. (Loopold.) 

1923 2, Keep our owm orgenization abreast of developments in 
cont. erosion diagnosis, causation and control. (All offices.) 

1923 3. Establish or cxtond direct relations with the following, 

cont. with the objective of working out definite machinery for 
exchange of information and correlation of study and 
effort. 
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U. S. Reclamation Service -- : : 

Washington. (Forestcr on request District 

Forester. ) 
Pecos Valley. (Mullen and Arthur.) 

a ; Rio Grande Valley. (Jones and Douglas.) 

Salt River Valley. (Leopold and Swift.) 

Colorado River. (Leopold.) 

Water Users' Association. (Same as above.) 

New Moxico Agricultural Federation. (Jones. ) 

Arizona Industrial Congress. (Swift.) 

(c) Technique. DR mAs 

1923 1. Draw Work Plan for “bottom-fencing" demonstration on 

Salt River watershed. (Leopold, Grazing and Swift.) 

1923 2. Follop up "Control Plant" project with B. P. +, 40) 

cont. 

1923 3. Follow up experiments on willowing, check dams, bank 

cont. control, etc., alrcady under way. List to be drawn 

by 0. (0 - Coup. other Insps.) : 

Urgent 4. Initiate demonstrations of Talbot's findings on tank 

; silting. (G) 

(ad) Educational Work. 

1923 1. <A popular bulletin or other publication, available in 
quantity, pointing out the causes, effects, extent 

and significance of crosion in the Southwest. 

: (Leopold ~ coép. PR.) 

Urgent. 2. <A bulletin illustrating control methods, as soon as 
methods have been sufficiently worked out. Weanwhile, 

as tcmporary compilation for use of field. 

1923 ' (3) Inspection with particular regard to: 
cont. 

(a) Location of specific arcas requiring localized remedial 
attention and. suggestcd remedies. (0, L, G - codp. other 
Insps.} 

(o) Adequacy of Supervisor's grazing program and current: : 
progress to correct erosion due to overstocking or over- 

grazing (local or general) and curable by grazing control 
including fencing projects. (G ~ cotp. other Insps.) 

cle.



(co) On sale areas - adequacy marking policy and local brush 

aisposel work from erosion standpoint with due regard to 

conflicting demands of crosion control, fire protection 

and reforestation needs. {S - cctv. other Insps.) 

(a) Along roads and trails - utilizetion brush in minor 

erosion control work instcad of burning. (0 & TH = codp. 

othcr Insps.) 

Urgont (e) Work for some common standard of what constitutes a satis- 

factory condition of a watershed, (G, L, S, O.), and 

some manner of recording improvement or doterioration in 

watershed conditions effected by coach Supervisor. (0) 

) 
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To secure satisfactory range managoment and the stocking of the 

National Forest ranges within their carrying capacity as establiched 

after consideration of the demands of timber production and wate.ched 

protection as well as forage values. Subject to. the foregoiuc, the 

production end of grazing administration, rathcr than the distribusione 

of-preference ond, should be emphasized. This ‘Objective neceesitaics .. 
proliminary grazing roscareh or studics work, grazing memagoment plans 

(to covor the ontiro District ultimately), the ultimate extension of . 

grazing reconnaissance to all National Forest wits and ultimate 

Jmowledge of tho cconomic ncods of the industry. 
(Ale ee oe eee RE ae SFG OO mS Kye wee Pca hs tae St Ons Na sa Ss A Ne Hae At as St SO La NOR PM Se Se OD Sy SO ps BE mt Ee SE we 

District Offico Program. 

(1) Grazing Studies. 

1923 (a) Publish mllctins giving results salting and water study. 
{falbot.) 

1923 (b) Dissemination of studics information through direct con- 
tact betwoon studies mon and administrative officers and 
collection administrative vicws as to additional necdcd 

studios work. (Talbot. ) 

1923 {c) The management phase of tho brush rango study. This would 
or resolvo itself largely into a dctcrmining of the main 

1924 principlos of handling such ranges. An important part of 
cont. it would be a close study of tho carrying capacity which 

wo want over many of these renges which are frequently 
watersheds. This carrying cepicity would be one defined 
in the light of forest and watcrshnod protection and erosion 
rathcr than tho actual numbers of stock which the forage 

might carry throughout the year. (Talbot. ) 

1924 (a) Tho management phase of our bunch grass ranges. This would 
or probably attack the problems of the best methods to use such 

1923 ranges ticd in with damage to reproduction, overgrazing of 
cont. short grasscs, fire menace and erosion. (falbot. 

Note: Priority as betweon (c) and (d) cannot be established 
until after Investigative Committee meeting in January. 

(2) Grazing Reconnaissance & Managomont Plans. 

1923 {a) Santa & - proparation of grazing reconnaissance repert and 
management plans for completed portion of Pecos Division. 
(G with advice Supervisor. ) 
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{b) Santa Fo - complete grazing reconnaissance (approximately 
330,000 acres Pecos Division) by Junc 30. (G.Reconn. party. ) 

1923 (c) Datil = provide reconnaissance party for extension grazing 
reconnaissance to approrimately 225,000 acres and through 
periodic inspections maintain technical control. (6G) 

1923 (a) Permancnt assignment technical xrazing men to two National 

Forests to aid Supervisors in application grazing recon- 

naissance and in development bettor managoment plans. (D.F.) 

Urgent (e} Same as to various othcr National Forests. 

(3) Renge Appraisal. 

1923 (a) Complote revicw range appraisal reports of Forests. 

(G = Cooperridcr. } 

1923 (>) Prepare summary range appraisal reports of Forests and 
tabular standard form for comparison. (G ~ Cooperridor. ) 

1923 (c) Conferenceswith stock associations and others on grazing 
appraisal work, including subject of feos. (G - D. BF.) 

Urgent (a) Developmont mcthod use of range appraisal data for manage- 

mont plan purposes. (G = Cooperrider. ) 

(4) Game Production. 

1923 (a) Assist Supervisors in orgenizing game interests in Arizona. 

cont. (G ~ Cotp. Leopold.) 

(b) Study out what plen of Dimitation of Kill and method of 
managing big gamc will best fit Forest intcrests. 

(Leopold - Cop. G.) 

1923 {c) Roview of Suporvisors' recommendations for complotion of 
big gamo refugo systom for submission to State. 

(G = Coup. Leopold. ) 

Urgent (ad) Conduct Arizona legislative and of Kaibab Gamo Management 
Plan. (G - Cop. PR, Leopold and Swift.) 

(e) Revision Gamo & Fish Handbook. 

1923 (5) Stock Moatings. 
cont. 

{a} Attendance regular State stock association mootings. 

(D. F., Kerr ~ sometimes Scott.) 
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1923 (6) Inspoction with particular reference to: x 
cont. 

(a) Uso being made by Supervisors of rangc management and rece 
connaissance data in developing satisfactory conditions on 

ground. 

(b] Adoquacy Supervisor's reduction program to mect Forcst and 

watershed protcction requiroments on tho ground and success 

in putting into cffcoct. 

(©) Adcquacy Suporvisor's program to moet local oxcess stock 
problom and succoss attonding cfforts. 

(dj Adequacy Suporvisor’s program to sccurc short scason ro- 

movals and succoss attcnding offorts. ; 

{e) Satisfactorinoss oxist ing establishcd soasons and adcquacy 

Supervisor's program to secure desirable modifications. 

({£) Adoquacy of and adhorence to Suporvisor's program for hoand- 

ling grazing adjustments on cut-over arcas or arens to be 

cut over in onsuing five to ton yoars. (Scc also Objoctivo 3 

IId (2).)- we 

(g) Adequacy of and adherence to Supervisor's program for cor- 
recting distribution stock on rango with partiouler refor- 
once to rolicving overstocked arcas and utilization of 

mused ranges constituting fire hazard, with duo rogard to 
; watershed protcction. ‘ ; : 

(hn) . Adequacy Supervisor's renge improvoment program, including. 
boundary and crosion control, foncing, and success in’ © 
carrying it out. 

{2} Adoquacy local: salting plans. Ph ay 

(j) Satisfactorincss Supervisor's handling ncow applicants. 

(%) Adequacy Supervisor's progrem fer meeting nocd for addition- one 
al stock associations. Bas 

(1) Compliance terms annual allowanco lottcr. .. phe. 

(m) Compliance outstanding grazing standards and record roquire- 
ments. : ; F 

(nm) Supply gencral assistance as necded in scttlcmont local rango 
controversios and in bolstoring defective programs. 

Diath : ... (G = Cotp. othor Insps.} 
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mrt, D. Pe otion - no attempt made as yet to sohedule D.?. inspection trips. They will be tied in closely with trips of dashington inspectors. 
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RECORD GROUP 95 

RECORDS OF THE FOREST SERVICE 

RECORDS OF THE DIVISION OF RANGE MANAGEMENT: 
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: PART TWO -- PROTHCTION AND DEVELOPYENR. O Koy 

(1) Grazing Reconnaissance: a ferve 

&. Required, Reasons why: 

in my last years report i recommended an examinetion 
of our ranges by Mr. Jardine, with a view to determining 

the feasibility and need of a regular grazing reconnais- 
sence, anc to formulate whatever tentative organization 
which seemed necessary along the lines of scientific range 
ménagement. I wieh to again meke this recommendation, 
although J em not as certuin at this time thet we ere es 
yet prepared to teke full advantage of the intensive 
recornsissance of the entire Forest. I believe that this 
question can be or well held in ebeyance, pending en 
experienced examination of onr renges. Since last year 
progsress in erezing edministretion hes been maée which 
enibles me to foresee more clearly the exceedingly great 
improvenent in Renre menarement which we are able to meke 
in the future without the aid of seientifiec reconnaissance 
deta, and I em inclined to think that we should eonsider 
very eerefully the e@visebility of ineurring heevy expendi- 
tures for reconnaissance under the precent still rather ' 
unsettled renge conditions. sfter the grazing esdministre- | 
tion hes become stable and comparetively well organized ¢ 
it-is pessible that we will not only be able to derive i 
much ereater benefit from ecientific reconnaissance, but | : 
reconnaisséence methods will also have improved to where the ; 
deta obteined will: be more usable. * 

b. Accomplished. Results obtaineé: 

Yhile no regular scientifie reconnaissance has been 
attempted on thie Porest so fer, I feel that satisfactory 
prosress has heen made in the stnéy of renge condi tions 
and management. The conelusions reached, and the plans 
proposed for the future have slready been diseuseed under 

Part 1 of this report. 

c+ Planned, “Methods proposed: 

IT an not yet prepared to recommend any spectfic 
methods for possible future grezing reconnaissunce,. 

(2) Lossee of Live Stock, from -- 

fis Disesse. Remedial measures teken. Required: 

ag already stated under Part 1, 5-a, no cases of Scabies 
have been detected on the Forest during the past year. 15 

cattle were lost on the Canjilon District by reason of a 

nO ve



PROTECTION AND DEVELOPMENT (Gent): 

(2) ) esses of Live Stock , from -- 

ie Diseese. Temedisl measures tekon. Reguired (Cont); 

diseasé purported to be black leg. I am inclineé to doubt 
the reliability of this diagnosis. 

bs, Poisonous plants, Remedial measures teken. Required: 

Lossea through poisonous plants on this Forest are 
comparatively slight. The worst losses consisted of death of 
sheep during the early spring.4«s a result of eating Pingue, 
or rubber weed, which is very abunéant.on the lower ranges 
up to about 9000 feet. Judging from the statements of 

experienced sheepmen, enc from my own observetions, 1 an 
inclined to think that liberal. salting is all thet is  - 
necessary to obviate these losses. Kenses Sulphur salt, as 
expleineé by Mr. Mmeipp, is the best for this purpose, and 
is elso the kind most generally used in the sheep camps. It 
is imvorsible to estimete the exsct number cf sheep lost 
throurh Pineve, since these losses are simultaneous with the 

amnuel] heavy losses due to poor feed on the winter ranges. 

ec. Predatory énimels. Remedial measures taken. Reguired: 

Fo serious losses from predatory animals have occurred 
until very recently, when loafer wolves are reported to heave 
stampeded three bands of sheep on the Vallecitos District 
and killed ebout 100 head in one night. 

(3) Prairie Docs and other range-destroying Rodents: 

|B. abundance and need for extermination: 
Although a considerable anni] fiuctuetion in the 

abundance of prairie dogs is noticeable locally, I believe 
that a seneral increase has occurred since 1911. Local 
extermination work on & small scale is a benefit to private 
agricultural interests only, and is, therefore, I believe 
not the duty of the Forest service. General extermination 
on & Large scele by the Biolorical Survey, in cooperation 
with the Forest Service,is the only. practicable and sensible 
pian, and the undertaking of this work 18 a very urgent 
necessity. 

b. _=xterminative work accomplished and proposed: 

No poison was Gistribuited during the past year, and no 
expenditures along this line are recommended for the reasons 

given under Part 2, 3-a. The receipt for poison is, of 

course, always supplied on request. 

PM
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PROTECTION AND DEVELOPMENT (Cont): 

(4) Jeter Levelopment; 

&., Aree, location, and grazing capacity of range not utilised 

Hith the exception of certain areas of limited extent 
included within pending eliminations, there are no ranzes 
on thie Forest completely unutilizeda becavse of lack of water. 
fhe need for weter development is, however, in no way reduced 
by this fact, since one of the mein requirements for the 
oroper utilization of «t least half of our rances is te 
provide an increase in the number, and on improvenent in the 
distribution, of stock watering places. This requirement is, 
of course, the first séscential in working toward uniformity 

in utiligation, sené it.will not be possible to make much 
further. progress toward, this oné on the Vallecitos, servilleta 
ang Jicarilts Distriots without the development of additional 

watering pleces,. 

b.% ¢, Wator developments compisted during year, and planned 

for comin’ voor: ’ a 

No water davalopments were planned or undertaken during 
the past year by the Porest Service. Repair work was done, 
however, wnéder Special tise on etout three tanks, and eevarel 

new tenks are planned at the sugcestion of this office by 
certain permittees on the Servillets District, to be con- 
structea during the present fxTi. 

trider the authority given on Pare 3 of Mr. iiaha's 

G-Carson-Allowances letter of January 8, 1912, it is planned 

to require the improvement of about 19 watering places by 

end on the ellotments of the permittees affected, ap follows: 

Ganjilon District ,------- 7 Springe. 

Vallecitos * eree--- 4 Springs. 
Sen Antone . e-e---- 6 Springs. 
tervillete . eree--- 2 Tanks. 

Total ------- I9 Projects. 

Almost. ri thout exception the spring developments will 
consist of erecting & pole fence around the present seep; 

sinking a small hole in the seep, to be welled with rock, 
ané an outlet, which sill be < "V" shaped trough set in 
the gvound and connected with « log trough o.uteide of the 
forec, in accordsnee with the needs of each case and the 

volume of water available. She Reneere will cooperate to 

& eertein extent in the construction work, and the details 
of construction work will be left in their discretion. 

=P9-



ie PROTRCTION AND DEVELOPMENT (Cont): 

(4) Vater Levelopment¢cont) ; 

bd. & @, Water developments completei during year, and 
plenned ror coming year (Conty: 5 

It is planned to meke c volumetric measurement of the 

flow of certuin springs on the Canjilon District, and to 
observe the number of sheep wetered and the conditions in 

each ease, in order to gether definite deta as to the 
amounts of water required for this class of stock during 
various times of the year. 

(5) Permenent Improvements: 

&. & b. Brief resume of improvements constructed and benefits, 

end of permanent improvements required: 

No grasing improvements have been constructed or planned, 

or are planned to be constructed within the near future by the 

Service. One “pectal se for s small drift fence has been 

approved under the new drift fence neater now in effect. This 

is the case of 0. J. Niles, for 100 cattle, on the Teos District, 

ranging in Capulin Canyon. 
Reference is made to G-District-3upervision cirouler #80: 

I am very much in favor of the new policy coneerning drift 

fences. on account of the limited prevalence of the cattle 

industry on this Forest, however, the policy is not practicable 

here, except on the vusas cattle area, and Qn the Taos Division. 

I consider that no especial advantege would be gained, except 

on the Taos Division, where the plan will work out to excellent 

advantage, on account of the mountainous character of the 

country end the ease of constructing drift fences across the 

canyons. 

(6) Damage to Forest Reproduction: 

Gis Extent of damage: 

Damage to reproduction through grazing is, on this ¥orest, 

confined to the community gost areas. This statement applics, 

of course, entirely to visible damage to good size reproduc- 

tion; the treamping out of young seedlings being much less 

noticeable and more extensive. a certain emount of spruce 

reproduction has been erppped down until the young trees have 

esgumed & hedgelike growth on certain bedding grounds within 

the gpruce type. n the whole, howevor, the tramping out of 

invisible seedlings is undoubtedly by far the most important 

kind of demuge on this Forest. Since there have been no



PROTECTION AND DEVELOPMENT (Cont): : 

(6) Damage to Forest Reproduction (Cont): 

Be Extent of damage (Cont): 

very recent seed years, no opportunities for detailed observa~ 
tions have been presented. 

bd. Preventive measures adopted, Planned: 

The first and most essential step in handling this 
problem is the proper regulation of goat grazing. The measures 
adopted and the results obtained have already been described 
in detail in Part l. 

(7) Revegetation of Depleted Ranges: 

a.& b. Extent of areas requiring reseeding, end Methods to be 
followed; natural, aPtIPtsiet 

There ere no areas on this Forest for which artificial 
reseeding is recommended. By. far the most important need 
for reseeding is within the small spaces between the hummocks 
on the bunch grass ranges which have been heavily grazed by 
sheep. On these arees the bunch grass is left untouched, 
while the intervernine sod of short grass has been largely 
destroyed. Reseeding of these intervening 
spaces will undoubtedly take place naturally when the over- 

. stocking of sheep has been reduced, and the proportion of 
horses and cattle using the bunch grass ranges has been 
increased. 

Cc. Areas upon which an improvement in forage conditions 
has been secured: (1) E natural Tabeeaina (2) by 
artificial reseeding: 

A very espparent emount of natural reseeding has teken 
place during the past year on certain areas, especially 
within the Vallecitos District, which had been badly abused . 
during preceding years, but which during the past season 
were protected by careful administration and the avoidance 
of overstockin-z. AS an example, the lower part of Burracho 
Canyon, embracing approximately four Sections, which during 

May, 1911, bore practically no visible forage of eny kind 
whatsoever, wes during Mey 1912 very fair gramme and blue 
stem range. On & greet many parts of the Forest there 
can also be observed large numbers of 014 sheep trails, 
made under the blanket allotment scheme, which, under the 
new individual allotment scheme have erown up thickly with 
annual grasses and herbs. 

-21-



PROTECTION aND DEVELOPMENT (Cont): 

(8) Herbarium: 

&e Need for collection of principal herbacesus plants. 
b. umber of plants SeTlastar” Celumber of Tante Tdentifiei. 
a. ‘umber of specimens in office herbarium: 

The proper*collection of herbarium specimens is not 
possible without getting into the field with e team. Since 
there is no Government team on this Forest, and Since in the 
course of ordinary field trips, especially in connection with , 
grazing work, 9 team is of limited usefulness, either 
hiteked up, or the horces being used under s&ééle, the collec-— 
tion of herbarium specimens requires @ great deal of extra 
time, the expenditure of which I did not feel justified at ; 
the present stage of grazing administration. To specimens } 
have been collected so fur, nor have any been submitted for : 
identification. 

. i 
(9) Improvements in Methods of Handling stock: é 

as Reguired. b. Adopted during the year. Results secured: 

AS already discussed under pert 1, 5-c, a more thorough 
enforcement of the saltirge requirement is very much needed. 
sheepmen must also be educated to utilize forage on the areas 
Slightly obstructed by down timber. There is @ very great 
need for enforeing more frequent moving of camp by sheep 
pera: Verious degrees of progress has been made during 
he past season by the several Rangers in this line; the 

principal obstruction to a perfect observance of our require- 
ments beine the limited distribution of water on certain 
Districts. With the oxeeeeaer of the three points named above, 
the methods of handling stock on this Forest are quite satia- 
factory. 

Ge Planned: 

Reference is made to G-District-Supervision Cireular #60: 
Regular, organized, or cooperative round-up work is entirely 
impracticable on this Yorest. "he cuestion mentioned in your 
circular is, therefore, not applicable here. The discussion 
under Part 1, 5-d, will, I tnrink, be sufficient basis for the 
above statement. 

Aldo Leopold. 

Forest supervisor. 
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4 Biological Survey November 1, 1916. 

5 Jicarilla Dist.Inspection 
2 Oct. & te ge, B8L6. 

MEMORANDUM FOR SUPERVISOR 

I was greatly surprised at the excessive loss 

of stock from predatory animals that is oceurring on 

the Jicartlla District and by the number of predatory 

animals seen and the amount of sign. We secured fairly 

accurate reports that at least 600 sheep had been killed 

during the present grazing season by coyotes, wolves and 

bobeats. This does not include small lambs actually 

lost during the lambing period. This is almast 5 per 

cent of the total number of sheep permitted on the Dise 

trict, and when you add to that another 5 per cent that 

undoubtedly will be lost during the winter months, we 

have a loss of 10 per cent from this source alone which 

no sheepman in any country can stand and run his business 

profitably. 15 calves were reported killed by wolves 

during this season. This is not a very large per cent 

of the permitted stock. However, I am confident that a 

very much greater loss from wolves has occurred than is 

reported. For instance, one shareman of iianuel Trujillo 

stated to me that he had 30 head of cattle on shares 

and that this season the calf crop was so short thet he
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u was unable to pay the 20 per cent toll to the owner 

, out of the calves that he had vraised. Certainly the 

calves have been lost from some cause, but one unfamilier 

with the wolves' method of dealing with young calves 7 

might lose a very large number without realizing what 

was causing the loss. Last year Tom Cordova lost, 

he gays, every one of his calves from wolves and he 

was running at least 50 head of cattle. This year he 

has lost but two, but in order to save the calves this 

year ne has been forced to practically herd his cattle 

and to corral them every night. The driving in of his 

cattle to his corral every night has been exceedingly 

hard on the range and it is causing the grass to be 

trampled down in the vicinity of the range with erosion 

setting in rapidly. But can we consistently prevent 

him from bringing his stock in from the range every 

night while if he does not do it he will lose all of 

his calves, and two years' loss of calf crop in suc- 

cession will put any man out of the business. 

One example of the damage that wolves are 

doing occurred while I was on the District, and I se- 

cured firsthand knowledge which is absolutely reliable. 

On the night of October 17 a band of wolves, the number 

is not known, but probably about six, as 1 saw the tracks 

=o
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of six wolves together in that same vicinity a few days 

a later, got into ea small band of dry ewes that had been cut 

/ from the main band in the afternoon and killed 80 head 

thet night. This loss amounted to at least $500. This 

Same permittee had already lost something like 40 head 

from wolves and therefore his profits for this year 

have been reduced to a minimum. Wolf tracks were seen 

on all parts of the District, and I believe that they 

are worseiin’ that region then they ever were on the 

Tierra Amarilla Grant or the Servilleta District, and 

I believe it is safe to say that there are 5 coyotes 

and bobcats on that District where there is one on 

any other part of the Porest. 

In view of these facts it seems to me that a 

most urgent endeavor should be made to secure at 

least one Biological Survey trapper for that District 

: to begin work early nest spring, as I think it would 

be of little avail to try to trap the country during 

the winter months. 

Both cattle end sheepmen for the most part 

realize that they are up against it and are seriously 

considering placing of a bounty of at least $35, and 

possibly $50, on wolves and also a bounty on wild cats 

and coyotes. If this was done it would probably rid 

<3
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the country of the animals temporarily at least. In 

this connection, and having direct bearing on the 

efficiency of the bounty system, it should be remembered 

that while there is a bounty of $15 on wolves md S2 

on wild cats and coyotes, the script in that county 

is almost worthless. Even if this small bounty were 

available in cash there would be a different story to 

tell regarding the numbers of predatory animals, but 

with the bounty off and fur prices not extra good, there 

is no inducement for trappers to go into the country. 

; The actual damage that is sustained by the 

Service where predacious animals are so plentiful is 

very great, beside the loss to the stock owners. For 

instances, sheepmen will not run their bands in the 

rougher areas and brush ranges, and consequently there 

is iia marked tendency to overgraze the open and smoother 

areas. In other words, the range is not utilized evenly, 

and where cattle must be corraled of nights the range 

is tramped out for a quarter or half of a mile around 

the corral. But it would be as consistent to force @ 

sheepman to use @ poison area as the rough lands where 

loss is sure to oceur, and to prohibit corral of cattle 

would be fatal to the industry in some cases. The only 

remedy is extermination of these animals. 

(Signed) E. S. BARKER 

Deputy Forest Supervisor.
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MEMORANDUM FOR MR. GRAVES. 

Dear Mr. Graves: 

Referring to your memorandum of October 11, the acting Secretary 

has approved for publication in Popular Mechanics the article “appiied 

Science in Forest Fire Fighting," by Mr. aldo Leopold. Please ‘have 

the Librarian of the Department notified of the date of publication of 

this article. 

Very truly yours, 

\ Private Secretary. 

ee 

See also: D3 cae 
Popular Mechanics, 10/15/15
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FI October 11, 1915. 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

Permission is respectfully requested for Mr. Leopold 

tp submit the enclosed article, "Applied Seiénee in Forest 

Fire Fighting", to Popular Mechanics, for publication in 

that magazine. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ae ae. 
Enclosure. Forester. 

Approved: 

7 Secretary. 
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APPLIED SCIENCE IN FOREST FIRE FIGHTING == =—SOSCS 

By Aido Leopold and Charles H. Jennings 
KRXRRXXRUYHXMAMRXY U. S. Forest Serviee 

The work of detecting and extinguishing foreat fires 

on our 163,000,000 acres of Nationel Foreste is developing many 

mechanical appliances of special interest. Among these are 

the alidede-protractor, the fireemap, the fire-tool box, and 

various ttake-down" or collapsible tools, all of which are used 

in conjunction with the lookout towers which have been built 

on mountein tops affording strategic viewpoints. Generaldiy 

there are about aix towers to every Forest in the West, each 

cOmmanding a good view of from 100,000 to 500,000 acres, and 

connected by special telephone lines with the nearest ranger 

station. 

On the platform on the top of each tower is mounted a 

protractor -= a horizontal disk whose edges wre graduated to 

360 degrees. This Giak is oriented with ite zero pointing 

toward the true north. In ite center is pivoted an elidade. 

This io like a pointed ruler with vertical, elitted vanes like 

rifle sights. When the alidade is "sighted"cin a certain die 

rection its point registers a "bearing*® om the protractor, exe 

pressed by a certain number on the graduated edge. 

The fire map, which hange on the ranger station well, 

ig a detailed map of the area commanded by the lockout towers. 

On it each lookout tower is represented by a point, from which 

hange @ silk thread. With this point as @ centre, there is 

Fr28e-
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f drawn on the mp a gradueted cirele corresponding in orientae 

f tion with the graduated protractor in the lookout tower. When 

f the ranger lays the ghread aeross the graduation representing 

/ the "bearing" of a fire ae determined from one lookout tower, 

the line of the thread eccourately indicates the direction of 

the fire from that tower. When the ranger gets another "beare 

ing" from e second lookout tower and indicates ite direction 

by stretching a second thread, the point where the two threads 

cross represents the loeetion of the fire on the mep, and shows 

him exactly where to go in order to find it. 

Fire-fighting tools include axes, saws, hoes, mattooks, 

rakes, shovela, and sometimes ploughs. These tools must be 

packed on horses from the tool boxes located in the forest to 

the scene of the fire. Obviously, a bundie of ea dozen rakes 

or hoes is a hard thing to tie on a horse. Hence the tools 

are made cOllapsible, take-down, or folding. Some of them 

are shown in the accompanying illustration. 

4 fire-lookout, watehing from, say the Hopi Tower, 

eples a telltale column of emoke. He sighte on it with his 

alidade and reads the bearing which is, let us say, 44. Imme= 

diately he telephones the ranger, "Fire bearing 44 from Hopi 

Tower $* Immediately the ranger phones a second lookout at, 

say Red Butte Tower, who commands a view over the same country. 

Perhaps the second lockout has already seen the smoke. "Fire 

bearing 300 from Red Butte Tower {* he replies. The ranger 

lays his threads on 44 and 200, respectively. They cross, 

let us say, at the forks of Indian Creek. He knows then, that
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/ a fire is burning at the Forks of Indian Creek, fifteen miles 

/ away, and the point ie, he knows it in five minutes inetead of, 

perhaps, five hours, and is enabled to attack it quickly instead 

/ of after a long delay in which it has had time to get a good 

/ start. 

The system of fire control,which is based on this use 

of siucial teasenaente, is applied by the United States Forest 

Service at a cost of about 5 mille per acre per year, and saves 

annually miliions of dollars'worth of valuable timber. It is 

cheap insurance. 

# # #
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; lishing forest fires 

leate is developing many 

bt. Among these are 

the alidede-protraetor, the fire-map, the fire-tool box, and 

various UtUtake-down" or collapsible tools, a11 of which are used 

in conjunction with the lookout towers which have been built 

on mountain tops affording strategie viewpoints. Generaiily 

there are about eix towers to every Forest in the West, each 

commanding a good view of from 100,000 to 500,000 acres, and 

connected by special telephone lines with the nearest ranger 

station. 

On the platform on the top of each tower is mounted a 

protractor -- a horizontal disk whose edges are graduated to 

360 degrees. This disk is oriented with ite zero pointing 

toward the true north. In ite center is pivoted an alidade. 

Thie ie like a pointed ruler with vertioal, elitted vanes like 

rifle sights. When the alidade is "sighted"cin a certain die 

rection its point registers a "bearing® on the protractor, exe 

pressed by a certain number on the graduated edge. 

The fire map, which hangs on the ranger station wall, 

is a detailed map of the area commanded by the lookout towers. 

On it each lookout tower is represented by e point, from which 

hangs @ silk thread. With this point as @ centre, there is 
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RESTOCKING THE NATIONAL FORESTS WITH ELK 

Aldo Leopold, U. S. Forest Service 

The American elk is a splendid animal, and an 

asset in any forest. On the other hand, the elk is en- 

dowed with an inborn appetite for alfalfa hay, four long 

legs, and a fine scorn for haystack fences. The Forests 

need elk, but the settler needs hay. This is the sum and 

substance of the problem of reintroducing elk on the Na- 

tional Forest ranges. The work is obviously of the kind 

which should be pushed with zeal but conducted with dis- 

cretion. The object of this paper is to present certain 

arguments as to “where” and "how", with particular refer- 

ence to the National Forests of Arizona and New Mexico. 

The question of introducing elk into a given lo- 

cality naturally resolves itself into two parts: (1) Suit- 

ability. Is the locality good elk range?; (2) Advisability. 

Will their introduction result in unavoidable depredations? 

There are two interesting theories as to what 

constitutes good elk range. 

S. N. Leek, who has studied the Wyoming herds for 

years, advances the proposition that the original distri- 

bution of elk was determined largely by the presence or 

absence of natural salt licks or alkali springs. He points 

out that the original distribution of the Wyoming herds 

bears out this theory. In whatever degree this may be true,
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f it is a fact that salt for livestock is today distributed 

throughout the National Forests, and small herds of elk 

/ could if necessary supply themselves from this source with- 

out appreciable loss to the stockmen. 

The second theory is that elk thrive only on run- 

ning water. The original distribution of elk in the South- 

west strongly substantiates its correctness. Elk werenever 

found, for instance, on the forests of the Arizona Plateau, 

where the volcanic formation absorbs the water and there 

are no running streams. 

In addition to the elk's requirements as to water 

and salt, there are of course the obvious requirements of 

suitable and available feed and cover. It is not at all 

certain that elk require high summer range. In 1846 Park- 

man found elk summering at the base of the Black Hills, 

| on Laramie Creek, and in several other localities well out 

on the plains. Moreover the species originally ranged over 

a large part of the central and northeastern states. Elk 

seem to prefer a higher percentage of grass, as compared 

with browse, than deer, and willow browse seems to be & 

favorite and possibly necessary winter food. Judging from 

01a horns, from written records, and from the movements of 

the two introduced herds now at large in the Southwestern 

National Forests, elk will summer as high as sheep, i.e. 

practically to timber line, and are able to winter as 

high as range horses, which, in the Southwest is approxi- 
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/ mately the upper limit of the Yellow Pine type, at an al- 

f titude varying from 7,000 to 8,500 feet. 
i 

j On the basis of the foregoing, the following ten- 

/ tative general conclusion is offered as a guide for prac~ 

f tice in the Southwest; Any National Forest Range is suit- 

able for elk that contains plenty of running water and some 

browse, and whose lower limit includes winter range not 

higher than the yellow pine type. 

The advisability of introducing elk on any suit- 

able range depends first of all on the probability of de- 

predations. This probability, judging tentatively from 

meagre experience, seems to depend largely on three factors; 

(1) the configuration of the country; (2) the extent and 

distribution of agriculture; (3) the manner in which the 

elk are liberated. 

Place elk in a country of broad V-shaped drainage 

basins, and it is only natural to expect that every bliz- 

zard on the tips of the "V" will throw the elk against the 

ranches along the bottom. When this happens the haystacks 

will feel the shock. Even in summertime, if the elk must 

water near ranches, they will be tempted to feed there also. 

On the other hand, if elk are placed in a country 

of broken irregular topography of such a nature that their 

natural movements will not bring them in contact with rancher 

es, especially during the winter season, the probability of 

oda
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depredations will be lessened. 

If, however, ranches, or even potential ranches in 

: the form of agricultural lands, are widely scattered through- 

out the whole region, and especially if such lands lie ad- 

jacent to the winter range, the introduction of elk seems in- 

advisable under any circumstances. 

The manner in which elk are introduced seems to 

have a pronounced effect on their subsequent habits. This 

effect may be best explained by two concrete examples. 

In 1915, fifty head of Yellowstone elk were liber- 

ated on the Pecos River in the Santa Fe National Forest in 

New Mexico. The shipment arrived in winter and before being 

turned loose, were fed for several weeks in a corral, which 

was located on the river in the midst of a ranch community 

adjacent to their proposed range. When liberated the herd 

remained intact and located permanently on the nearby moun- 

tains. Every winter they make for the nearest ranch and 

stay there. Considerable depredations have resulted. 

In 1913, eighty-five head of Yellowstone elk were 

liberated on Clear Creek on the Sitgreaves National Forest 

in Arizona. They were turned from the crates directly into 

the woods. Since then they have scattered far and wide, and 

they are still scattering. The vanguard has reached the 

Datil Forest, 130 miles to the eastward. These elk have 

annoyed ranchers very little or not at all. 

These two cases at least suggest that the manner 

4
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of liberating the animals has the following effects; 

{1) Ranch-fed elk remain banded together, locate promptly, and 
freely seek ranches during hard weather; (2) Unfed elk scat- 

ter widely, locate slowly in smell groups, and show no mark- 

ead disposition to seek ranches during hard weather. 

These two cases alone of course do not prove any- 

thing. They are, however, indicative of what may be expected 

under Southwestern conditions. Until disproved the above 

conclusions should be used in the Southwest as a means of 

adapting the behavior of the elk to the needs of the situa- 

tion. In some cases it will be advantageous to have the elk 

scatter; where this is desired follow the crate-to-woods plan. 

In other cases it will be advantageous to locate the elk on 

@ specific range; where this is desired corral-feed them on 

that range at some spot removed from ranches. Temporary con- 

finement in special pastures would probably have the same 

effect as corral-feeding. 

An amusing instance of the stick-to-itiveness of 

rench-fed elk occurred recently on the Uracca Ranch in north- 

eastern New Mexico. The Uracca herd had been hanging around 

the ranch buildings breaking into the alfalfa field and the 

orchard, and otherwise conducting themselves as a general 

nuisance. The manager of the ranch determined to push the 

herd back into the mountains, in the hope that they would 

stay there. He gathered a dozen cowpunchers and drove the 

elk five miles up the nearest canyon. The “drive” worked 

de



all right going up, but the elk beat the cowpunchers back 

to the ranch. 

The foregoing discussion does not aim to reduce 

the handling of elk to a formula. This, obviously, cannot 

be done. Neither does it claim to represent conditions else- 

where.than in the Southwest. It is hoped, however, that it 

will invite discussion which will eventually lead to sound 

general rules of practice for handling the elk-stocking 

problems on the National Forests. Lack of at least a little 

dependable knowledge will lead to placing elk where they do 

not belong, and the resulting depredations will discredit 

the work of game conservation. 

Where mistakes have been made in the introduction 

of elk and depredations are resulting, the regulated use of 

dogs under the supervision of the proper officials is sug- 

gested as a possible means of preventing damage. Protected 

elk are generally tame. Systematic dogging whenever they 

> appear at a ranch, coupled possibly with the judicious use 

wr of birdshot, ought to instil a more wholesome respect for 

haystacks and incidentally make the animals a more diffi- 

cult prey for poachers. 

Upon the introduction of elk in any Forest an 

effort should be made to procure the addition of a "dee 

predation clause" to the State Game Law. Such a clause 

should authorize one of two methods of redress for aggrieved 

“Su



land owners. Either (a) The State Game Warden should be 

authorized to issue permits to kill protected birds or ani-~ 

mals, with rigid restrictions as to time, place, number, 

and disposal of carcasses; or (b) The county should be re- 

quired to pay claims for damages. The latter method has 

worked out very successfully in the east, but the former 

will probably be preferable in the west on account of the 

chronically depleted treasuries of thinly settled western 

counties. 

Last and not least, the intelligent handling of 

elk-stocking demands a close correlation of policy and 

methods between the Forest Service and the States. Coop- 

erative agreements between the Forest Service and State 

Game Departments should in all cases specify that no new 

species of animal, bird, or fish shall be liberated on a 

National Forest without the prior consent of both parties 

officially concerned. The lack of such agreements will re- 

sult in misunderstandings and lost motion, and often in 

damage. 

It should be born in mind that while the perpe- 

tuation of the elk as a species is imperative, its re- 

introduction into every Forest is by no means advisable. 

The elk is the only American game animal in the handling 

of which the question of interference with livestock and 

agriculture arises as a rule rather than as the exception. 

Moreover the capturing, shipping, crating, feeding, and 

Tea



liberation of a bunch of elk is @ very costly operation. 

Its novelty, and often its attendant opportunities for pub- 

licity, are prone to make officials forget that for the cost 

of a single elk a half million acres might be patrolled for 

half a year against violators of the game law. For the cost 

é of a herd of elk a threatened species like the antelope or 

mountain sheep might be saved from extermination. 

Bie
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mie: RESTOCKING THE NATIONAL FORESTS wima’btg oo 

Aldo Leopold, U. S. Forest Service 

The American elk is a splendid animal, and an asset 

in any forest. On the other hand, the elk is endowed with 

an inborn appetite for alfalfa hay, four long legs, and a 

fine scorn for haystack fences. The Forests need elk, but 

the settler needs hay. This is the sum and substance of the 

problem of reintroducing elk on the National Forest ranges, 

The work is obviously of the kind which should be pushed with 

zeal but conducted with discretion. The object of this paper 

is to present certain arguments as to "where" and "how", with 

particular reference to the National Forests of Arizona and 

New Mexico. 

The question of introducing elk into a given local- 

ity naturally resolves itself into two parts; (1) Suitability. 

Is the locality good elk renge? (2) Advisability. Will their 

introduction result in unavoidable depredations? 

ri Sat SN Hecnien| aa telpmhet gue 

Pr aod od ely ranges ft, ; 

S. . Leek, who has studied the Wyoming herds for 

years, advances the proposition that the original distribu- 

tion of elk was determined largely by the presence of absence 

of natural salt licks or alkali springs. He points out that 

the original distribution of the Wyoming herds bears out this 

theory. In whatever degree this may be true, it is a fact 

that salt for livestock is today distributed throughout the
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/ National Forests, and small herds of elk could if necessary 

/ supply themselves from this source without appreciable loss 

f to the stockmen. Ly 

7 e second theory is that othr ives/on ranning 

/ water. ma Dain sate elk in the Southwest 

f strongly substanti S its-orrectness. Elk were never found, 

for instance, on the afy Yorests of the Arizona Plateau, 
a “ 

where the volcanic forma tion abso?ba, the water and there are 

large ‘deal wtthent running streams. haxaeg, ee 

In addition to the elk's requirements as to -waver” 

sae salt, there are of course the obvious requirements of 

suitable and available feed and cover. It is nov at all 

certain that elk require high summer range. In 1846 Park- 

man found elk summering at the base of the Black Hills, on 

Laramie Creek, and in several other localities well out on 

the plains. Moreover the species originally ranged over a 

large part of the central and northeastern States. Elk 

seem to prefer a higher percentage of grass, as compared 

with browse, than deer, and willow browse seems to be a 

favorite and possibly necessary winter food. Judging from 

01a horns, from written records, and from the movements of 

the two théroduced herds now at large in the Southwestern 

National Forests, elk will summer as high as sheep, i. ¢. 

practically to timber line, and are able to winter as high 

as range horses, which, in the Southwest is approximately 

the upper limit of the Yellow Pine type, at an altitude 

varying from 7,000 to 8,500 feet. 
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2. On the basis of the foregoing, the following ten- 

/ tative general conclusion is offered as a guide for prac- 

4 tice in the Southwest. Any National Forest Range is suit- 

/ able for elk that contains plenty of running water and some 

f browse, and whose #ewer limit includes winter range #et- within 

pi eemehinas jack the yellow pine type of Forest. 

The advisability of introducing elk on any suitable 

range depends first of all on the probability of depredations. 

This probability, judging tentatively from meagre experience, 

seems to depend largely on three factors: (1) the configura- 

tion of the country; (2) the extent and distribution of agri- 

culture; (3) the manner in which the elk are liberated. 

Place elk in a country of broad V-shaped drainage 

 ——s#hagsins, and it ts only-naturelto_expect that every blizzard or 

on the tips of the "V" will throw the elk against the ranches 

along the bottom. When this happens the haystacks will feel 

the shock. Even in summertime, if the elk must water near 

ranches, they will be tempted to feed there also. 

On the other hand, if elk are placed in a country 

of broken irregular topography of such a nature that their 

natural movements will not bring them in contact with ranches, 

especially during the winter season, the probability of depre- 

dations will be lessened. 

If, however, ranches, or even potential ranches in 

the form of agricultural lands, are widely scattered through- 

out the whole region, and especially if such lands lie adja- 

ain ‘an the winter range, the introduction of elk seéms 

sc a
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Os ‘ inadvisable under any circumstances, 

/ The manner in which elk are introduced seems to 

f have a pronounced effect on their subsequent habits. This 

J effect may be best explained by two concrete examples. 

/ In 1915, fifty head of Yellowstone elk were liber- 

ated on the Pecos River in the Santa Fe National Forest in 

New Mexico. The shipment arrived in winter and before being 

turned loose, were fed for several weeks in a corral, which 

was located on the river in the midst of a ranch community 

adjacent to their proposed range. When liberated the herd 

remained intact and located permanently on the nearby moun- 

tains. Every winter they make for the nearest ranch and 

stay there. Considerable depredations have resulted. 

—___________________In_1914, seventystwo head of Yellowstone elk were 

liberated on Clear Creek on the Sitgreaves National Forest 

in Arizona. ‘They were fed for a short time at & locality re- 

moved from ranches, and then turned directly into the woods. 

Since then they have scattered far and wide, and they are 

still scattering. The vanguard has reached the Datil Forest, 

130 miles to the sipteert Palade Gitebes sarrincdioenbare 
annoyed ranchers 

/ comparatively little over most of their range, 

These two cases at least suggest that the manner of 

liberating the animals has the following effects: 

(1) Ranch-fed elk remain banded together, locate 

promptly, and freely seek ranches during hard weather; woods- 

fed scatter widely, locate slowly in small groups, and are 

ae



vy: disposed to seek ranches during hard weather. 

These two cases alone, of course, do not prove any- 

thing. They are, however, indicative of what may be expected 

under Southwestern conditions. Until dispopved the above 

conclusions should be used in the Southwest as a means of 

adapting the behavior of the elk to the needs of the situation. 

In some cases it will be advantageous to have the elk scatter; 

where this is desired follow the crate-to-woods plan insofar 

as possible. @n other cases it will be advantageous to locate 

the elk on a specific range; where this is desired corral-feed 

them on that range at some spot removed from ranches. Temp- 

orary confinement in special pastures would probably have the 

same effect as corral-feeding. 

eee oe An amusing instance of the stick-to-itiveness of 

vanehefed elk. qoauree’ reatay @ the te ee oe 

eastern New Mexico. The Uracca Herd had been hanging around 

the ranch buildings breaking into the alfalfa field and the 

orchard, and otherwise conducting themselves as a general 

guisance, The manager of the ranch determined to push the 

herd back into the mountains, in the hope that they would 

stay there, He gathered a dozen cowpunchers and drove the 

elk five miles up the nearest canyon. The "drive" worked 

all right going up, but the elk beat the cowpunchers back to 

the ranch. 

The foregoing discussion does not aim to reduce the 

handling of elk to a formula. This, obviously, cannot be done. 

265



: 7 does it dlaim to represent conditions elsewhere than 

in the Southwest. It is hoped, however, that it will invite 

discussion which will eventually lead to sound general rules 

of practice for handling the elk-stocking problems of the 

National Forests. Lack of at least a little dependable know- 

ledge will lead to placing elk where they do not belong, and 

the resulting depredations will discredit the work of game 

conservation, 

Upon the introduction of elk in any Forest an ef- 

fort should be made to procure the addition of a "depredation 

clause" to the State Game Law, Such a clause should author- 

ize one of two methods of redress for aggrieved land owners, 

Either (a) the State Game Warden should be authorized to 

_-tssue-permits to kill protected birds or animals, with rigid 

restrictions as to time, place, number, and disposal (ge 

casses; or (b) the county should be required to pay claims 

for damages. The latter method has worked out very success- 

fully in the East, but the former will probably be preferable 

in the West on account of the chronically depleted treas- 

uries of thinly settled western counties. 

Last and not least, the intelligent handling of elk- 

stocking demands a close correlation of policy and methods 

between the Forest Service and the States. Cooperative agree- 

ments between the Forest Service and State Game Department 

Should in all cases specify that no new species of animal, 

bird, or fish shell be liberated on a@ National Forest without 

the prior consent of both parties officially concerned. The 

lion



a lack of such agreements will result in misunderstandings and 

f lost motion, and often in damage. 

It should be borne in mind that while the perpetu- 

ation of the elk as a species is imperative, its rebntro- 

duction into every Forest is by no means advisable. The elk 

is the only American game animal in the handling of which the 

question of interference with livestock and agriculture 

arises as a rule rather than as the exception. Moreover the 

capturing, shipping, crating, feeding, liberating, protect- 

ing, and paying damages on a bunch of elk is a very costly 

operation. Its novelty, and often its attendant ppportunities 

for publicity, are prone to make officials toxest Ieee 
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= Mr, John L. Cobbs, Jr., = 
= U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, = 
= Washington, D. C, = 

= Dear Sir: , 

2 T have only just found time to examine the 2 
= article by Mr. Leopold on "“RESTOCKING THE NATIONAL = 
= FORESTS WITH ELK", I shall be glad to make use of = 

= it in an early number, together with the very = 
= interesting pictures accompanying it. 2 

7 Please accept my thanks for the article. = 

= By ad a = 

= VV pees 2 
= Copy seng te 0 iWot Forester 2 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF:-AGRICUL TURE GO\ 

FOREST SERVICE << oes 
DISTRICT 3 ore” : oh! . 
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Information. Decer erlQy-1917. 

The Forester, 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter of December 3 is received and also Mr. 

Nelson's letter of November 28. : 

Mr. Leopold admits that some of the pages to which 

sir. Nelson calls attention were misleading but it is believed 

dint they have been chiawed to s Geilatasuary 4 0n (0 

enclosed revision. Mr. Leopoid desires to submit the fol- 

lowing explanations. 

s oy a. Elk on Coconino Plateau. This office has a 

record of nearly 50 pairs of old elk horns and the localities ~ 

from which each were obtained and this record bears out the 

statement that no elk were found on those parts of the Arizona 

Plateau devoid of running streams. ‘There were of seunes a few 

streams around the edges of the plateau and on these elk were 

found. We agree however. that the paragraph on page 2 should 

be made more explicit and this has been done. 

be Our report did not show that the Clear Creek elk 

were fed even for a short time and we are glad to stand
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corrected on this point. This office was aware of some damage 

by this herd but have received no information that this damage 

was aS extensive as reported by Mr. Nelson. All the damage 

we have heard of however was confined to a very small part of 

the present range of these elk and with the exception of this 

part, it is believed that the conclusion still stands that 

over most of its range this herd has done very little damage. 

Compared with the Pecos herd we believe that it is also still 

true that the total damage was comparatively little. The para- 

graph has been altered to conform with the ahove, 

Ge It is believed that Mr. Nelson's estimated cost 

of $100 per head delivered in the woods would be lower than 

the average cost. Two years ago this office got actual rates 

and figured expenses on bringing a bunch of elk to the Mo- 

gollons. In these expenses were included the cost of send- 

ing a man after them, feeding enroute and organizing a drive 

from the railroad terminal to the mountains. The total cost 

figured several hundred dollars per head. Mr. Leopold had 

in mind in making the comparison that one paid Game Warden 

at a cost of $400 could patrol half a million acres for a 

whole hunting season and that this sum would be about the 

same as the cost of the delivering and protecting elk per 

head. It is conceded however that the wording was insuffi- 

cient to bring out the whole idea and this wording has been 

changed accordingly. 

ad. It is believed that the last comosrison between 

ees
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the cost of a herd of elk and the preservation of antelope 

and mountain sheep is sound, but it is conceded that it was 

poorly stated. ‘The idea was that the antelope and mountain 

Sheep of a state might be saved for the cost of a herd of 

elk. Including damages it is readily conceivable that through 

a ten-year period a herd of elk might cost a state up to $1,000 

per year which would put on three paid Deputies throughout the 

hunting season and three paid Deputies devoted particularly to 

antelope and mountain sheep patrol would, we believe, stand a 

very good chance of turning the scale for these animals in 

New Mexico. The wording has been changed accordingly. 

Very truly yours, 

PAUL G, REDINGTON, District Forester, 
e Z 

By » Acting, 

Enelosure - : 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

; BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ii, euneau: op siarsaioal ayy, 
ee November 28, 1917. 

Mr. Herbert A. Smith, 

Rditor, Forest Service, 

Department of Agriculture. 

Dear Mr. Smith; 

I have received your letter of November 20 submitting a copy of 

Mr. Leopold's article, “Restocking the National Forests with Elk," for 

suggestions and criticism. I know of no reason why Mr. Leopold's 

article should not be published, with certain modifications which I 

will suggest below. Thus amended the article should be useful. 

There are several points in the article which need modification, ie 

as follows; 

The second paragraph on page 2 states that elk were never found 

on the forests of the Arizona Plateau. This is a mistake, since I am 

informed that old antlers have been picked up at various points on the 

Arizona Plateau, showing that elk did range there in early days. The 

elk, of course, require water and could not live permanently where no 

water existed. 

In the second paragraph on page 3 I would suggest that the end- 

ing of the final sentence read; “Higher than the yellow pine type of 

forest." Z 

In the next to the last paragraph on page 4 the statement is 

made concerning the elk introduced on the Sitereaves National Forest 

of Arizona that "these elk have annoyed ranchers very little or not at
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all." This statement is certainly wholly at variance with facts. 

When at Winslow, Arizona, recently, the nearest town to these elk, I A, 

learned that the State game warden and a local attorney have investi- ] ) 3 

gated serious complaints against the destruction of crops on ranchoe\ i wi 

: by these elk during the past season, and reported that they have de- wi \) 

stroyed potatoes, oats, and hay, also that last winter they completely Hi 

: destroyed a haystack belonging to one rancher. The losses by these 

elk, as itemized on five different places, amounted to $1,250 for the 

past season. I was informed that there is considerable complaint 

about the depredations of these animals, and that the State of Arizona 

is now preparing to build elk-proof fences about some of the ranchers' 

fields in order to protect them. By that you will see that Mr. Leo- 

pold's statement is wholly misleading. With the increase of ary . ‘ ; 

farming throughout the National forests the advisability of restocking ~ 

many of these forests with elk is open to serious question. | 

Mr. Leopond's statement earlier in the paragraph just mentioned 

that the elk "were turned from the crates directly into the woods" in 

the Sitsreaves Forest is not es correct. The elk were located on 

the Sitgreaves Forest wholly through my suggestion to people having the 

matter in charge. A corral was built for them and a small amount of 

hay accumulated. I am informed that the elk were first fed for a few 

days, until the hay was exhausted, and then were released. I agree 

with Mr. Leopold that elk should not be placed in an ont ieuue: and fed 

near ranches, but if they are taken to the interior of a forest far 

from ranches during the winter season it would be necessary to corral 

and feed them for a short time while the snow was deep in order to
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prevent losses which might otherwise occur. This would not have any 

effect later on the habits of the elk in relation to ranches, and 

would not interfere with their becoming widely distributed, since 

| there would be no fenced supply of food available in the neighborhood 

of the corral. mes, 

My next criticism refers to the closing part of the final para- 

graph. ‘The statement that "for the cost of a single elk a half-mil- 

lion acres might be patrolled for half a year against violators of the 

game law" is scarcely a statement of fact. With the elk furnished on 

board cars at the Yellowstone National Park at $5 each, the cost of 

placing them on a National forest anywhere in the West would certainly 

be less than $100 each, and for that sum it appears to m it would be 

‘ av-difficeult.matter. adequately to patrol a half-million acres for six 

ce eS ae ten cuees iaae 

Furthermore, I question the final sentence, "For the cost of a 

herd of elk a threatened species like the antelope or mountain sheep 

might be saved from extermination." This statement scarcely conforms 

to our experience in this matter. The remmants of our antelope and 

mountain sheep are located over a large part of the Rocky Mountain 

States and thence west through Nevada and southern California. The 

$1,000 or 31,500 that a considerable herd of elk might cost would 

certainly not save either the sheep or the antelope from extermination, 

since much more than that sum is being expended annually for that pur- 

pose, and the number of these animals, I fear, is steadily lessening. 

The (1,500 would be but ‘a drop in the bucket’ of the sum necessary to 

accomplish this purpose. Thé increasing occupation of the West will
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surely end in the destruction of the antelope except in fenced areas, 

and the mountain sheep may eventually be restricted to a comparatively 

few localities. It would be unfortunate to issue a statement like the 

. closing one in this article, which makes such a difficult matter ap- 

pear so simple. We need the strongest efforts of all concerned in 

order to have any effect in safeguarding these two important game animals. ees 

Sincerely yours, 

° Supote Chief, Biological Survey.
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Dear Sir; arated feeiere eC 

I have Mr. Smith's letter of January 24. 

Mr. Leopold and myself are entirely agreeable to 

the publication of his article in the form approved by you. 

The only object of my letter of January 20 was to explain 

our position and point out wherein we believed your office 

was mistaken on the points under discussion. 

Mr. Leopold and myself and every other member of 

this office insofar as I know are by no means arguing for 

absolutely free speech in articles prepared by Forest officers. 

We fully appreciate the necessity for a solid front. Our 

arguments are confined solely to differences of opinion as to 

facts and as to good policy, which differences must inevitably 

arise when articles are reviewed by persons other than the 

writer and his immediate associates. 

Very truly yours, 

Ag A fo ro? ae g Bet O60 Fo-oler— 
: District Forestére
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District lorester, 

Albuquerque, li. Mex. : 

Deer Sir: j 

Your letter (SC, information) of Jenuary 20 is re« 
ceived. I am uncertain whether Mr, Leopold would like to 

heve gome action taken to secure modification of the arti- 

ele before it is pablished, so that it will more accurately 

represent his views. 

in view of the fect that so small © departure from 

Mr, Leopold's own statement was made on page 6, T should 

harély suppose he wishes further action on this point, in 

the face of a strong opinion in the tiashington Office that = =" 

there are regions for which the statement does not hold good. 

The change on page 14 is not due solely to the orit- 

iciem made vy the Biological Survey. ad the geese? stood 

gs originally written by lire Leopold, I am sure that i% would 

not heve been approved by the Secretary's Office even ae 

the Biologicel Survey had raised no objections The Departe 

ment policy is ageinst advocacy of specific bills in such er- 

ticles. Purther, the Forester himself felt thet 6 modifica- 

tion of Mr. Leopold's form of statement was desirable. 

The point is partly that we went to avoid the appear~- 

ance of being a house divided against Ltself, The Forester 

has taken an active pert in trying to shape up the situation 

end bring about cooperation between the Forest Service and 

those interested in game protection. As an organization, 

the Services should follow hie lead end individual effort 

should be coordinated with his. 

(f My. Leopold were here and able to become fully in- 

| formed as to the question of policy in all its details and as
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to the best strategy to employ, in view of all the elements 
and, conditions involved, I feel confident his own judgment 
would be in entire accord with that of the forester. iLong- 
range handling of such matters means necessarily that at 
times there will be some difference of views. It does not 
seem to me that under such conditions conforming ous own 
ideas to those of the Forester means the imposition of a 
censorship denying to the individual proper latitude for the 
expression of his own conclusions. 

If Mr. Leopold does not feel reconciled to acceptance 
of the changes made on page 14, the only course that I can 
see is for him to telegraph the American Game Protective and 

_ Propagation Association to omit the passage. I do not see 
how we could put through a substitute passage that would be 
acceptable to him, the Biological Survey, and the Secretary's 
Offices if he were on the ground perhaps we could, but time 
and distance combined make the obstacles too great, I fears 

Very truly yours, 
; > s ie “ s t 

aie A o Me ‘ ae 

| JED CAR ee 
Haitore 

F ele
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The Forester, Disord a ules 

Washington, De Ce 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter of January 16 is received. 

I am glad thet Mr. Leopold's article was modified 

and sent to the publisher rather’than being returned for cor- 

rection. ue 

Mr. Leopold and myself have no objection to the 

changes made except as follows; 

Page 6 = In this case the recreation literature 

is, in our opinion, eften at fault. ‘he Porest Service 

hes, in some cases at least, advertised hunting where the 

stock of game was not sufficient to justify such advertising. 

While such advertising may appeal to the unthinking tourist, 

it will not appeal in the long run to the thinking sportsman. 

Page 14 - We think that the history of game refuge 

legislation as modified does a serious injustice in not men- 

tioning the Hornaday campaign. In spite of any errors in 

judgment which may have been made during that campaign, the 

fact remains that the Permanent Wild Life Protection Fund is
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the only organization which has ever made a serious attempt 

to mobilize public sentiment in behalf of a Federal Game 

Refuge Bill. Sueh mobilization of public sentiment involves 

mere trouble, effort, and expense; requires more skill and 

judgment and is more necessary to the end in view than the 

mere introduction of a bill. It therefore should be men- : 

tioned in any article purporting to give a history of game ; 

refuge legislation, Mr. Leopold feels that he is piasek 

in an embarrassing position by the fact that the mention of 

it has been striken from his article. As a matter of policy 

it would also séem wise to try to guide rather than iii ‘the 

initiative of private organizations who are.willing to. put 

on game refuge campaigns. “We will never get refuges by 

merely introducing bills in Congress. Mr. Leopold desires 

me to present the above argument not at all with the idea of 

explaining his personal embarrassment but altogether with the 

idea of arriving at @ policy which will produce results. 

Very truly yours, 

' 

District Forester. 

Oe
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litte Ze We Nelson, 
chief, Bureau of Siological Survey, 

Department of Agriculture, 

ear. lire Nelson; 

_ I enelose.for your file a clean copy of Mir, Aldo 

heopold's article, "Wanted - Wetional Forest Geme Hefuges”, 

which is to bé published by ‘the American Game rrotective 

ee - >, and ‘Propagation Associations All but the Lest two pages 

“eye as they were in the copy previously cent you, end which 

you returned here. ‘These pages have been rewritten to 

conform with the suggestions contained in your letter of 

Jamery 12. ee . 

Very sincerely yours, 

{4 foo Lee 
‘ fs 94 Sty et # 

} a7 tru Vv { ; 

Edi tox. 

EnelLosuree 

| G. ite 

| of TG,



f WANTED - NATIONAL FOREST GAME REFUGES 

f Aldo Leopold 
4 Assistant District Forester 

ff Southwestern District 
é U. S. Forest Service. 

f ee ce ee 

f During the past five years, about 1500 deer per year 

f have been killed on the National Forests of New Mexico and Arizona. 

the area of these forests is 20,000,000 acres, of which about 

three-fourths, or 15,000,000 acres is natural deer range, ‘his 

is a production of one buck per year per 10,000 acres, or 16 

Square miles. 

The New England states have recently been publishing 

their estimated annual kill fa@ 1919. New York claims thirteen 

thousand. ‘his is about as many deer as Arizona and Wew Mexico 

combined have produced in ten years. I do not know the New York 

deer ranges, but you could probably pack them all into one little 

corner of ow Southwestern National Forests, What is the signifi- 

cance of these figures? 

Before stating a conclusion, certain allavances should 

probably be made. ‘he eastern woods, because of greater rainfall 

and more vegetation, probably ought to produce, acre for acre, twice 

as many deer as the mountains of the Southwest. (Bear in mind, 

though, that these mountains are not desert, - they are fir st- 

class deer country.) It might also be that our southwestern 

figures are too conservative and New York's figures are too high. 

But the conclusion is nevertheless inevitable that there are mighty 

few deer left in the Southwest.



f The conclusion is correct, and no statistical cal- 

fais tions are necessary to prove it. Any stockman or Forest Hanger 

/ean point out stretches of forest half as big as an eastern county 

[ that hardly contain a single deere Forest service game census 

figures indicate that even the best southvestern deer country 

‘ averages about two deer per square mile. turkey are correspond- 

ingly scarce, while the condi tion of other big game is even worse. 

Of course it was not always so. Anyone who has read 

the Spanish explorers, or the history of the santa Fe ‘trail, or 

who has talked to the "old timers" who are still with us, is 

aware otf the fact that the Southwest once contained nearly as 

much big game, and as great a variety of big game, as any other 

part of the Kocky Mountain region. Anyone who has hunted for it 

is also aware of the fact that this game is now largely gone. 

It is not the purpose of this article to ery over 

spilled milk, nor to explain the reasons for the spilling. We 

; are here concerned solely with the constructive question of what 

can be done to remedy the situation. 

A glance at actual conditions on almost any southwestern 

Forest reveals two striking facts. ‘hese stand out in such bold 

relief as to immediately command the attention of the observer. 

First, certein valuable species are hanging on the very 

verge of extermination. In New Mexico at least five species are 

in this condition. Mountain sheep, formerly abundant, are 

reduced to about a hundred head. Antelope, formerly probably 

numbered in six figures, are reduced to about fifteen hundred head. 

Javalinas or Peccaries are all gone but one little herd, Ptarmigan, 

Qik
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e 5 . gne of the State's greatest natwral curiosities, are down to 

¥ % one or two small flocks. Sonora Deer, little creatures the size 

4 of a large dog, but with incomparable heads - are down to a mere 

4 handful. (We need not dwell on the Southwestern Elk and the 

4 Buffalo, whose disappearance was probably inevitable. Anyhow 

they are gone.) 

The significent fact about most of these nearly exter 

minated species is that the remmants occur in compact herds in 

certein well defined localities. ‘these herds are, of course, pro- 

tected by the State laws, but neither are these laws well enforced 

nor are hunters prevented from going after "other game" on the 

ranges they occupy. Consequently, these remnants continue to 

be killed off. It hardly seems you tepid on tine to say ‘ 

VAv 
that the wiping out of a species is a sacieat-ecrime, especially 

species of such high value, from both a sporting am eesthetic 

point of view, as mountain sheep am antelope. It should also 

be remembered that both mountain sheep and antelope are exceed- 

ingly difficult (if not impossible) to replace by artificial 

res tocking. 

The necessary conclusion is tmt the ranges of nearly 

exterminated species should be closed to hunting altogether. 

How is this to be done? Mere closed seasons have not accomplished 

the end in view. I do not believe it can be accomplished except 

by the establishment of Game Kefuges. 

The second salient fact is that enormous areas of good 

game range have become practically depleted of breeding Stock, and 

as far as game is concerned are lying idle. fhe naturally uneven 

Sie
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. : % ‘0 Avivtion of game has thus become much accentuated. On the 

. ee 8 Apical Southwestern Forest of, say, one million acres, deer are 

% ‘e froisy comparatively abundant on one-tenth of the area, which is 

ff often inaccessible, and very scarce or absent on the other nine- 

f tenths. ‘the heaviest huntdéng oceurs on “the accessible parts 

f whe re the supply is already low. ‘this places the greatest strain 

| at the weakest pointe As a result tens of millions of acres of game 

country have been "cleaned", and, of course, are producing no game. 

With the demand for hunting running far ahead of the supply it would 

certainly be the very negation of good management to allow these 

great gameless areas to continue unproductive, ihe problem is, 

how are they to be restocked and kept restocked? Game refuges 

are the onhy device so far suggested for accomplishing this end, 

in which men who know game have any cmfidence. It seems to be 

agreed that the natural migration or "overflow" from a properly 

designed system of xefuges will onnstantly tend to keep the depleted 

areas stocked. 

REFUGES AND BUCK sHOXRVAGE 

There are important incidentsl problems which will find 

their solution in a proper Kefuge System. One of these i# the prob- 

lem of buck shortage. iiost States quite properly allow the killig 

of deer with horns only. In the Southwest this has resulted in a 

noticeable shortage of buckse in many localities hunters tell of 

seeing dozens of does, but not a single pair of creditable horns. 

It is not unlikely that mny does are barren through lack of malesSe 

If this is the cage, the productive capacity of even the miserable 

remant of deer must be seriously reduced. ‘here is moreover, 

shud
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* é 2, Y ot actual physical deterioration through breeding of does 

x 4 ao malese itis said that this has actually happened 

. A wuropean forests where too many prime stags were continually 

/ willed off. 
4A the problem of buck shortages is not a new one. It has 

been up before and as often as it arises some ill-advised person 

advocates an open season on does. When a man is trying to build 

up a herd of cattle and has a shortage of bulls, what does he do? - 

kill off cows? Decidedly not. de devi ses means to get more bulls. 

Should we them open the season on does? In view of the already 

short supply, such a solution is untninkable. We must get more bucks. 

The writer submits that Game Kefuges offer a perfectly 

practical way of getting more bucks. ifawns are naturally born and 

raised, male and female about equally. But it is well known that deer 

are polygamous, am that the larger, stronger bucks appropriate the 

does. ‘therefore, in a state of nature, where there are as many bucks 

as does, and where the males are not artificially reduced, there is 

a constant excess of probably seventy-five per cent of non-breed ing 

malese 

Now a Game ikefuge is, with respect to this problem, in 

a state of nature, and will constantly produce excess bucks. ihe 

herd bucks and their does will naturally appropriate the protected 

Refuge range, and crowd the excess bucks into the surrounding terri- 

tory, where they will not only furnish hunting, but tend to breed 

the barren does that exist there. In other words, tefuges will con- 

stantly and automatically tend to correct the buck-shortage. ‘hey 

are the logical and necessary means of correcting the one wealness 

of the"puck-law" sys teme 

-5=
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4 % % e REPUGHS AS SUMMER PLAYGROUNDS 

o 4 f Hundreds of thousands of people depend on the National 

t hee ests as their principal hunting grounds, but an even greater 

/ ' number use them for summer camps and cottages. io an ever-increasing 

; degree, the National Farests are becoming the summer playgrounds of the 

WEST. 

what does the average American seek, and oun aes to find, in 

the National Faests? Climate, scenery, trout fishing, and the sight 

and enjoyment of wild creatures. ihe tirst three he finds, and 

abundantly, but does he see and enjoy game? Generally not. what 

little game there is left is so wild that an occasional deer track is 

about all the excitement in this line that Uncle gam can offer his 

average gue st, Poe a 1 Argubead b oth OL crate typetl Pbk loeat 

the particular regions most used by summer vacationists 

are naturally the rugged scenic areas, «nd these, generally speaking, 

are the kind of locations suited fa Game iiefugeso ‘there is one thing 

quite certain about the nefuge Flan - game will become abundant and 

tame within the nefuges themselves. iihen refuges are established, 

many recreational areas will probably be within or near their bouné- 

aries. where this is the case, the abundance or fearless wild creatures 

will add nota little t the recreational value of the #orests. Lawful 

fishing is to be left open on the proposed refuges. 

LiwPUGS AND LDIVis iOCKk 

Of course there are arguments against Game Kefuges in the 

National Fo ests, but they are mostly fallacious. ‘lake, for instance, 

the now exploded impression that these proposed Refuges would interfere 

with the livestock industry, md would be strenuously opposed 

- be



c ® Ae stockmen on the grounds that the game might eat forage 

¢ S Ast is now raising beef and mutton. In the z irst place, our big 

& 6/ game, generally speaking, does no consume ,Stook forage. With the 

exception of elk, game lives on plants which eheegemes- cattle do not 

/ , eat. In the second phace, generally speaking, there is no stock range 

not actually overgrazed which does not have enough excess or in- 

accessible feed to support all the game any reasonable mn wuld want 

to seee There is in fact no appreciable comflict of interests, 

except msesibiey) in bhe case of elk, am elk should, in general, be 

| confined to the pletioned Bewley “Gs be eae aoae elas _ 

"Bringing elk into a ranching country is like getting a bear by 

the tail and not knowing how to let it loose." 

On the contrary, it may well be said that it is a 

positive asset to a stockman to mve a Game xefuge established on 

his range. Firstly, it keeps off hunters. Careless hunters, armed 

with high-power rifles, not only accidentally cripple and destroy 

Ein nena of Livestock each year, but actually endanger, by 

their indiscriminate shooting, the lives of the stocknan'’s ramgeriders 

am herders. As an instame, the cowboys in the employ of one of the 

largest cattle outfits on the Gila National Forest in New Mexico 

once served notice on the manager that they would do no more riding 

during the fall months, for fear of strgy bullets. 

Secondly, the very existeme of a Game Kefuge intensi- 

fies the necessity far keeping down predatpry animals. the Govern- 

ment having in recent years taken over this work, the stockman with 

a national game refuge established on his range has a strong pr 

ment for securing adequate help in keeping down predatory &n his 

neighborhood. A 

wn
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© % ® ¥ To try and raise game in a Kefuge infested with 

e ‘oe gun tain lions, wolves, coyotes, and bobcats, would, of course, be 

3 4 O/éiron more futile than to try and run a manegie stock ranch under 

similar conditions. Predatory animals are the common enemy of both 

the stockman eam the wild life conservationist, ‘ard the establish- 

ment of Game Refuges will further strengthen the alliamce between 

sportsmen and stockmen and give new incentive against these pests. 

_tnoop+ inthe chk veuniny of dizaming| stockmen have not : 

been slow to see these advay tages, and in the Southwest, at least, 

they have come out strongly for Gans refugese Instead of opposition 

we had, for instance, on the #zteme National Farest in New Mexico, 

the almost amusing spectacle of the stockmen and sportsmen engaging 

in a good-natured dispute over how much country 2 certain proposed 

Game Refuge in the Guadalupe Mountains shoud cover. This was in 

1916, when the Hornaday Bill was before Congress, ‘The sportsmen 

recommended about one-half of the Guadalupe Mountains as a pro- 

posed refuge, whereupon the stockmen held a mass meeting and 

demanded that the whole Guadalupes be set aside as a Refuge. ‘This 

was, of course, impossible, since it was not and is not the intent 

of the plan to create very large or undwly numerous refuges. ‘his 

incident shows tht stockmen are not opposed to the Kefuge plan. 

A second and gratifyingly rare argument against Game 

Refuges is that they will unduly restrict avaihable hunting grounds, 

the only answer to such an objection is this: Of what use are 

hunting grounds if they contain no game? It is not intended to 

include more than a fraction of the total area of hunting grounds 

(probably about twenty per cent) and the remainder is big enough 

for the whéle country to hunt on, given the game. 

“8s
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a S : f STATE VS. NATIONAL REFUGES, 

% 3B A third argument which has been advanced against 

2 . f National Game kefuges is tht the Act of Congress necessary to 

Jf authorize their establishment would infringe upon "state rights." 

f Those who advarme this argument seem to feel, tirst, that any 

extension of federal activity in game matters is wrong in principle 

and secondly, tuat a federal game refuge system would be an "enter- 

ing wedge" which might ultimately weaken the state's sstabbéisked 

eee if the (non-migratory) game within its borders, ‘These objections 

obviously merit a very careful answer. . 

The objection to eny extension of federal activity in 

game matters on the National Forests seems futile and academic. 

The Federal Governme@mt is the owner and manager of 150,000,000 

acres of Forests, ard should take an intelligent and active interest 

in the production of game on its lands, She same as any other land- 

ownér. If it failed to do so, the state in which these Forests 

lie, and whose citizens depend on these Forests for recreation, 

would be the first to suffer by its neglect. 

‘he “entering wedge" argument also falls to pieces on 

analysis. ‘The mthority of the federal government to establish 

refuges rests not on any title to the game, but on its title to the 

land which must be crossed before the game can be taken. If a pri- 

vate laniowner establishes a refuge on his lands, nobody constures 

his action as a subtle attack on the state's title. Why should not 

the federal government do at least as much as any other intelligent 

landowner, if it is for the public interest? As-s-mattes-et— ert — 

=e



% 6 (spe—of_such—bills—wouldsean—to—give-etéed iegat sanction thereto, 

. these "states rights exquments—seemto he usrely eneftertte— 
EB sacar peas tiie Sena 

A third and much more pertinent objection which has been 

i advanced against the proposed federal refuge system is that the 

: states themselves can establish refuges on the National Forests, and 

that federal action is therefore unnecessary. As a mtter of fact, 

most of the western states have already done this to some extent. 

What is the answer to this argument? 

Let it be said at the outset that the writer cares not 

a whit who establishes refuges on the National Forests, provided 

only it be done quickly and done right. J-belierethrt-tite sist 

refleote—thre-vftitiut—etti-tade—ol_the—iosestnorvireer, It is also 

absolutely essential that the refuges be patrolled and eniorced 

after establishment, but this des not really enter into the argu- 

ment, since the #orest Kangers and the State's Deputy Game Wardens 

must in any event join forces to perform this function efficiently. 

whey are already doing this where state refuges have been established. 

The real question is: Do state refuges "fill the bill" 

on the National Forests? We need not theorize on this question; the 

answer can ve given from experience. ihe answer is that in actual 

practice, state refuges mve proven satisfactory only in those states 

having well-developed, well-financed, non-political gam departments. 

In those states where the game wardenships are still political 

appointments (this, unfortunately, means most of the iiest) state 

refuges have not "filled the bill." ‘the reasons have be@n as 

follows: 

1/0"
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A i" bf (1) ‘koorly selected locations, often representing the idea of 
a 2 some individual Legislator or th desire of some stock- 

: 4 FA man to keep hunters off his range. 

‘ff (2) Poorly correlated locations. Most projects are handled 
piecemeal, without reference to any other project. 

/ (3) No definite boundaries. ‘Sometimes no boundaries at all 
are given, the area being designated simply as a certain 
mountain range. 

(4) Boundaries constantly changed. Where locations are poorly 
selected in the tirst place, stability can hardly be 
hoped for. 

(5) No money for yatrol. License money has even been taken 
away from "political" state game departments and devoted 
to other purposes or "pork." 

(6) kefuges too large and too few. ‘the “overflow” radius varies 
with the locality am requires the judgment of experts. 

(7) Special concessions granted as political favors. Happily 
this has been rare, but the demoralizing effect on public 
sentimamt is very greato 

It seens unnecessary to elaborate the above points. ‘hey 

are weaknesses inherent in ne ne of scientific 
Ags { Y hte 44 Atk, fAvitiassde. cl g & 3 prs ) tet fh, LA Lt tult, C4 ‘ 

work, suffice it to say that in some cases these"potitient* refuges 

pid feir to discredit the whole refuge ideas In Arizona, for 

ins tance, one well-intentioned Legislator wanted to make a "geme 

refuge" of Coconino County, an area twice the size of khode Islenad\- 

Most of Arizona's refuges include whole isolated ranges of mountains 

thus absolutely preventing any overflow value, such camtortions 

of the game refuge idea are really not refuges at all, but mrely 

huge game preserves. hey serve to protect the game within their 

borders to the extent that they are enforced, but they also serve 

to concentrate the hunting on the mountain renges remaining open, 

and where these open areas are near cities they soon become cleaned 

of all game. ‘hus the net benefit is about zero. It may as well 

wie
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ef oe tA here and now that no real refuge cuts off all the huntirmg 

a aay game unit, but rather prevents the cleaning out of any unit, 

fa short it puts the spigot in the Sige instead of the bottom of the 

4 f barrele 

A It should be distinctly understood that the forgoing con- 

f clusions apply only to the big game problem of the “atiomal Farests. 

There is1ittle simplari ty between this wobkem ena any other. 

otate refuges elsewhere are not only desirable but necessary. It 

ae be understood that the forgoing conclusions are not a 

erites-on of any particular state or state game deyartment. Many 

SebiereeP” wardens are good men but they are working witha millstone 

around their necks. what with political pressure, legislative inter- 

ference, unstable tenure of office, and lack of funds, if is small 

wonder that good results are not obtained. 

KEFUGES VS. CLOSHD SEASONS. 

Meny welleintentioned people have advocated totally closed 

seasons as an alternative for game reituges on the National Farests,. 

Personally I am convinced that refuges would actually produce far 

better results. Under yearlong closed seasons the game becomes too 

tame, so that when the seasm is opened again, the slaughter is 

likely to be very heavy. Furthermore, while yearlong closed seasons 

are rather easy to enibree with respect to the city hunter, they are 

next to impossible to enforce with respect to the people that live 

in the mountains. An appearance of wrtiality is thus set up which 

is by no memns conducive to tmt healthy public sentiment necessary 

tor successful law enforcement. Last but not least, yearlong 

closed seasons are in one sense a negation of the fundamental (hee 
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% S A use which underlies the administration of the National For- 

% ests. They should not be used as a regular device for game 

| management, but only as a last resort where game management has 

failed. It herdly seems good business to resort to elosed 

seasons where real constructive game management has not even 

Ps been tried. 

It, of course, stands to reason that if the situation 

is not taken in hand, the game will be reduced to a point where 

there will be no other alternative, and closed seasons will be 

absolutely necessary. This is already the case with some spe- 

cies. The whole point of this argument is that it should not 

be allowed to become the case with the rest. 

AFTER GAME REFUGHS: WHAT? | 

The establishment of game refuges on the National For- 

ests is the first and most important step toward making these 

big public properties produce game efficiently. The effect 

of a good refuge system will be to build up the supply. Addi- 

tional and more refined methods wili also be needed to regulate 

that supply in a manner consistent with its relative importance, 

and to regulate the relative abundance of species. These: re- 

finements will follow profressively, as they can be worked out 

and adopted. What. we need most now is to save the goose that 

lays the golden egg. | 
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S & of, GAME REFUGE LEGISLATION 

The first effort to secure game refuges on National 

r Forests was in the 58tn Congress when, on December 17, 1903, a 

bill for that purpose (H.R. 8135) was introduced by Mr. Lacey, 

| the father of the Lacey Act. This bill failed to pass, and a 

considerable delay ensued until the 62nd Congress when, on 

April 26, 1912, a more comprehensive bill (H.R. 23839) was in- 

troduced by Mr. Kent, which provided for cooperation with the ; 

States in the establishment of such Federal refuges. Congress 

again failed to act, and during the 64th Congress, on August 9, 

1916, another bill (H.R. 17381) was introduced by Mr. Hayden. 

This followed closely along the lines of the bill introduced 

in the 62nd Congress, and met a similar fate. During the 66th 

Congress, on June 21, 1919, a bill (S. 2182) was introduced by 

Senator Nelson, and during the same Congress, on July 14, 1919, 

another bill (S. 2455) was introduced by Senator Robinson for 

the purpose of establishing game sanctuaries in National For- 

ests. Both of these bills are similar to those introduced in 

the 62nd and 64th Congresses. 

During the war period many States passed Ae some 

of ae % ogee _ si en 

Robinson Bill ee promote j- or aS Mee Pn ee 

ent session of Congress, sae wa a sarnenti yes 

be hoped for. The big game problem differs from other and 

more important internal problems in that it can not wait. 

It has already waited too long, and each additional year of 

slave
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i é¢ elay will add to the difficulty of putting our game on a per- 

a“ a me 
f manent productive basis. The game is going, and refuge bills 

f— Will be of little avail after half of our most valuable species 

f are gone. What are the American people going to do about 

& ‘ae 

# # ¢ 
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. . Jenuary 16, 1920. 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY 

Dear Mix, Secretary; 

Permission is requested for publication by the 

American Game Srotective and Propagation Association of 

the enclosed article by Mr. Aldo Leopold, of the Albu. 

querque office, on National Forest game refuges. The 

Biological Survey concurs with the forest Service in 

recommending that this permission be granted. 

Very sincerely yours, 

if ea ( } ( f LES 

Acting Forester. 

inclosurese 

fun ‘ : TE é ’ NM oS he
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7 Januery 16, 19206. 

: District Forester, 

Albuguerque, N. Mex. 

Dear Sir: 

On somery 8 I received a letter from Mr. RK. F. 
Holland, Vice-piiesident of the American Game Protective and 
Propagation Association, asking permission to publish Mr, 
Aldo Leopold's article, “Wanted - Nxtional Forest Game Ref- 
uges". 

: As it was necessary to have the approval of the 
Biological Survey for such an article, in addition to the 
approval of the Secretary's Office, I at once initiated 
action to secure this approval. 

After consultation with Mr. Nelson of the Forest 
Service, we made several minor changes, to prevent the pas~ 
sages from being inconsistent with the expressed views of 
‘the Biological Survey. Some other changes were made in 
order to make the article more accurate, from our own view- 
point. 

The changes made here are shown in the copy of the 
article enclosed with this letter as penciled corrections. 
The reasons for the changes are as follows: 

Page 3. "A social crime" is hardly a correct tern a 
for the extinction of a species, to my minds 

Page 6. ‘The paragraph describing the scarcity of 
game on the National Forests is somewhat in conflict with 
some of our recreation literature. While it is perhaps 
true that the average visitor to a National rorest does not 
see game, the sverage is swelled by the people who visit 
points like vike'’s seak and the Nagle Creek camp grounde \ 
In some of the National Forests we believe game is pretty \ 
abundant. Therefore we added the clause at the end of ‘ 

\ 

ee
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the paragraph, I hope that Mr, Leopold will not object to 
this change, or indeed to any of those made. 

Page 7. The first part of the first paragraph was 
in direct conflict with the views of the biological Survey, 
as set forth by Mr. Vernon Bailey at one of the meetings of 
the Society of American Foresters. At that time Mr. Bailey 
said that sheep and deer eat practically the same things, 

‘ The next to the last sentence in this paragraph seemed to 
. restrict the possible places for encouraging elk more 

closely than our Forest Service policy would accept as nece 
essarye 

Page 8 ir. Nelson felt that the words "except in 
the elk country of Wyoming” should be left out, as tending 
to give a wrong idea of the position of the stockmen in that 
region, 

: Pages 9 and 10, The article took for granted that 
the title of the States to game is fully established. This 

: is a moot question, It is the belief of the Forest Service 
and of the Biological Survey that, if the Supreme Court of 
the United States ever has this question before it, it may : 
rule that the title rests in the people, not in the indi- 
vidual States, This point was involved in a case before 
the Supreme Court some years ago, but has never been passed 
on by that courte 

Pages 11 and 12, The changes on these pages were 
made because of the feeling in the Branch of Grazing that we 
are, as a result of careful work, securing a cooperative at- 
titude from State game organizations, snd that the existing 
frigndly relations might be unfavorably affected by too much 
emphasis on "the political character" of these State game ad- 
ninistrationss Mr, Leopold's real point, I think, is better 
brought out through the changed Language, 

The last two sections of the article were rewritten 
in order to make them conform with the suggestions of the 
Biological Survey, contained in lir. i. We Nelson's letter to 
the Forester of which @ copy is enclosed, 

On account of the delay in the transmittal of that let- 
ter, it was not possible to send the article to the Secretary's 
office for Departmental approval until today. I have written 
Mr, Holland apologizing for the delay in securing authoriza- 
tion, and promising to forward the article to him early next 
weeke 

Very truly yours, 
> ; te: ; 4 ‘ Pa 

MIE tM hea Basie oF 
j MAY wun rat eae 4 WW Powe, 

' incLlosures. Editor. 

ate
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7 January 12, 1920. 

The Forester, 

Forest Service, 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Colonel Graves: 

Under date of January 10, Mr. Smith, Editor of the Forest Service, 

refers to me for comment and suggestion, an article on National Forest 
Game Refuges, by Mr. Aldo Leopold. As a whole this is an excellent 

article and I shall be glad to see it published. I agree with you as 

stated by Mr. Smith that the article on Game Refuge Legislation should 
be_modified to cut out personal references. I think, however, it might 
be,in an article as comprehensive as this one to mention the steps in 
the progress of such legislation. Mr. Leopold is entirely mistaken in 
his statement that "the first attempt to formulate a comprehensive pro- 

gram for National Forest Game Refuges was the Hornaday campaign of 1916." 
I would suggest that it might be well to state in this program, something 
along the following lines: 

The first effort to secure game refuges on National Forests was 

in the 58th Congress when, on December 17, 1903, a bill for that purpose 

(H. R. 8135) was introduced by Mr. Lacey, the father of the Lacey Act. 
This bill failed to pass and a considerable delay ensued until the 62nd 

Congress when, on April 26, 1912, a more comprehensive bill (H. R. 23839) 
was introduced by Mr. Kent, which provided for cooperation with the States 

in the establishment of such Federal refuges. Congress again failed to 
act and during the 64th Congress, on August 9, 1916, another bill (H. R. 
17381) was introduced by Mr. Hayden. This followed closely along the 
lines of the bill introduced in the 62nd Congress and met a similar fate. 

During the 66th Congress, on June 21, 1919, a bill (S, 2182) was intro- 
duced by Senator Nelson, and during the same Congress on July 14, 1919, 
another bill (S. 2455) was introduced by Senator Robinson for the pur- 
pose of establishing game sanctuaries in National Forests. Both of 
these bills are similar to those introduced in the 62nd and 64th Congresses. 

I think the information concerning the similarity between the 

bill introduced in the 62nd Congress and that in the 64th, which Mr. 

Leopold refers to as the Hornaday Bill, should be made plain to Mr. 
Leopold. He, undoubtedly through lack of information on the subject, 

appears to think that the ideas in the Hornaday Bill originated with Dr. 
Hornaday when, as a matter of fact, they did not as is shown by reading 

the bill introduced in the 62nd Congress. Dr. Hornaday simply took over
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the ideas of the earlier bill and then, as you will remember, exploited 
; them as the Hornaday plan, thus building up a large amount of publicity 

for himself, In the West I have found that the Hornaday publicity has 
j been effective in misleading game conservationists with the idea that 

y he was the originator of the ideas in his bill and was the man primarily 
involved in getting legislation. You of course are well posted concern- 
ing the facts in this case. 

There is another radical statement made in this article in the 
paragraph immediately preceding that on "Game Refuge Legislation" under 
the title "After Game Refuges: What?" There he states that later on 
additional and more refined methods will have to be adopted, but these 
are not needed or practicable now. These I certainly object to since 

we are trying to bring about at the earliest possible date, a joint 
handling between the Forest Service, Biological Survey, and State Game 

Wardens, of the big game shooting in some, at least, of the Western 
States. If we can secure an arrangement of this kind it will, I be- 

lieve, have an even more far-reaching effect than the carrying out of 
the game refuge plan on the forests, since with the limited license 
system the shooting of game in any part of a State could be stopped 
whenever needed and prohibited until the supply had see aan eeer suf- 

ficient. Such a law in reference to the Olympic elk in Came 
very near passing at the last session of the State Legislature and I am 
hopeful it may go through next time. We are also trying to bring about 
such a plan in Arizona and I am inclined to think there is a possibility 

of getting legislation along those lines in that State. This being the 

case I certainly would not consider a statement such as Leopold makes 
as to the unimportance of other phases as compared with the game refuge 

: plan, @ proper one. 

I am retaining the carbon copy of the article by Leopold for 

our files. 

Very truly yours, 

ae 
oe ALLS ce, 

Chief of Bureau.
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January 9, 1920. 

Memorandum for Mr. Smith: ' 

Mr. Nelson and T have read.over Mr. Leopold's —~ 

article. Before it can be approved it will be necessary to 

re-write a good many passages. These have been marked. 

Mr. Nelson's personal opinion is that the publication of 

articles like this only. serves to stir up the muddy waters, 

so to speak, and does not do the game situation any good. 

The article is a careless, sloppy piece of work. 1f you 

think it worth while to do so, the objectionable passages 

ean be rewritten and the article made inocuous. a6 not 

believe that it can in any sense be of any advantage to the 

Forest Service to have it published, for the reason that the 

tone in which it is written is absolutely lacking in restraint. 

eon who read this article and who did Me ee 

with Aefaiatdy Leopold has to say would chbhensesteemethet / 

take the opposite 

side. ~



Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
December 20, 1919, 

Mr. John B. Burnham, 
233 Broadway, 

New York City. 

Dear Mr. Burnham; 

I have just received your letter of December 15. 

It is only about a week ago that I completed a 
statement about game refuges in the West. I had no idea 
that you would want it because it is as long as an ordi- 
nary magazine article. I sent it to Washington with the 
recommendation that it be placed in "Outdoor Life" but 
would much prefer, of course, that you use it if you care 
to. I am enclosing a copy of it herewith, I am also send- 
ing a copy of this letter to Mr. Herbert A. Smith, the edi- 
tor for the Forest Service at Washington. In case you 
want this article, please take it wo with Mr. Smith whose 
O.k, is negessary before it can be published over an offic- 
ial title © Q 

It has never occurred to me that there would be 
any real serious conflict betweeen a proper system of game 
refuges and the desires of the hunting public. I know 
that if we could only have permission from Congress to 
establish game refuges here in the Southwest that I would 
stake my reputation upon the fact that we can put it through 
without curtailing the hunting even temporarily. My thoughts 

Copy for Mr, Smith -
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on the subject which you ask for are all expressed in 
the article above mentioned. Incidentally, there are 
also some pretty good illustrations to go with it. 

Enclosed is a paper on aerial legislation 
which I raa into the other day and which I think would 
interest you. I imagine we are all agreed that hunt- 
ing from airplanes and the disturbing of game by air- 
planes has got to be prohibited, and that the more 
agencies we can get to commit themselves on this policy 
the better. This leads me to suggest that your associa- 
tion might place its views before the Manufacturers’ 
Aircraft Association, which body is the author of the 
enclosed statement. It would be a good thing for them 
to know that the sportsmen have an interest in aerial 
affairs. 

I am mighty sorry that you can not make it to 
be out here in January. In addition to the Supervisors’ 
meeting there will be the annual convention of the New 
Mexico G.P.A., and the annual dinner of the Albuquerque 
GeP.A. If your plans should allow of the change, we 
would be awfully glad to see you even on short notice. 
Meanwhile I wish you luck in handling the Yellowstone 
situation. I am afraid I am not posted on the diffi- 

; culties which you say are occurring there this winter 
) although I have always had a decided feeling that there 
( has been a lot of side-stepping and needless conflict 

\ of interests up in that country. 

Incidetally, our refuge system will not ine 
volve any elk since we want no more elk in the Southwest. 
Accordingly there would be no feeding problem. ie are, 
of course, much in favor of the perpetuation of elk in 
and mear the National Parks and elsewhere where they will 
do no damage but I think it is an enormous mistake to 
scatter them over the whole country. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Snelosures #2 Aldo Leopotd 
: » Secretary 

NEW MEXICO GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION,
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December 13, 1919. 

The Forester, 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Sir: 

Enclosed herewith are three copies of an article 

by Mr. Leopold entitled, "Wanted - National Forest Game 

Refuges". This is a revision and extension of an article 

submitted some years ago which was disanproved by your office. 

It is believed, however, that the material has been so changed 

that the previous disapproval does not warrant any particular 

consideration at the present time. At the back of the article 

is given a list of official photographs, copies of which should 

accompany it to the publisher if you will be so kind as to sup- 

ply then. 

Mr. Leopold suggests that this be submitted to "Outdoor 

Life", which is published at Denver. We have not established 

connections with this magazine and therefore are not sure that 

they will desire to publish a serious discussion of this kind. 

If not, we would be glad to have Mr. Smith use his own judgment 

about where it should be placed. The object, of course, is to 

call the need for a game refuge bill to the attention of as large
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& number of readers as possible. 

Very truly yours, 

FRANK C. W. POOLER, Acting District Forester, 

By ’ 

wd 

Hnelosures= 

oe
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wD The ComFire FOV TS 
The Outer’s Book Company, Publishers 

9 South Clinton Street 

Chicago, TI. 

Nov. 14th, 191. FOrES 

Mr, John L. Cobbs, dr., 
In Charge of Information, 
Forest Service, 930 F 8t., N. Wes 
Washington, D. C0, 

Dear Sir: 

Ur. Cave has forwarded to me the article by 
Mr. Leopold on "The Wilderness Fallacy", which I am 
very glad to receive. Doubtless, Mr. Cave has thanked onl 
you for the courtesy, but I want to add my thanks to his. 

The text meets with my entire approval and the 
photographs are certainly wonderfully interesting. It 
is just the kind of material for which I have been looking, 
and I shall be glad to receive more along the same line, po 
whenever it is possible to obtain it, 

The first issue of the consolidated OUTER'S BOOK- 
RECREATION will be off the presses within a day or two, 
and I am going to send you an advance¥ copy in order that 
you may see the lengths to which we go,in an endeavor to 
produce a beautifully tllustrated magazine, 

The photographs submitted by Ur. Leopold lend 
themselves admirably to our purposes, and out of his short 
article we will make a very heavily illustrated feature, 
which we hope will please both him and you. 

With best wishes, I am 

Yours veny truly, 

jn obnde, 

DBS GK 

i 2) Ti a (= 
Cageaine = 

: wit : a 
The Camp Fire flavor GS
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‘October 13, 1927. 

Mr. Herbert A, Smith, 
Editor, Forest Service, 

Department of Agriculture. 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

In the absence of Mr. Nelson , I beg to acknowledge the re- 

ceipt of your Letter of October 11 with enclosure, returned here- 

with, from Mr. Aldo Leopold. Mr. Leopold's article on the 'Wilder- 

ness Fallacy' is very interesting and presents an important subject 

in an attractive manner. In a few cases he seems to generalize too 

broadly.on insufficient data and for this reason it is suggested that 

two or three statements be modified or omitted as indicated in the 

copy. The proposed changes will not seriously alter the context or 

impair the importance of the article. With these minor corrections 

the article may well be approved and will undoubtedly interest a 

large number of readers of ‘Recreation’. 

‘ Very truly yours, 

Acting Chief, Biological Survey. 

(Enclosure 6254)



Copy sent to District Forester 

FI October 3, 1917. 

District Forester, : 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Sirs 

Your letter (EC-Information) of September 24 is 

reosived, I can not agree with you in regard te the in- 

clusion on page 6 of Mr. Leopold's article of the para= 

graph advocating the syatematio dogging or the judicious 

use of birdshot, wven when done under the suprevision of 

the proper offictals. 

Inasmuch as the State game laws spedifieally pro- 

hibit the use of dogs, I feel that we should lay ourselves 

open to very serious criticism by advocating such a measure. 

TO me this paragraph is a weak point in an otherwise construct 

ive article. 

I believe that we can find suitable illustrations in 

our collection. In view of Mr. Cave'’s interest in game pro= 

tection and propagation, it will probably be a good idea to 

submit the article to him, ; 

Very truly yours, 7 

Le Ati 
“WHE Acting Forester.
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RECREATION 

Edited by Edward Cave 
@.W. 33rd St., 

New York. : 

New York, September 20, 1917. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
c/o New Mexico Game & Fish Protective Assn., 
Albuquerque, N. M. 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

I have been particularly interested in the splen- 
did work you have been doing in game conservation work and 
much impressed by your contributions to the "Pine Cone". 

Do you find sufficient time from your various 
activities so that you might write an occasional article 
for RECREATION? It seems to me that there is a good op- 
portunity to strike out along original lines in wild life 
conservation propaganda and I would like to have your co- 
operation. 

If this suggestion appeals to you, will you be 
so kind as to suggest a series of three or four articles 
which you might like to write? 

Sincerely yours, | 

Signed-Edward Cave 

EC ; MHW
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The Forester, 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Sir: 

In reply to your letter of September 17, concern- 

ing the article by Mr. Leopold, "Restocking The National 

Forests With Elk"; 

It was Mr. Leopold's idea in recommending the ar- 

ticle for the Journal of Forestry that it was somewhat 

technical and in parts dry and would therefore be better 

suited for a technical rather than a sporting magazine. 

However, if your office thinks the article is sufficiently 

interesting and if the necessary photographs can be added, 

we would be very glad to have you see whether any of the 

sporting magazines want it. 

In connection with the question of photos, at- 

tention is called to the illustration in the enclosed 

pamphiet. We are quite sure that the State Game Depart- 

ment would be glad to loan this cut or to supply a print 

from which to make a cut, in the event that you decide to



Forester, 

offer the article to a sporting magazine. 

In regard to omitting the paragraph on dogging 

of elk, we of course appreciate your point but are very 

reluctant to see it omitted for the reason that it is one 

of the few real interesting points in the article. [In 

the revised copy enclosed herewith the paragraph has been 

retained but a clause has been added showing that the 

suggestion should be carried out only “under the supervision 

of the proper officials". We really believe that the sug- 

gestion is valuable and trust that you will be able to 

pass it as modified. 

An additional paragraph has been added on page 5 

concerning a recent instance which I think adds to the value 

of the article. 

Enclosed is a copy of a letter from Recreation. 

In the event the article is to be offered to a sporting 

magazine, it might be well to send it to Mr. Cave for in- 

spection. : 

Very truly yours, 

PAUL G. REEL RETON District Forester, 

OK Ge 
CB com Acting. 

Enclosures~ ae 

Os



/ January 13, 1917, 

District Forester, 
Foreat service, 

Albuquergue, NH. Mex, 

Dear Sir: 

Reply to your letter of tecember 15, enclosing two 

artioles by Mr. Leopol@, has been delayed because of the ill- 

ness of Mr. Smith who was handling the matter. Mr. Zon, the 

editor of the Journal of Yoresetry, tells me, however, that in 

any event he cannot make immediate use of the ertieles because 

of the abundance of other materisl on hand, 

Mr. Leopold's articles contein a great many con- 

structive suggestions and will undoubtedly serve e useful 

purpose. It wonld seem desireable, however, to make certain 

modifications in them before they go out. 

In the article, “Forestry and Game Conservation", 

the statement in the first paragraph on page 2 that the game 

resources of the National Forests are in ag depleted condition 

today as they were ten years ago, and the statement in the 

second paragraph on page 3 thet the big game on the National 

Forests is disappearing, do not agree with the records in
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the Branch of Grazing here. These show that on most of the 

: Forests the game is slowly increasing. Certainly our activ- 

ities ia protecting the game and enforcing the laws have 

greatly increased. I am elso informed by Grazing that they 

have « good idea of the samount of game on the Forests and 

fairly sceurate figures for nearly every ranger district, 

which woulé seem to eall for a modification of the state- 

ments in this connection contained in the last two lines of 

page 3 and the first paragraph of page 11. , 

In the first paragraph on page 2 and in the para- 

greph that follows, and in lines 7 to 10 on page 5, Mr. heo- 

pold takes the position that foresters have temporized with 

the game problem and have feiled to anticipate the need for 

game management. While we have not been able to do as much 

constructive work as was Gesirable, we have, I think, wherever 

possible teken the necessary steps to work out a solution. 

The need for the systematic handling of the game situation 

has, it seems to me, been thoroughly recognized by the Serv- 

ice. The main reason why we have not been able to deal more 

constructively with the matter 1s because of our lack of 

jurisdiction over the game. I feel strongly that the fack 

that the States have jurisdiction over the game should be 

clearly brought out in the article and the reader left under 

Ba
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no misapprehension ss to the actual state of affairs. I may 

add that the name "game management", suggested by Mr. Leopold, 

hes been uged by the Porester for several years. 

be : In the articls, "The Wilderness Fallacy", are also 

| several points thet I should like to bring to your attention. 

The statement on page 2 that the extermination of mountain 

lions shovld make it possible to teke 100,000 desr annually 

without injuring the supply should, I think, show some besis 

for the calculation. AS it stands, it eppears somevhat ex- 

aggerated, though it may be entirely correct. 

In connection with the statement in the last two 

lines on page 4, I am told by Grazing that it hus been defi- 

nitely proved that wild sheep do not contract seabies from 

the domestic animal, I. am also told by Grazing that it is 

doubtful whether the lumpy jaw of the antelope is eaused by 

contagion from cattle. 

If you and Mr. Leopold agree with the suggested 

changes, please make them ia the way you think best and return 

the articles at your egnventenes. The copies you submitted 

are eho losed herewith. 

Very truly yours, 

PD. , 
AN 

Nn ce 

Acting an i 

Enelosures 

“Bane
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The Forester, 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Sir: : 

Enclosed herewith are two copies each of two addi- 

tional game articles prepared by Mr. Leopold, as follows: 

Forestry and Game Conservation 

It is requested that this article be reviewed and 

if found without objection transmitted as promptly as possible 

to the Society of American Foresters for publication in the 

Proceedings. 

Mr. Leopold has given more or less assurance that 

this article would be available in the near future and it will 

therefore be appreciated if it can be transmitted in time for 

publication in the January issue, if the Society finds it ac- 

ceptable. An extra copy of this letter is being sent to the 

Society to let them know that the article is on the way in 

case they have need of it. 

The Wilderness Pallacy 

It is requested that this be reviewed and if found
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Forester, 

/ ? 

/ without objection transmitted as promptly as possible to the 

Forestry Quarterly. 

Very truly.yours, 

Acting District ogr 

Enclosure - 

Ole
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THE WILDERNESS FALLACY 

us 8. Forest Servide 

When the pioneer hewed a path for progress through 

the American wilderness, there was bred into the American 

people the idea that civilization and forests were two mutu- 

ally exclusive propositions. Development and forest de=- 

struction went hand in hand; we therefore adopted the fallacy 

that they were synonymous. A stump Was our symbol of pro=- 

GLOSS. 

We have since learned, with some pains, that extensive 

forests are not only compatible with civilization, but abso- 

lutely essential to its highest development. 

The same fallacy that characterized our idea of for= 

ests was bred into our attitude toward game and wild life, 

and unfortunately it has not yet disappeared, There ar @ atill 

millions of people whose opinions on wild life conservation, 

if they have any, are based in some degree on the assumption 

that the abundance of game must bear an inverse ratio to de- 

gree of settlement, and that the question of how long our 

game will hold out must bé measured by the time it will take 

for man to completely occupy the land. 

It is the writer's belief that this assumption is 

not only incorrect, but that it 1s exerting an inoaloulably 

mischievous influence against the progress of the movement 

for wild life oonservation. To let the public think that
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economic progress spells the disappearance of wild life, is 

f to let them believe that wild life conservation is ultimately 

hopeless. 

It ia true that the settlement and sconomio develop= 

ment of the United States has inevitably brought into opera=- 

tion many factors inimical to wild life, but a careful anal- 

yais of gach will almost invariably reveal an accompanying 

counter=influence decidedly beneficial to wild life perpet= 

uation. 

Hunting, for inetanoe, destroys milliona of game 

animale and birds yearly, But at the same tins hunting has 

destroyed millions of natural enemies of game, The destruc~- 

tion of predatory animals should enable man to take yearly, 

for his pleasure and food at least part of the enormous amount 

of game which, in a state of nature, were the food of *varmints". 

Agriculture, for instance, has usurped ® large part 

of the former haunts of game, But to some extent at least it 

has replaced the natural coverts with artificial ones, At 

least in the oase of small game, a square mile of farming coun- 

try may have as great a capacity for raising wild life as a 

aquare mile of wilderness. In some cases, agricultural devdl= 

opment has done more than this. It has literally created a 

game supply, In eastern New Mexico, for examples, there is a 

large area which has recently been homesteaded by dry-farmers. 

It formerly had little or no emall game. Today it 1a abundamtiy 

atocked with prairie chickens. They came by natural migration,
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: f attracted by the stubblefields, and are rapidly spreading 
yj westward with agrioulture. Nature was actually improved 

rs upon by civilisation. 
j Artificial drainage has destroyed many marshes and 

lakes which were formerly the feeding and breeding grounds 

of myriade of wildfowl, But at the same time man is build- 

ing yearly hundreds of artificial lakes, A good example 

is the huge swamp oreated by the Keokuk Dam across the 

Mississipp. This is now one of the best shooting grounds 

in the Central West and by way of becoming an important 

breeding place for wood duck. Moreover it is permanent, 

whereas the natural swamps along the Mississippi often dried 

UP. In the end, we will probably give the wildfowl as many 

waters ag we are taking from them, 

Overgrasing of the publie domain of the Best no 

doubt was « powerful factor in the destruction of the ante- 

lope, mountain sheep, mule deer, turkey, and sage-grouse. 

But now these same grazing ranges are coming to be dotted 

with thousands of artificial reservoirs for watering stock. 

Millions of acres of "dry range", ~~waterless deserts almost 

devoid of life mseare being made usable for stock, and, in= 

cidentally, for game, And at least on the National Forests 

and on the holdings of progressive stockmen, overgrazing has 

Ceased and the ranges are recoevering. Without any doubt, 

tnestltink shaat ne caahemn peel cpt to i 

our western big game except the buffalo. While there was 

no excuse for the wholesale extermination of this splendid
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f animal, the ubtimate disapoearance of the huge migratory 

/ herds was inevitable, 

f Forest fires and prairie fires ineident to the 

early stages of settlement burned up or starved out a 

great deal of game. But today these destroyers are on 

the wane, Under the influence of man they are approagh= 

ing zero, whereas many fires ravaged the aboriginal wilder=- 

ness, set by lightning and by the Indians. The time will 

come when there will be much less destruction by fires than 

took place before the coming of the white man. A sign of 

the times is found in the National Forests, where except 

in extremely dry years fires are being held down to the 

almost negligible average of a few acres each. 

A few diseases of game are supposed to have been 

induced by settlement -- though probably to a lesser extent 

than is generally believed. Seabiea is alleged to have 

spread from domestio to mountain sheep but the latest researches 

indicate that thie is not the oase. It is also doubtful 

whether the actinosis (lumpy jaw) of antelope was derived 

from domestic entmis. The enemies of the game have prob= 

ably suffered from imported diseases just as badly as the 

game itself, Western coyotes have died by thousands of 

rabies. Moreover man is to an inoreasing degree able to 

check the ravages of natural epidemies among game. He is 

studying the wild duok disease. He has prohibited the impor- 

tation of diseased quail from Mexico, Some day civilization
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/ will prevent more diseases of wild life than it introduced, 

/ Finally, a great and ever~inoreasing area of game 

/ range has been actually occupied by railroads, dwellings, and 

cities, In part, such areas are lost to wild life. But 

out native birds, at least, have readily adapted themselves 

to the new conditions. Desens of species like the chimney 

awift, the house finch, and the eastern robin now actually 

prefer the haunts of man. It has become a common achieve~ 

ment to have 30 pairs of birds make their home on 4 half 

aore city lot. Who shall say that a square mile of subur- 

ban dwellings, with modern methods of bird feeding and hous~ 

ing, Gan not raise more wild life, though of a partly differ=- 

ent kind, than the original wilderness? 

Notable instances are not lacking in which the abun= 

dance of game seems to bear a direct rather than an inverse 

ratio to the degree of settlement. Compare, for example, 

the National Forests of New Mexico -- comparatively speaking 

a wilderness -- with the thickly settled New @ngland States. 

In 1915, according to estimates prepared by the New Mexico 

Forest rangers, 656 deer were killed on 13,000 square miles 

of mountain forests; roughly one per &wenty square miles, 

Maine, Vermont, Michigen, and New York, in the same or im= 

_ mediately preceding years, averaged roughly one deer killed 

per five square miles -- a preponderance in produotiveness of 

four to one. Who shall say that only a wilderness can raise 

deer?
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/ It has often been contended that the fenoing of the 

/ weaterm ranges has destroyed the antelope, As far ag oon= 

i cerna the ocoupation of the ranges by solid blocks of home~ 

ateads, this is probably true. But this ie not the whole 

story. A recent analysis of figurea collected by the Form 

eat Service on the remannts of antelope in New Mexico show 

that of the thirty-eight herds now existing, thirty-two are 

feund on the epen range and six in large fenced pastures. 

The open-range herds average 30 head each, but the pasture 

herds 187 head each. Three-fourts of the herds reported as 

increasing are in fenced pastures, and all but one of the 

herds reported as deoreasing are on the open range. The 

pasture herds average four times aa large and several times 

as thrifty as the open range herds. Who shall say that only 

an unfenoed wilderness can raise antelope? 

Even those who do net believe that a wilderness is 

essential to a supply of game are likely to assume that where 

there is a real wilderness left, the game supply ise compara- ; 

tively safe, Alaska, the greatest remaining wilderness in 

North Amerioa, is by way of contradicting even this assump~ 

tion. It appears to be a fact that even in the remotest 

region of Alaska indiscriminate slaughter is spelling the doom 

of the game supply. No wilderness seems vast enough to pro= 

tect wild life, no countryside thickly populated enough to 

exclude it. 

It seeme safe to call a fallacy the idea that civiliza= 

tion excludes wild life. It ia time for the Amerioan public
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to realize this, Progress is no longer an excuse for the 

| destruction of our native animals and birds, but on the 

fo contrary implies not only an obligation, but an opportunity 

for their perpetuation. American wild life is confronted 

by only one unmitigated menage -- indéscriminate slaughter. 

Tts future as a part of our permanent national environment 

is in our hands -- or its blood will be on our hands == as 

the ease may be. 

# # #
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The first meeting of the Forest Supervisors of Dis- 

trict III convened at 11 o'clock in the court room of tho Fed- 

oral Building at El Paso; Toxas, on November’ 9, 2911, ithe to- 

tal attendance during the meeting wes thirty-nine, including 

iir. Graves, Cant. Adams, iir, Clapp, and Ur. Jardine from tho 

Washington office. The attendance from the various Forests 

was twenty-three, and from tho District Office, other Districts, 

and Experiment Station, twelve. 

The especial feature ef the moeting consisted of the 

papers and discussions on "Economy". The different branches 

of the Service work, General Administration, Pretection, Silvi- 

culturo, Grazing, and Lands were oach in turn taken up with 

particular roference to the wavs and ncoans of securing more 

economical administration under each head. Particular empha- 

sis was laid upon, Fire Protection. 

The reading of papers and discussions on Neconomy oc- 

cupiod the time from noon, Novombor 9, to noen, November 11. 

The subject of Fire Protection was covered in tho afternoon 

session of the llth. On Monday, November 13, tho morning sos- 

sion was given to Silviculture and the afternoen session to 

Personnel and Inspection and Improvement. On Novembsr 14 the
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subjects of Grazing, Lands and Game Protection were covered. 

The gay of November 15 was given over to committee work and 

finel vote on the resolutions presented by the committees was 

held on November 16, after which formal adjournment of the 

meeting occurred. Special conferences with District Forester 

were held on Novomber 17. In addition to the entertainment ar- 

ranged for by the committose the meeting was rendered pleasant 

through the courtesy and hospitality extended by officiais and 

individual citizens con behalf of the city of 31 Faso. 

r. Graves arrived in the afternoon of the eleventh 

and remained until tho fourteenth. ; 

.efore deciding upon the program for the meeting all 

officers were requested to submit a list of subjects which it 

was desired should he discussed. These subjects were then 

groured and classified and a definite program made out. Oppor- 

tunity was given to every officer to submit a paper or lead a 

discussion on any subject in which he was particularly inter- 

ested. 

-Our general committescs and six special committeos, 

with chairman and secretary for each, wero appointed. The gon- 

eral committees were Oporation, Silviculture, Grazing, Lands; 

the special committees, Econemy, Education and Publicity, Per- 

sonnel and Inspection, Protection, Trespass, and “ntertainment. 

fhe first part of the meeting was devoted to the reading of pa- 

pers and open discussion and so far as possible final action
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was taken in the opon meeting on subjects presented for discus- 

sion, ihen bois could not be done the subject was referred to 

the proper committee for report and resolution. Throughout the 

discussion the essential points pertaining to the work of the 

respective committess were recordod by the secretaries. At the 

conclusion of the discussion a day was devoted to committee work 

and ths remainder of the time to the reports of the committee, : 

discussion and final action on the resolutions presented. The 

committees and roll of members in attendance follow: 

General Committess: 

Onreration: sir. Andrews, Mr. Uldredgo, wr. oF C.- Hadi, 

Mr. Stewart, xr. Peck, dr. Waha, Mr.w/illson (Secretary). 

Sliviculture: ur. Calkins, Mr. Johneton, tin. Kiotor,. tr. 

Mattoon (Secretary), Mr. Pearson, lir. Rogers, lir. Smith, dr. “ool- 

sey. 

Grazing: “r. Douglas, Mr. Drake, Mr. Goddard, Mr. Hind- 

erer, Mr. Kerr, tir. Leopold (Secretary), Mr. Rush, tir. Zachau. 

Lands: Ur. Balthis, Mr. Chappell, Mr. Guthrie, ir. 

Kinney, Mir. Pooler, Hr. Solkirk, Mr. Swift (Secretary). 

Special Committees: 

conomy: tir. Andrews, Mr. Duffy, Mr. Guthrie (Secreta- 

ry), :r. Johnston, Mr. Peck, Mr. Willson, Jir. ioolsey. 

waucation and Publicity: tr. Calkins, tir. liattoon, sr. 

Rogers, .r. Stewart, Mr. “wift, iir. Zachau (Secretary). 

Personnel and Inspection: Mr. Drake, (Secretary), Mr. 

Eldredge, lir. Hall, tr. Hinderer, Mr. Pooler. 

dee :
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Protection: Mr. Chappoll, Mr. Goddard, Mr. Leopold, 

Mr. Rush, Mr. Solkirk, Mr. Smith (Socretary), Ur. Vaha. 

Trespass: Mr. Balithis, Mr. Douglas, Mr. Franklin, Mr. 

Korr, Mr. Kiofor (Secrotary), Mr. Kinney. 

Entortainnent: Mr. Hidredgea, Mr. Smith, Mr. “achau. 

Roll of Attondancs. 

Forestor Graves, Assistant Forestor Adans, Forost In- 

spector Clapp, District Forostor Ringland, Assistant District 

Fore tors 1, S&S. VWoolsoy, Jr., A. @. ahah. 0. Wo Poolorn, A. 

Se Pack, vohn Kerr, Forost Examinor Rebert Rogers, Assistant 

to the “olicitor Blako Franklin, District Fiscal Agont John J. 

Duffy, Forest Examiner G. A. Pearson, Forest Pathologist . H. 

Leng, Inspector of Grazing J. 7. Jardine, District Enginoor T. 

W. Norcross, Game Wardon Frank Rush, Deputy Forost Suporvisors 

A. H. Douglas, Aldo Leopold, Forost. Supervisors F. &. Androws, 

me Pe. Balthnis, HarG. Calkins ,“S. A. Chappell, W. mM. Orakei 

BD. Hidredgoe, W. H. Goddard, Jonn, D. Guthric,-C. «Cs, Haine ©. 1, 

Hindorer, D. PF. Johnston, Prancis Kiefer, J. Hy Kinney, BR. 9d. 

Solkirk, 5,1 G. Smith, “Wek. Stowe, ta ls (OW nyc iGo oye dele: 

SOM, Heo ty. Zachal, Wee Rh. Mautqon. 

j Adéressces of Forestcr and District Forester. F 

Mr. Ringland: It is an unusual pleasure to me to 

call to order the first meeting of the Forest Supervisors of 

District &. I know this will be a meeting of results for all 

of yqu have now had three yoars of experience to support your
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non-productive where sawtimbor is involved and we may retain 

the timberland of a genoral quality. Tho question of not rov- 

onuo is not always the controlling foature but the actual amount 

of the quelity of timber with due consideration to the local do- 

mands. In the administration of tho non-productive districts 

the cost should, of course, be reduced to the lowest possible 

point and arcas administored merely for fire protection and 

trespass. The principal points for considoration are: (1) de- 

termine the forest boundaries; (£) by establishing a good sys- 

tem of lockouts; (3) by the Rengers adopting definite systoms 

for handling their work, such as free use arcas and datos upon 

which to receive applications. Then there is another fcature 

which annually causos'us a large loss; that is, the administra- 

tion of the Reclamation lands. I believe we should ondeavor 

70 have Congress provide for a separate administration or at 

least make separate resorves and they might be handlod by the 

Forost <u~ervisor or put in a special man. Then again, a 

range law is something we noed badly. Wo are holding lots of 

land purcly bocauso of the attitude of the stockmen. Tho 

range law would in that way romove lands not needed. 

Cost of Poor Myunts to the Service 

fir. Leopold: An important point in connection with 

the practice of economy and efficiency is tho quality of mounts 

of Forest officers. Of thirty-two Forest officers with whom 

7 I have worked, I figure that nine cf thom were well mounted; 

27 a
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fourteen had fair mounts; soven poor and two vory poor muunts. 

By means of a tally made from the diaries of Forest officors 

on the Carson during October, I have figured that %% of the of- 

ficial time of the officers of this Forcst was lost on account 

of poor mounts. This tally was very conservativo and probably 

tho actual figure is nearer 15”. 

It is, of course not reasonablo to oxpect a new man 

in the Service to immediatoly provido himself with a good 

mount, but a carcful reviow of the casos of thirty-two Forest 

officers with whom I have worked shows that during an avorage 

period of observation of 11 months only five men improved tho 

" Quality of their mounts. The remaining 27 wore at s stand-— 

still during this time. It would appear, thorofore, that ac- 

tive efforts to stimulate the improvement of Forest officers! 

mounts are justifiablo in ae far as thoy could be exerted in 

a tactful way. I think that first of all tho Supervisors 

should make it a point to maintain a first class mount them- 

selves in order to furnish an examplo, and secondly, I think 

it reasonable to require Forest officers, who have sorved a 

considerable length of time, to improve their mounts in caso 

their efficiency secms to bo seriously affected. Tho fact 

that the quality of a man's mount is considorod a factor in 

his officiency should also te impressed on the mind of For- 

est officers from time to time by suitable comments in News 

Lettors and by tactful personal conversation, 

~20-
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The following resolution was later unanimously passed: 

.osolved: That the Supervisor can and should require 

a ianger to own and maintain in good condition a sufficient nun- 

ber of saddle and pack horses to promptly and efficiontly han- 

dle his regular work. 

Transportation on the Forest 

ar. Goidard: I have a government team on the Datil. 

Thero are nearly 3,900,00C acres on tho Datil. The farthest 

ranger headquarters is about 150 miles and it is accessible by 

team anc buggy. I find in going ovor the Forest that supplios 

and sometimes important ecihment is necded at the stations and 

we can take them along with this team. If we did not, it would 

cost a great deal moro to freight thom out, I have under Trans- 

“portation on the Forests a fow Firures on the difference botwoon 

cost of transportation by toam and auto. As I saic a minute ago 

all stations on my Forest are accossible by team and all sta- ° 

tions can be roached by auto. Once I made a trip to ono ranger 

station by auto. It took us four hours to go and throe hours 

_ and ton minutes to return, spent all the time required to do 

the necessary work also. If I had takon the toam, it would 

have takon five days to have made tho trip going and coming 

150 miles. I want to presont here a statement showing the 

relative cost of maintenanco of toam and automobile with res- 

pect to the efficiency of cach, : 

-29—
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provent abuse end falschoo?3; second, that the woighte givon 

tho fPicid teats be matorielly roduccod because the aimplicity 

of this teet does not justify its woights anc third, that, tncso 

weights be transforred to the credit of the vritten tost which 

should conprise (a) the full rocord of practical exporicnes 

horeteforo given in the application, (b) a full statemont of 

Pore t Sorvice empléeyment, (c) a full atatomont of tho cduca- 

tional acquironents, and (d) the prectical guostions them- _ i 

selves; anc fourth, that in rating the writton tost an Oxcop— 

tional weight be given the applicants record of employment in 

the Foret -ervice and his oducational acquirenents. 

Whoreas it is a fact that tho Servico has sufforod 

somewhat in the past through the retontion on the pay rolls 

of ineffectual new mon becausc of the lack of. a sufficiently 

long probationary period during which a new man's work might 

be observed, it is 

FReosolved: That the effort be made to obtain an 

oxtension of the probationary peried for Assistant Forest 

Rangers to one year from date of appointment. 

ir. Leopold - It has been my experience that a con- 

sidorable proportion of men listed from time to time on the 

eligible list are not qualified for the position of Forest 

Ranjer. It is often necessary for Supervisors to appoint 

these men "Sight Unseen" and the cost of trying them out is 

always a very considerable one and has an important bearirg 

-105-
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on the economy idea. 

Of the nine men appointed from the eligible list on 

the Carson during the pest season, two turned out to be geod 

material; three fair, two poor; and two entirely hopeless. Tho 

cost of trying out the men who were eventually separatod vas 

G6.7.c5. I fTlegure that tho amount of werk done by them was 

more than offeet by the demoralization of tho force and tho 

time spent in this office in Instructing them. There were 

four men in all senarated. I am of the oninion that the de- 

ficiencies of three of theses men were so apynarent that the 

_xaminer at the time of the Rangers’ examination could have 

readily determined the fact that they were undesirable and 

&% lose of #4°5 could thus have been saved this Forest. 

Provided it could be arranzed with the Civil Service 

Comnis:ion, I would recommend that each lixaminer be required 

to keep a Gunlicate record cof his entries in the Confidential 

Inquiry blank, and in additicn, make a written statement of 

the basie for the chinions entered by him in this blank, giv- 

ing the number of inonths of his personal knowledge of the man, 

or, if he has no such knowladge, he shoule state whether his 

opinions are based on the reliable opinions of other bersons, 

the ovinions of other Forest Officars, or merely his impression 

as Examiner. He should also state whether he considers the 

man to be Very Desira®le, Undesirable or Anparently Desirable. 

These records should then be made available for Sucervisors 

-~106-
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ror thoir consideration in cheosing appointoos. 

ir. Smith: We have had practically tho same ox»or- 

lonce. I sug _ost that wo make tho cxamination hardcor. 

pr, Adams: It might bo in ordor to say a few words 

about tho Civil worvico, (Of courde, it da more on loss-a 

Waste Of tine to try Out como Mon, As for an tho. Civil eon 

vice is conccrned, however, wo ero appeinting thoso mon in 

ONG, t7O, throes order. “Outsido of ivory exco tbidcnal caso | 

we are bound to appoint the mon cortified. wr. Smith's sug- 

3 gestion of making tho cxamination harder I think is » gocd 

one. © mhoula boar in mind how much tho Civil Service is 

doing for us. Think for instances of tho big advantago in 

tho doing with >olitical appointments. 

4m, Hinderer: I agree thoroughly that tho hichest 

esiticicney in a ‘corps of ficid men, panticularly tho Brest 

Rangor, is without doubt ono of tho most important problems 

which tho adriinistration of the National erests oposonte ot 

Hine prosent time, 

I sugsest that the weights givor to the threo nub- 

jects in the Civil Service examinetion for the position cf 

Assistant Forest Ranger be changed as follovrs: 

Ist. That the candidate fer this examination bo 

required to submit on Form 1800 only the information rolating 

te his age, residence, and the cther information on Page 1 of 

the blank; the information concerning his physical condition; 

and the necessary vouchers by two disinterested persons who 

-107-
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: The whole trend of recent developments in the organ- 

ization of the Forest Service has thrust a class and volume 

of the work upon the Forest Rangers, which work is not going 

tO tax the expertence jor a manger, bub Lt is poine vo tax 

the education and intolligence of the present crop to the 

lest notch. 

The ideal Forest Ranger should not be married. A . 

wife and family decrease the efficiency of a Forest Ranger 

at least 20° in 75° ef the cases. Ex»yerience is a minor 

consideration and, personally, I would rather have the in- 

telligent cancidate with abeelutely no expericnes, than the 

Menysided experi»nced chap with little or no intelligence. 

I know that the first named cantidate will,.with tho proper 

encouregenont, training and application, make a first class 

Forest ranger in a year. I know the second named candidate, 

who has very little intulligence, will never make the type or 

ranger rcquired in tho Service. 

Examinations for Promotion. 

It was the. sense of the meeting that at the pres- 

ent time it is deemed inadvisable to institute a sy tom ef 

examinations for promotion. 

tir, Leopold, introducing the subject of the inad- 

visability of the provosed system ef periedical or comneti- 

tive examination for praemotion said: 

"The entire preblem in this matter is a question 

~114—-
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of whether or no such examinations would promote officioncy. 

The attitude of a man toward an examination systom and its 

effect on his work is not a theoretical matter but entirely 

a question of his »ersonal equatien, anc the effect of an 

examination system on the Forest Servico must be detorminaod 

by concidering it in connection with the personal equation 

of the avera.e Forest officer. 

I have tried to classify tho Ferest officors who 

have cone under my observation as Good, Fair and Poor and 

tried to judgo the attitude of each man in sach class towards 

such a system as preposod. My figures would indicate that tho 

proportion vf go00d men who would profit is exceeded by tho 

proportion who would quit or would be dispruntled end the ro : 

verse is indicated for men classes as fair and poor. In oth- 

er words, I believe that our best men would not take well to 

the preposed ~“ystom ond the system ‘rould cost us more good men 

than it would. improve citheri tho the talr ort pocnm mon. ine 

typical Forest tanger of the efficient type is, in my opinion, 

aman wha caros only for pratical results and who resents as 

a personel nattor any attempt to measure his efficiency by 

his ability to put on paper the results of his werk. I be- 

lieve that this is the type that we want for Forest Rengers. 

There are, of course, exceptions beth ways, but in the long 

run I do not believe that the system wili work to advantage, 

besides a considerable cest would be ontailed in the holding 

; eoeleae
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It may be argued that by giving a heavy proportion- 

ato weight to a man's practical experience and ability in the 

rating of these examinations that the factor of varying abil- 

ity to write a good examination may be overcomo. This argu- 

ment is, however, in my opinion, self-destructive, since not 

only is the personal factor of the examiner's judgment in giv- 

ing the rating on practical experience introduced, but the rat- 

ing-of the written examination is correspondingly roduced to a 

point whore its cost would become unjustifiable. My main point, 

hoyever, is that our avorage erficient Ranger would resent por- 

sonaily the cxamination system.” 

Dughtstherity on Forests, Chief Ranger vs, Deputy Supervisor. 
] i aren eT TE 

Mr, Ralthis: The subject of "Dual Authority on For- 

ests Chief Ranger vs. Deputy Supervisor" is one which I believe 

nes been commanted unon more or less during the last few months. 

The authority ef a Deputy Supervisor and the auther- 

iby, Of a Chief Rangor on a National Forest are vastly differ- 

ent under the Wrosont policy of tho Service in that the Dep- 

uty Supervisor {ts an administrative man whercas the Chief Ran- 

ger should not bh fa I understand the policy, it is not de- 

sired that tho Spon aor and the Deputy Sunervisor both be 

technical men. 

From my experience I have found that two men do not 

have the same ideas rogarding a great many phases of National 

Forest work. The Supervisor is resvensible for all the work 
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PROPOSED GAME SURVEY 

fo Be Conducted Por 

Sporting Arms & Anmunition Wanufacturers' Institute 

By 
Aldo Leopold 

Preliminary Consults tions 

Before actually undertaking the survey or formu- 

lating finai pians the following outstanding centres of 

information and leadership should be visited and consulted: 

He ee ey other Agricultural 
Teaus). Check up on going work. Get 

bibliography. Ask for cooperation of 
field officers. 

2. . U.&. wo Service. Arrange for cooperstion 
© ield o cers. 

3. Ta bstonpere —Leacue. See Phillips and 
kin coordinate survey with their 

work. 

4. Quail javer tin tion, Visit Stoddard in field 
to learn about methods and results. 

5. ee es Visit Alien at Cornell 
and possibly Grosse at Bowdoin to learn 
methods, results, and plans. 

6. wot ok Lone See Phillips 
and Sutton. Preliminary study of field 
organization, methods, and plane, 

7. Mighigen School of Forestry and Conservation. 
Visi eid work, Plans already covered. ) 
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Outline of Proposed Survey 

Objective: The objective is to induce the sus- 

tained production cf annual crops of wild game for recresa- 

tional uge. 

Method: The method proposed is to determine by 

means of a national survey the forces which operate for or 

ageinet the objective, which of them are the most important, 

which are the most susceptible of control, and how, when, 

and by whom control may be effected. 

Elements: The survey must take secount of these 

elements: 

1. The species, the stock of dependable facts 
concerning its hsabite end the factors deter~ 
mining its productivity. 

2. The land, the other crops raised on it, and 
the resultent environment for game. 

3. The landowner, his skill, attitudes, and 
incentives. 

4. The hunter. 

5. The public counting the status of policies, 
legislation, and of official and other 
agencies exercising leadership in bringing 
the preceding elements into harmonious 
relationship. 

The survey cannot cover all of the existing local 

combinations of these elements. It should therefore con- 

centrate on the study of those combinations which are most 

prevalent, or which there is reason to believe can be most 

beneficially or easily moved, 
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Type situations: The combinations thus selected 

for special study msy be celled “type situations." For 

example; The quail situation in the closed States of Ohic 

and Towa is 2 type situation. The omall geome situation in 

the heavily grazed dairy regions of the Lake States is 

another, and in the over-grazed Southwest a third. In each 

; type a single cause usually eecounts for unsatisfactory 

conditions, and a single demonstration thet such csuse is 

removable might suffice to remove it. 

Procedure: The purpose is to find the shortest 

and soundest way te attain the objective, rather than to 

make 8 complete inventory of conditions. 

The key to one type situation may be readily 

agcertained or may be known already. The key to another 

may be found only after years of research. One key may be 

a human attitude, another a paragite, another an economic 

condition. 

The survey, therefore, can follow no standardized 

procedure. “ach type situation presents a separate problem. 

Where the key is known, the survey should not only 

find it, but plan the first move to use it. 

Where the Key is unknown er uncertain, the survey 

chould not only aecertain that fact, but plan the first move 

to search for it. 

At the conclusion of the survey, or even before, 

there should be available a specific list of jobs, and for 
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gach job a specific plan of why, where, when, how, and by 

whom it can be undertaken. Such plans can then be compared 

for importance, timeliness, feasibility, and cost, and each 

taken up with the evency best able to execute it. 

Policy: In conducting the survey and in planning 

the resultant jobs, the following policies should prevails 

(1) Publicity should be kept to a minimum until there sre 
results and conclusions tc promote. 

(2) If the job concerne straightening out a human attitude, 
the local parties at interest should be led to find 
the solution for themselver rather than to have it 
handed to them, 

(3) If the job concerns research, existing local institu- 
tions should be induced to perform it if they are 
oF Gan be made competent, rather than to set up new 
agencies, 

(4) If the job involves a choice between native or exotic 
game, the former ehould be preferred. 

(5) If the job involves a choice between natural and 
artificial culture, the former should be preferred. 

(6) If the job involves cooperation by state game depart- 
ments, the availability of stable departments with 
regulatery sewers should be saseumed, and re 
organic sets prepared to show how they are obtainable. 

(7) If the io involves landowner relations (all of them 
will), the ideal to work toward is to cet in opera- 
tion in each region each of the following forms of 
game culture; 

(a) Glubg raieing game crops on lands owned or leased 
or the purpose and open only to members. 

(b) awe shoo ting grounds. ——Lands owned of leased by 
public agencies at public expense for regulated 
public use. There sre at least three kinds: 
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1-Grounds owned and operated by the public. 
(Zxemple: national and state foreats.) 

2-Grounds leased from private owners and 
operated by the public. 

é-Shootings leased from private owners but 
game crops operated by the owner. 

(Public as here used means Federal, State, 
county, or municipal agencies. ) 

(¢) Toll _grounds.—-Private lends operated by the 
owner end open te the public at a price. 

(4) ee grounds.-<Lands operated by the owner for 
S own use, 

Negotively stated, the ideal is to get away from 

the present prevalent condition, namely: Wo cultural measures 

and lands either posted or unproductive or both. 

Eactors of Productivity 

The productivity of game constitutes an equilibrium 

between the breeding habite of the species and ite environ- 

ment. The breeding habits ere constant, but the environment 

ie a Variable combination cf the following factors, each of 

which must be weighed ae to importance and means of control 

in each tyoe situation: 

Factore of Productivity Means of Control 

(A) Decimating factors 
1, Bunting...............Laws, regulations, by-laws,of clubs. 
2. Predatore (vermin) ...Hunting, trapping, poisoning,etc. 
3. Starvation............food planting, fire control, 

feeding. 
4. Disense.............+e80 available technique. 
GS, PAPOCL CEG. secicccence ™ * ” 
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(8) Welfare factors 
6. Food ; 
7. Water essseseeeeeee FOOd planting, fire control, 
8. Coverts ) water developments, 

modifications of agriculture, 
forestry, ete, 

9. Special factore 
(salt, gravel, ete.)...Artificial provision, 

Agencies 

The following kinds of agencies may have to be 

consulted in the survey of esch type situstion, or may be a 

necessary party to the future execution of plane: 

Privete Agencies Public Agencies 

Granges (211 farm organizations) Universities and agricultural 
colleges 

Conservation organizations Extension service 
(county agents) 

Sportsmen's associations Biologists 
Forestry associetions Foreet schools 
Natural history societies Land economists 
Civic bodies 

Conservation bepartments 
Shooting clubs f 

. Game wardens 
Game farners Foresters 

Commissioners 
Lumbermen's associations i 

Yederal bureaus 
Steckmen's associ: tions 

Biological Survey 
fperting publications fineluding U.S. Game 

Wardens) 
Consulting foresters Forest Service 

Bureau Ahimal Industry 
Bureau Plant Industry 

Irrigation & Drainage Districts 

Museums, Parks, etc. 
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Apache - Studies 
Silvical Report - 1910 

District Forester, | 

Albuquerque, N. M. i 

Dear Sir: 

I subnit harewith the annual silvical report for 

this Forest. The data given are supplementary to Mr. Kobhe's - 

report for 1909, and the topics discussed refer to pages of 

that report. 

Mr. Kobbe's report is general in character, and his 

statements, as a rule, apply to general conditious. In this 

supplementary report I have endeavored to point out modifica- 

tions of these statements in their particular application to 

this Forest, and also to add such new information-about iocal 

conditions as has been gathered during the past year by Mr. 

Guthrie and myself. 

Page 2, List of Species. 

Ade” ¢ 

; 50. Celtis "A sissippiensis reticulata - Hackberry 

31. Quereus hypoletiea - Oak 

32. Quercus undulata - Serub Oak (called Live Oak). 

53. Populus deltoidea occidentalis - Cottonwood. 
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Zi 34. Salix lasiolepis - White Willow (Pussy Willow). 

? 55. Picea parryana - Blue Spruce, Water Spruce. 

di 36. Cupressus glabra (7?) 

bountiful Nos. SLs, 14, Lee 

Page 5 - Yellow Pine Type 

I have seen no cases of conversion of Yellow Pine 

into the Aspen type on this Forest, nor any kiliing fires 

making such conversion possible. ASpen sometimes occurs in 

moist glades in small groups where there are openings in 

overmature stands of Pine, put never forms more than an ad- 

Mixkbure. ; 

Page 6 - Alpine or Composite Type 

Species in order of abundance - 

* 1. Douglas Pir 

2. Yellow Pine 

5. Engleman Spruce Yi 

4. White Fir 

* 6. White Pine 

6. Blue Spruce 

Vo: Cork Wap. 

* In order of quantity (M.B.M.) Yellow Pine probably heads 

the list. 

Page 7 - Engleman Spruce. 

In at least two places this species occurs in pure stands of 

sufficient extent to constitute a type. On the Blue range 

Beh ace 
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Twp. 5 N., R. 29 E., on the heads of Corduroy, Fish and Bear 

Wallow Creeks there are about 6 sections, and on the slopes 

E of Mt. Baldy and Mt. Ord, T. 7 N., R. 26 B. and 26-1/2 2. 
about 12 sections. At least 75% of the former area was killed 

| by the great fire of 1904. 

Page 8 - Arizona Cypress. 

Mr. Guthrie is of the opinion that this tree is Cupressus 

glabra. Glabra is the species found in the Tonto Basin and 

this tree appears to be of the same Species. Specimens have 

: been forwarded to Mr. Sudworth for indentification. 

Deciduous type - page ll. 

Species in order of abundance - 

: 1. Cottonwood (Populus angustirvlea) 

Bis " ( « deltoidea occidentalis) 

3. White Alder il. Quercus hypolenca 

4, Mexican Walnut 

5. Arizona Sycamore 

6. Box Elder 

PURER ge ig AR a ee ee 

8. Leather-leaf Ash (Fraximus velutina) 

9. Gambel Oak 

10. Hackberry (Celtis Mississippiensis reticulata) 

Note ~ Seattered Yellow Pine and Alligator Juniper are common 

in this type. 
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Page 12 - Silvies Yellow Pine 

One tree near the mouth of South Fork of the Little 

Colorado is estimated to be 60" D. B. H. Another west of C. C. 

fy Ranger Station is of larger size, though not measured. 

Page 13 - Tolerance of Yellow Pine 

Young stands are benefitted by shade on the roots 

but not otherwise. They distinctly demand full light after 

attaining a height of 20 inches. 

The tolerance of the species is greatly influenced 

by moisture. In very dry foothills or very wet benches the 

stand is open even during the Black Jack stage, but in the 

fresh moist soil of canyons dense stands are often maintained 

even beyond the Black Jack Stage. Such stands are very coun- 

spicuous at the foot of the Blue Range. 

Page 15 - Growth of Yellow Pine. 

I can not agree that variation in growth of Yellow 

Pine is caused mainly by altitude; on this Forest soil condi- 

tions appear to be the important factor, and altitude within the 

limits of the tree's local distribution does not necessarily have 

any effect on the size attained. At least the best specimens of 

pine on this Forest are found at the two opposite extremes of 

altitudinal range of the type, namely, on the edges of the 

deciduous type along the streams of the foothills; in glades 

and on south exposures on the edges of mountain plateaux, : 

at elevations of about 7000' and 8800' respectively. 

These two figures cover the altitudinal range of the type, 

scattering groups descending in canyons to 6800' and on south- 
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7 
east and northwest slopes of knolls ascending 9500'. 

Of rate of growth little is known, but is fair to suppose 

that the sizes attained are more or less indicative of the rate of 

F erowth. 

No causes of stunted stands of Pine at high altitudes 

are known, except where such a condition may be laid directly 

to rocky soil which during the summer is over-saturated. 

Such stands are common throughout the local range of the species. 

Page 14 - Size of White Pine 

On the Blue range and the south slope of White Mountain trees 

of $6" D. B. H.. and 70' height are mot infrequent. All. the old 

trees are subject to sweep, and show signs of a high percentage 

| of internal defect. Taper is very, rapid. 

Page 15 - All specimens so far itentified are 

P. flexilis. MThe occurrence of strobiformus appears to be 

doubtful. 

Page mM - Size of Pinon 

Two trees are the mouth of Hobson Canyon, Sec. 16, 7. 8 N., 

Race. 
SS DeBeHe Height ————Ciear nengeth———  ——____ 

ns Te" 60! ty 

ra por 60! 10! 

Page 16 - Windfall in Pinon 

The great drouth of 1899 - 1902 killed a large 

number of mature Pinons, especially in the denser stands. 

These are now almost invariably overturned by windfall, the 

roots rotting with extreme rapidity. About 50% of this dead 

material is now too rotten to be good firewood. : 
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Page 16 - Seed of Pinon. 

E It can hardly be said that Pinon produces abundant 

yearly seed crops in this region. "Pinon Years" are said by 

resident observers to occur only every 3 - 4 years. 

Page 16 - Size of Douglas Fir 

The largest specimens of this tree occur as isolated 

specimens in the pure Spruce forest east of Corduroy Creek on 

the Blue Range, 1. 3 N., R. 29 H. No trees have been measured 

but they certainly attain a D. B. H. of 60". 

Page 18 ~ Cork-Bark Fir 

This tree has not been observed to attain a diameter 

of more than 24". It has a very straight, clean, cylindrical 

bole and conical, rather open crown. Like Douglas Fir it 

is confined to moist canyons and north slopes, and probably 

resembles that species in its requirements for light and mois- 

ture and susceptibility to fire damage. The species comprises 

1/2% of the stand of stulls on the Blue Range, and 1/10% of the 

stand of saw timber. It is more abundant around Mt. Baldy and 

ee he aon ie Its occurrence on the Sitrreaves is probably 

discussed in Mr. Adams' report on the 1909 Sitgreaves Recon- 

naissance. 

Nothing is known of its reproduction, no seedlings 

having been observed on the Blue Range. 

Page 19 - Engleman Spruce 

In the pure Spruce forest, referred to on page 6, 

large trees exceeding 40" D. B. H. are common. 
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Taper on old .trees is eeneabive wren in very dense 

: stands, apparently due to a process of buttressing at the base 

| which takes place after the tree has exceeded 30" D.B.H. 

: No sign of internal defect has been observed, even 

in very old large trees. It is undoubtedly the soundest com- 

mercial species on this Forest. 

Blue Spruce (Picea parryana) is not treated in mr. 

Kobbe's report. The fact of its occurrence in this region has 

been questioned, but after observing the species in the field, 

there can be no doubt of its identity, nor can it possibly be 

confused with Hngleman Spruce. fhe color and division of the 

bark gives a certain means of distinction, while the form and 

habit of the two species are also different. The color of the 

foliage, however, can not be depended on. Both species exhibit 

the blue and green foliaged forms at all ages. 

The Blue or "Water Skeunet is confined to moist can- 

yons, seeps and banks of streams. It descends to almost 8600 

feet and is most abundant at 9000 to 9300. It is a short 

branchy tree with seldom more than 10 feet clear length. 

is sound. Moisture controls its distribution. It is of course 

tolerant and growth is slow. Reproduction is good especially on 

mineral soil and in grassy places. Due to the character of sites 

on which it grows, no windfall is evident. 

In the Blue Range this species affords no saw timber 

and comprises 1/2% of the stand of stulls. It also occurs 

on the top of the White Mountain and in the deeper canyons on 
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its slopes. 

, Page 20 - Junipers 

f The One-Seeded and Alligator Juniper can best be 

. treated by a comparative discussion. 

The former is generally excurrent, the severel stems 

not exceeding 12" and seldom over 8". The latter has a short, 

very heavy, clear bole branching suddenly into a close, round, 

flat-topped crown. ‘he diameter of one tree in Water Canyon 

is 58" (Sec, 33, 7. 8 N., R. 29 RB.) while on K. P, Mega (Sees. 

3&4, 7. 2i., R. 29 BE.) the trees average 50", about 1 tree 

per acre. This open stand of large trees is typical of many 

mesas on this Forest. Similar stands are said to occur along 

Black River on the Addition. 

The One-Seeded Juniper is a tree of low elevations, 

ranging from 6000, or lower (outside the Forest) to 7500', 

while the Alligator Juniper begins at 7000’ and is abundant 

up to 8000'. On the south slopes of mountains in sheltered 

gravelly places it is even found at 8800' (knolls north and 

west of Norton: Ranch, See. 23, T..8 N., Rs 27 Be) and on the 

south rim of the Blue Range on the Red Mountain frail on Bear 

Hidl at 8800" :(See. 68, 9,74 Neji oRs SO oR.) 

Both species prefer limey soils, being of inferior 

growth on pure Malpais, especially in the case of Alligator 

Juniper. 

Reproduction of both species is dependent on survival 

of the seedlings from drouth. It is common to see reproduction 

of both species under mother-trees of the same species or under 

Pinon. In fact in many places Pinon reproduction is most common 
eB ics
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under Juniper and vice versa. Tri rocky places the reproduction 

f: of monosperma is almost confined to the north sides of large 

) ; rocks. (See Little Colorado Canyon, Sec. 17, 7. 9 N., R. 29 Be) 

f Seedlings of monosperma are often browsed and tramp- 

| led by cattle. 

Monosperma grows very Slowly. ‘Two stumps counted 

near Springerville were aged as follows: 

lee Da La, ban, be ye AGG. ole. years. 

: Saord. OLe B. GubkStus Age 275 years. 

' Page 21 - Cupressus Arizonica (?), See page 3. 

Mr. Guthrie gives the following information on this tre 

The maximum size is about 36" D.B.H. and 60' height. 

The bolé is straight but tapering. The species is common in 

dense pure stands on North and west slopes from Gray's Peak, 

(S. line of 7. 2S.) southward. The best stand so far observed 

is in Dark Canyon on the Metcalf-Double Circle Trail. Dis- 

tribution is controlled by moisture and the tree is confined 

to lime soils. It is hoped to identify this species with 

certainty (See page ) and to learn more about it during the 

coming season. 

Page 22 - Aspen. 

On reaching a diameter of 12" this species is in- 

variably attacked by a fungus whose fruiting bodies soon ap- : 

pear through the broken places of the outer bark. fhis 

early maturity will greatly decrease the commercial value 

of this species as a possible future source of pulpwood. 
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f 2 - Page 2 - Gambel Oak ‘ 

f Qld hollow trees reach a diameter of 20" B.H. on 

f the Stray Horse Divide. The speties descends to 6900' (Little 

. Colorado below Bigelow Crossing) becomes common at 7500' and 

ascends on south slopes of canyons. in the Blue.Range to 90UU'. 

LG 2s eenerally a shrub only, reaching tree size on this Forest 

on the headwaters of Nutrioso Creek, Blue River, and Hagle Creek. 

It is largest on the Campbell Blue River. 

-Hmory Oak - Quercus emoryi. This is the common 

"Live Oak" of the’ southern end of the Forest. I should identify 

this species as I. undulata. It is a small,crooked, branchy 

tree never exceeding 6" D.BVH. and 2U' height. It is generally 

a Shrub, and is confined to dry mesas and south slopes of 

mountains lying southward of the Blue Range and the Blue River- 

San Francisco Divide, forming thickets that are often almost 

inpentrable on horseback. 

The mast of this tree is borne abundantly even on the 

smallest bushes, and affords valuable food for game and for hogs. 

The browse is the chief forage of cattle in winter. 

2 - Arizona Sycamore - On the Blue River this tree is found as 

far up the river as the mouth of Grant Creek. 

Leatherleaf Ash = Occurs on Blue River up as far as the mouth of 
’ ey eee ee ere Centrefire Creek. 

guercus hypolenca - Occurs on Blue River north to the first box 
above Baseline. 

Hackberry - Occurs up the Blue as far as Stray Horse Creek. 

Populus deltoidea occidentalis - North on the Blue, 1 mile above 
Tiare rho eer Me atne Od me be Meme gin « 
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[ Prosopis juliflora - In Blue Canyon, 1 mile north of Baseline, 
Fo and in the hills to. foot of K. P. Mesa. 

y Gondition of Reproduction on Cut-over land will be discussed in 
3 the report on brush burning about to be conducted. 

Very truly yours, 

| (Sed) Aldo Leopold 

Forest Assistant. 

Approved Apr. 9, 1910 

(Sgd) Jno.D.Guthrie 

Forest Supervisor.
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Annual Silvical Report-Apache National Forest. 
By W. H. Kobbe--Forest Assistant. 

March Si, 1909. 

/ 1. The Forest. 

The following list of trees includes all the species 

thus far ovserved witnin the Apache National Forest. 

1. Western Yellow Pine (Pinus ponderosa) 

2. Limber Pine (Pinus flexilis) 

3. Mexican White Pine (Pinus strobiformis) 

4. Pinon (Pinus edulis) 

5. Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga taxitolia) 

6. White Pir (Abies concolor) 

7. Arizona Cork Fir (Abies Arizonica) 

8. Engelmann Spruce (Picea engelmanni) 

9. Rocky Mountain Juniper (Juniperus scopulorum) 

10. One-seed Juniper (Juniperus monosperma) e 

ll. Alligator Juniper (Juniperus pachyphloea) 

12. Arizoua Cypress (Cupressus Arizonica) 

13. Willow (Salix- probably several species) ” 

14. Black Cottonwood (Populus trichoearpa) 

15. WNarrowieaf Cottonwood (Populus angustitolia) 

16. Aspen (Popuius tremuloides) 

17. White Alder (Alnus rhombifolia) 

18. Gambel Oak (Quercus gambelii) 

19. Hmory Oak (Quercus emoryi) 

20. Arizona Sycamore) (Platanus wrightii) 

21 Devils Claw (Acacia greggii) 
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22. Screwbean (Prosopis odorata) 

23. Mesquite (Prosopis juliflora) 

24. Palo Verde (Cercidium terreyanum) 

25. WNew Mexican Locust (Robinia neo-mexicana) 

26. Box elder (Acer negundo) 

27. Leatherleaf Ash (Fraxinus velutina) 

28. Mexican Walnut (Juglans ruvestris) 

29. Mexican Slder (Sambucus mexicana) 

The Western Yellow Pine is locally known as Yellow Pine 

or simply Pine, the Limber Pine as White Pine and the Doug- 

las Fir as Red Pine. The White Fir is known as Balsam. The 

Engelmann Spruce’ is called Spruce while the Rocky Mountain 

Juniper is Known as Red Cedar, and the one-seed Juniper as 

Juniper. The Narrowleaf Cottonwood is here named Balm of 

Gilead while the Gambel and Emory Oaks are respectively 

known as Oak and Live Oak. 

The shrubs and very small trees would include Cowania 

mexicana, Fallugia paradoxa, the Barberry (Berberis fremouti) 

Wild Gooseberry, Raspberry, Sagebrush (Artemesia tridentata, ) 

Manzanita (Arbutus Arizonica), Greasewood (Sarcobatus), 

Desert Willow (Chilopsis linearis), and Mesquite (Prosopis 

Taio rey) 6 

There are five principal types, the Yellow Pine type, 

. the Alpine type, the foothill type, the Aspen type and 

the deciduous type. 

The most extensive and important type commercially 
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. is the Yellow Pine type consisting of practically pure 

stands ot Pinus ponderosa. 

This type covers the greatest portion or the Forest 

and is limited mainly py the unfavorable soit and climatic 

factors produced by too high or too low an altitude. It is 

theretore found at mid-altiuudes petween the foothill type 

of the Lower arid slopes and the Alpine type of the higher 

ridges and peaks. Moisture and protection from the sun : 

and drying winds are the factors which determine to the 

greatest extent the distrioution of this type. It prefers, 

: but iS by no means confined to north exposures; shuns pre- 

cipitous slopes; thrives pest on deep soils, and is not found 

at the higher altitudes. It is, however, very moderate in 

its soil demands and is found growing on a great variety of 

soiis. It will grow in shallow soils providing there is a 

sufficient amount of water and will thrive in dry soils pro- 

viding the long root system of the trees are able to reach a 

moist sup-soil. 

The Yellow Pine type forms in board feet approximately 

67% of the timpered portion of the Forest. 

The permanent distinguishing characteristics of the type 

are unmistekable and are apparent to even a casual observer 

unfamiliar with this region. It may be defined as pure 

Yellow Pine forest providing a slight admixture of seruppy | 

Oak or Juniper iS not considered to modify the character 

of the stand to such an extent that the use of the term 

"pure" becomes inapplicable. As a general rule the forests 
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forming this type are distinctly selectiou although occasion- 

ally even-aged stands are met with, particularly when young or 

middle aged. 

Within this type the ground cover is generally either 

buneh grass or serub Juniper and Oaks. Frequently there is 

a well-formed sward with Pinonus, Juniper and Oaks growing be- 

neath the Yellow Pines or within openings. This is especially 

true in those places where the foothill type modities the one 

under discussion. 

Owing to the open character ot the intolerant Yellow Pine 

Stands the formation of humus is impossible and it is rerely 

found within the type. 

Reproduction ot the Yellow Pine depends to a very great 

extent upon the physical characteristics of the area seeded. 

Regeneration is dependent upon the survival of the seedlings 

during the very eariy stages of their development rather 

: than upon the ability of the seed to germinate. On southern 

exposures tne sun and dry winds of the Spring preclude the 

survival ot the young seedlings although the seed may ger- 

minate readily in such places. larly frosts may also prevent 

seedling growth on south slopes in that the soil is generally 

: bare and otfers no protection against frost. The scattering 

of brush on these Slopes will indupitably so modity their 

ih physical condition that such environments wiil become favor- 

able or at least endurable to seedling growth. 

On north slopes seedlings have been onserved in abundance 

and it is rarely the case that such exposures do not possess 

@ great amount of reproduction. The moisture derived froia 
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the melting snows in the spring is apparently what is most 

desired py the young trees, and turthermore, it is this 

factor whieh iS lacking on the expoSed southern slopes. 

The Yellow Pine type is particularly stable and permanent 

and is converted or modified into other types only by 

influences otf an exceptional and extrinsic character. These 

influences may be unusual external forces of an interferiug 

nature which tené to disturb the normal ecological relations of 

the type and to cause its modification through encouraging other 

Species to seek an unfair advantage in the struggle for 

supremacy. Such an extrinsic influence is fire which will 

convert in a surprisingly short time a distinct Yellow Pine 

type into an equally unmistaxkable Aspen type. Likewise the 

clearing of land by wasteful Logging serves to encourage the 

usurpation ot the soii py Species which would ordinarily be 

prevented trom Seizing such areas by the mere presence of the 

tree mempers of the original type. Thus the foothill type will 

frequently encroach upon Yellow Pine territory where areas 

near the lower limits ot Pine growth have been cut down. 

On the other hand the type under discussion has peen opserved 

to acquire territory held by other plant societies. Many of 

the open grass covered parks in this region, are under favor- 

able cir:umstances, being enscessnes upon by the Yellow Pine 

but the process iS exceeding!y gradual and 1s deserving of 

encouragement through proper Silviculture management. 

In marking the Yellow Pine for cutting every effort has 

been made to encourage the spread of the type, to improve 
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its quality and to five it all possible aid in its competition 

with commercially inferior types. The general thrift of the stand 

is enhanced py the removal OT tne derective and overmature 

trees, which as an aid to the dissemination of the species, 

numerous Seed trees aré maintained in those places where coun- 

ditvious are Sucn that uneir preservavion wili resuiv in tne 

gsreavesu good. 

The Alpine type as it name denotes, is tound only at the 

higher elevations and is composed ot such species as Limber 

Pine (Pinus tiexilis), Mexican White Pine (Pinus stropitomis), 

Dougias Fir (Pseudotsuga taxitolia), White Fir (Abies cou-- 

color), Hngelmann Spruce (Picea engeimanni) and Arizona Cor« 

Fir (Abies Arizonica).. 5 

These species nave adapted tnemselves to conditions that 

would prove most untavorable to the growth ot other trees. 

They withndand the exposure of high alvitudes and demand a 

wet Mineral soil. The Douglas Fir seexs the higher eLevations 

on account of tne numidivy of the air and soil of the mountain 

tops and Shuns even Slightiy dry Situations. It reacnes its 

pest development in tne excessSiveiy humid coast regious, 

ort Oregon and Washington, and in order to approach such 

conditions in the southwest, it is naturally continea to 

those places wnere Alpine conditions ex1St. 

Lixewise tne White Fir preters moi8St so1is put aot to the 

extent ot tne Douglas Fir. 

The Limper Pine will grow in drier soils out is distinct- 
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ly an Alpine species, and unlike the Spruces and Firs is very 

intolerent. 

whe Alpine type forms in board feet provaply 20% of tne 

Forest. 

The composition in species of this type has already been 

discussed put no general statements conCerning their ages can 

be made. The type is nearly aiwayS composed ot many age clas~ 

ses but it frequently happens that individual groups of a 

Singie species are even aged. The Engeimann Spruce for example 

1s often seen growing in dense even-aged clumps and in some 

places might ve considered as characterizing a distinct type. 

AS the Alpine type is composed almost Without exception of 

very tolerant species the stands are very dense and therefore, 

in a condition to produce and maintain @ great quantity of 

humus upon tne forest fioor. 

The moisture, Shade and snow rapidly transform the Litter 

into true humus which in places nas peen accumulating for cen- 

turies. 

This type with the exception of the Limper and Mexican 

White Pines he produces itself on the moist soiis beneath the 

Shade ot tne mature trees and OWing to tneir great tolerance 

the seedlings survive with but very littie light. Some orf 

the species germinate veSt on the minerai SoOii and for tnis 

reasou are the tirst to seed up the openings. Such for example 

is the Engeimann Spruce, wnose Seedlings diSlixe the organic 

Soiis formed py the accumulation ot numus. 

This type 18 neitner aS permanent nor unitorm as tne 
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Yellow Pine type put iS Similar in that itv 1S immediateiy 

moditied by extrinsic forces and altered Within a compara- 

tively Short period vo une ASpen type. The Cuompevlvi0n 

Witnin tne vype itSe1t 18 very Keen but owing to its pecul- 

lar habitat it 1S cumparavively sate trom inverference py une 

types occupying Lower altitudes. Its principal competitor 

is the Aspen type With which it can very weli hoid 10s own ow- 

ing to the extreme intoierance of the Aspens. Although the 

latter will respond more vigorousiy to exterior aid tne Alpine 

specieS Will, ultimately regain tne areaS thus temporarily 

appropriated. 

In the silvicultural management ot the Alpine type Engei- 

mann Spruce and Dougias Fir should pe tavored above the ovher 

species forming the type. It is propaple also that tne Ari- 

zona Corxn Pir is deserving or management Tavoravle vo ivs 

improvement as turther investigation may prove it to ve a 

valuavie species. 

The Tootnits type is continea to the lower and drier 

slopes and is of consideraple extent. It 1S composed or 

Pinon (Pinus edulis),Rocxy Mountain Juniper (Juniper Scopu- 

lorum), One-seed Juniper (Juniperus monosperma), and Aliiga- 

vor Juniper (Juniperus pacnypnioea),with occasionally clumps ot 

Arizona Cypress (Cypressus Arizonica), Emory or Gamvel Oaks 

(Quercus emoryi or gampelii). 

This type prefers the dry slopes or mesasS and Similar 

locations and thrives on poor soils tar below the Limit of 

Yellow Pine growth. The species forming this type avoia 
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the moisture and cold of the higher slopes although tne 

Pison iS Sometimes found at conSideradie elevation. 

The tootnili type forms in board feet 10% of the Forest, 

although areally comparapie witn the Yellow Pine type. 

This type is Locaily Known as "scrub cedar" which expres- 

ses very wel! its characteristic appearance. AS a general rule 

the trees are scattered put in places they are SO dense that 

1t 1S dirtuicuit to ride a horse through them. 

Some ot the Junipers forming this type are several nundred 

years oid and une Alligator Juniper vrovadly reaches an age 

in some cases exceeding three centuries. 

. There is no Opportunity for tne formation of humus within 

this type and when present at ail tne ground cover consists 

Or dirIrerent species ot grasses. 

The reproduction of the type is proiifie under favoravie 

conditions and tne Junipers depend to a very great extent upou 

animais and ovirds for tne dissemination of their heavy verry- 

dike fruits. During years of abundant seed production, young 

seedlings may ve round weil distrivuved providing the areas 

are not overgrazed. The regeneration of thisS Type 18 provanly 

intiuenced to a greater extent by grazing than by any other 

factor. 

This is a permanent type and alvunougn it 1S adviSsaple in 

certain locations to. convert it into the Yellow Piue type tne 

operatiun iS very Siow aud orven faiis. Planting experiments 

may solve this proviem. 

The footnils type, alvnougn commercially unimportant ex- 
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cepting aS a tuel and post Supply, Iorestaliy is deserving 

ot consideravie attention as it Will thrive where ovher species 

refuse to grow and is ot great value as a protective cover in 

watershed propiems. ITS Siivicultura: treavment Snould ve 

Ssucn as to prevent any destruction ot the torest cover and to 

provide tur an ULtimave replacement im une openiugs creaved 

by former cutting. For these reasons Ouly dead maverial 1S now 

permiuved to pe taken. 

The Aspen type iS cOwposea or pure Stands or Populus xe 

tremuloides and owiag to its preterence for moist soils 1s 

found within the Same e€nviroument as the Alpine type at tne 

higher aivivuages. It is most common On nortn SiopeS in wet 

Mineral SOiLS and evidentiy avoids tne numus Soils tormed 

Witnin tne Alpine type. It is found on hign fiats providing 

the Soil carrieS Surticient moisSvure. 

It forms provavly 2% of whe Forest. 

This type possesses a most Strixing appearance and iS at 

Once discernivie Irom 1vuS lignv ToLliage and whiviSn po1es. 

It is particularly conspicuous in itvS surroundings oft Somvure 

hued coniters. 

The Aspen iS &@ short-Livea species and comparatively so 

very O1d Stands exist. FPifty to sixty years iS provavly Oia 

for this tree. Owing to its intolerance and light foliage 

the ground cover generaily consists Of grass, whiiLe there 18 

Seldom more tnan @ very Scanuy numuS Witnin uhis vuype. 

This SpecieS 1S a mosv prolitic seed produver ana OWiug 

to tne extreme puoyance of its Iruivs is disseminaved rar ana 

wide py the wind. Ine seeds germinate very quickiy and show 
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& prelerauce tur mvist mineral soils. 

The presence or this type is mure an indication or its 

proLitic seed production and diseminatvion ratvner than its 

ability to cope with its associates ot the Alpine type anda 

Ulvimately 1t lnvariabdiy Succumbs to its Slower growing out 

more to1erant conirerous rivals. 

The siLviculturaL Management Or this type is oF limporvance 

forestaliy in that it may be used rapidiy to vring avouv torest 

Condivions On Durns and other denuded areaS Whicu would otner- 

wise remain exposed for many years. It may ve made to serve 

as a nurse tur commericaily more valuavie SpeviesS ana iu 

places a tnicn growun oF ASpen prevents erosion ana provects 

tne mountain siaes. : 

The deciduous type is oF Litvle importance and is Guntined 

excluSive1Ly to tne poraers or water courses and tne bottoms 

OI moist canons. It demands a great amount or soil moisture 

and, ToLloWinug vne Streams, extends througn tne Toovunili ana 

Yeitow Pine types far into tne mountains. 

This type forms pruvavly pvui 1% or less of tne Forest. 

Its location along water cuurses Wiil distinguisn iv anda, 

lixe the Aspen type its appearance is distinctive in its sur- 

roundings o1 cuniferous species. 

The deciduous type is composed or Wiliow (salix), Blaca- 

Covvwnuwood (Populus trichoearpa), White Alder (Alnus rhnombi- 

foiia) Arizonu Sycamore (Plavanus wrightii), Mexican Wainut 

Jugans rupestris), Mexican Ziaer (Samoucus mexicana), aud 

occaSionatiy Rocsy Mountain Juniper (Juniverus scopulorum). 

The last generality occurs aS isoiavea Specimens in tne canon 
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bottoms or in Sneiterea piaces aiong tne svreams. 

Tne species turminug vhe deciquous vype are all Snuori- 

Lived Wiun une excepvion of Juniperus scopuloram, wuich Line 

its #eneric associates is ot very slow growth and long lite. 

AS a general rule 4i1u ave Classes are represented in what is 

in this region a hydrophytic society. 

Reproduction in this type is limited to the favorapie 

soil conditions existing Within the limited areas deriving 

their soil moisture trom direct contact with water. Most of 

the species under consideration produce seed proi1iticaily 

which although carried Long distances by the wind ultimately 

reach soils uncongenial to their requirements. If the case 

is otherwise it 18 purely fortuitous and the chances are 

greatly against the seeds alighting on the favoraple soils 

controlled by the mother trees. 

The diciduous type is but Little interferred with by 

other types of plant societies owing to its preference for 

soils containing an amount of water precluding the survival 

of other species. 

&. Silvics of Bach Species 

Western Yellow Pine (Pinus ponderosa). 

This species doeS not reach its best development in 

this region and the diameter at breast height seldom exceeds 

40'. large trees may ve over 15U0 feet in height put usually 

about 100 feet is the average. 

The crown 18 Long, open, otten rounded and tormed of 

very larges branches upturned at their ends. The branches 
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are frequentiy separated py a considerable distance causing the | 

crown to ve Coiumnar. \ 

The bole is very cylindricai and possesses but little taper. \ A 

The root system is exceedingly tong and seeks water at \ 

great deptns in dry soiis. They are also of considerabpie lateral \ 

extent and are only injgured py tires or great Severity. The tree \ 

1S windfirm. 

This species grows on & great variety ot soiis end in this 

region preters nortn siopes. 

It is very intoierant and demands a Large amount of light 

especially after 15 years old. Young stands are orten dense . 

and the seedilugs evidently penetit trom a considerabie amount 

ot shade. 

Variation in growth in this species is caused py altitude 

} rather tnan the occurence ot the tree in other types as it 

forms a distinct type in itselr. At the aititudinal Limit of 

its range tune vrees are stunted and Show very siow development. 

The tree apparently remains sound to an age Limit of SvU0 

years under favoranie conditions. The frequency of defect 

in tnis region is generally due to shallow soii, drying out, 

fire sears or injury from Lightning. 

The merchantanile size for this region is not under Ld - 4u 

inehes and tne trees possiviy 6U = 100 years old. 

Good seed years are rrequent or occur at least every 5-5 

years alvhough in a forest some of the trees are always produc- 

ing cones. One middle-age Yellow Pine was known to produce 
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26 bushels ot cones. \ 

The seed generally lie over during the Winter and ferminate' | 

early in Spring. The fresh soil of north slopes is preferred a 

by the seedlings. \ 

This Species iS but Llittie effected by wind or frost but | 

Suffers from lightning to &@ remarxabie extent. In somé piaces 

provaoLty one vree in ten shows a lightning scar. 

Thus tar no insect enemies nave peen onserved as attacking 

this species on the Apache put further investigation is necessary. 

There are certain areaS Within the Yellow Pine type which 

Show the etfect of grazing in that tne reproduction is not 

What iT Should ve or is entirely lacking. There is no doupt 

as to the harmtui erfects or overgrazing witnin this type, part- 

iculariy on south slopes. 

Animals and pirds, eSpeciaily squirreis and Pinon jays play 

an important part in tne dissemination ot tne seeds of the Yellow 

Pine, but of course can not pe depended upon to oring apnout a 

regeneration OY any particular area. 

Mo sample plots have yet been established on the Apache 

Nationai Forest within this type or auy other. 

The Limber Pine (Pinus fiexilis), is a tree of the higher 

altitudes and as far as obServed seldom exceeds 2U inches in 

diameter with a height of about Su feet. It iS provapie, now- 

ever, that in-many cases these figures are exceeded. 

The crown is rounded, spreading and flat. The top and 

lower vranches are long while the intermediate ones are shorver, 

otten giving the general shape of an hour-glass to,the tree. 
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The crown ot young trees 1S more Spire-Shaped and i8 made up 

of distinet whoris of pranches. 

The poLe 1s often short and thick witn mora taper than 

tne Yellow Pine. 

Very little 1S wnnown concerning tne, roou system of. vhis 

tree pub it iS provaviy Shaliow iike tnat ot une Bristlecone 

Pine. 

It apparentiy grows On @ variety ot soiis pouv preters 

the moist Mineral soil of the hipner altitudes. 

The Limoer Pine is very intolerant; provaniy not as much 

as the Yellow Pine put it evidently requires full light. 

This species 18 provanly apout middie agea wnen 6U years 

O1d and provaviy remains Sound until i1bU years oid. 

Seeds produced only moderateiy and are wingieSsS. Repro- 

duchion is generally secanuy, eSpecial!ly at tne higher altitudes 

where seed are produced intermittent1iy and in small quanvivies. 

The root system of the Limber Pine 1S propaoly quite sus- 

ceptiovie to damage trom fires. 

The Mexican White Pine (Pinus stroniromis), is closely 

related tu tne Limber Pine and douvtless many of the Statements 

concerning the latter apply equally weit to the tormer. AS 

yet vhere has peen no opportunity to study the siivics of 

stronifomis. 

fhe Pinon (Pinue edulis), seldom exceeds 25 teet in neignt 

and 15 inecnes in diameter. The majority ot the Pinons in tnis 

revion are smailer tnan vnese tigures. 
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The pole is generally short, rarely svraightv and supports 

a Wide, tiav crown made up of short ecrooxed pvranenes. The 

young vreeS are very Symmetrical and quive diitferent from tne 

Old. Their crowus are more rounded and orten pyramidal. 

The root system is probapiy deep: and tne species iS cer- 

tainly Wiudtirm. 

Endures very great aridity with hign temperature, iittie 

humidity and slight precipitation. Prefers tne tow arid‘siopes : 

of tne footnitis. 

The Pinon can tnrive on the most arid so1lis and endures 

iong periods of drouth. It is extremely intoleranv and de- 

mandS fulit and invense light. 

It reacnes a great age, and 2Uu - 250 years does nov mars 

the lamit-ot dts longevity... . 

Produces seed abundanuly every year whicn talt near une 

parenu vrees. The reproduction i8 geueraily very Scatvvering 

and iS veSt on exposed soils. 

The Pinon 1s exceedingly hardy and witnstands severe 

winds and other naturel destructive agencies. 

The young trees possess a pyramidal crown which vecomes 

flatvened as they grow older. 

The voles are cylindrical and have a very SLight taper. 

The Dougias Fir of this region preters tne moist north 

slopes and av tne higher e1evations SeexS tne Sheiver of can- 

OuS and provected hillsides. 

Wilt grow on a great variety of soils vut is dependent 
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upon atmospneric and soii humidity for good deveLopment. 

It 18 moderately tvoierant and will tnrive in tne turests 

of Yellow Pine. It iS not as tolerant as ivS assoCGiuves of tne 
* 

Alpine type, and vecomes less shade enduring aS itv grows older. 

It 1S nov uSea nere commerciasty vui provavly remains 

Sound until l1d or more years oid. 

The Dougias Fir iS a pruisiric seed producer puv tne repro- 

ducvion, unuS far ovserved in unis regiun nas been very scanty 

Within the Alpine type it probably establishes a dense stand 

of seedlings in favorable localities on moist minderal soil. 

The older trees withstand fires well but unfortunately 

suffer greatly from windshake which is exhibited by a great 

portion of thme in this region om severe wind storms. 

The White Fir (Abies concolor), of this region seldom 

exceeds 25-50 inches in diameter and 80-90 feet in height, 

generelly less. 

The crown is heavy, conical and rounded at tne tup while 

Tne vOLle 18 Siifntsy vupering. In young trees the crown ex- 

vends to tne ground and 18 Symmetvrices end poiruved. 

In this vicinity the White Fir is an Alpine species 

preteriig Mvuist Suit DULY 18 Less Parvivusar 1nu ivs muisSvure 

demunas than its assSuciaves. 

THIS Species 16 exuremery voicrauu aud Will Cudure mure 

Shuae uuu tuS assuciaves excepu. Hngeimann Spruce. 

Altnougn tiviug to a greuv age une vrees prubauiy 

Selaom exceed cuuv years lu age and remain Souud posSivuiy 

Uunvii LDU years oid. 
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It produces seed fairly avundantiy whicn germinurve on ca 

. peas ol greavuty dirierenv character. Seed yeurs every c-o yeurs 

Dub Bpparenuusty OL &@ LUW Tuve VI FCrminsvi90n ana reproaucvuion is 

Ivrequ€nuly Lucning Ior unis reaSuu.e SOil MoiSvure 1S essenvias 

tor une unrily vl une seecdsrings. i 

Tne Whive Fir is aS derecvuive in vuhiS regiuu aS une Dougias 

Fir ang o1a vrees are nearly alwayS dovy and Wind Shaner. 

Arizona Corn Fir (Abiles Arizonica). This iivure xnown 

Species Occurs Wiunin tne Alpiue type OT whis region quite conm- 

Moniy aud iu manuy pluces 1tl May ve Seen lu dense pure Svuanuas. 

Iv iS deserving ol Turuner Suuay ana reporu and provavuiy Snould 

pe considered aS u Separave vypee Mr. Martin SvavesS unav Ene 

has seen a@ pure Svuand of Unis species covering avouv a Square 

mile ol verrivory and if Ssucn is tne case it iS Mucn more avun- 

danu nere vnan in une San Franciscuv Mounvains wnere wne type 

specimens were secured. At the rirSt opportunity a vhorougn 

Study Willi ve made ot this species and an avvempt made vo 

secure detinite Siivicat data concerning this form of Abies. 

It is used frequently in tnis locality Ior velegrapo 

poles. 

Roce aera eg Engelmann -Spruce--(Picea-engeimanni). This Spruece-18—_.-._. _._.. 

commonly bu-8u feet in neifnt Wiun a diumever or i6-Su inches. 

The crown is narrow and pyramidai Wiun a Lengouh varyiug 

With tne deéusivy of une stand. In dense StandS tne crown 1S 

very short while in open ones it approaches and sometimes 

aimost reaches tne fround. 
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The bole is very tapering, especially when developed in 

tne ren. | 

The root system is of fair laterai extent altnougn 

exvuremely Shaliow. For this reason the specieS iS especially 

iiavpie to windfait and itvS ruovusS are eaSily damaged oy ground 

fires. Since the Hngeimann Spruce requires a great amounv of soil 

moisuure the roots are somewnat provected trom fire py the damp 

eartn in which they grow. 

This Spruce occurs only at the higner aivivudes and its 

distrivuvion is Limited py soii moisture more than by any Otner 

one factor. It Will grow on very snailow soils and in rocny 

Situations providing there is a sufficient amount of Soli moisture 

present. 

It is an extremely Snade-enduring Species and iS induvitavly 

the most tolerant tree of this region, for whicn reason it tnrives 

in B¥ceedingly close stands. 

Very long-iived, reaching an age of over Sbu years. No 

intormation is availtavie concerning the age Limit at which it 

Stiil remains sound. 

4 proiitic seed, producer. 

A moist mineral see’ ped is necessary for the establish- 

os So Ment. Of GOO repmoduetn On. i: 25 I Other LoCaiivies tne abundance ~ 

of seeciings in this region 18 provaodly nov great. 

The injury to this species trom windfall is frequent and 

care must de exercised in cutting to avoid creating openings of 

too great extent. No cutting has, however, been made of Hngei- 

mann Spruce un tne Apache National Forest. 
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Rocky Mountain Juniper (Juniperus scopulonum)i, ss Tadeo ee 

is a tree of from ib-50 feet in neighnt witn a diameter of 

trom & to LD in¢ches., 

In this vicinity it varies greatiy 1u furm, Sometimes 

being Low and rounded while in Sheitered places it has an . 

excurrent stem and iS of tne true tree form. One specimen 

was observed here growing in a smail skeen, It was about 

50 feet high with siender pendulous branches and a decided 

weeping appearance. 

The root system is doubtless of considerable depth. 

It grows on open hiill-sides as well as in sheltered 

canons, and on dry soils as well as in moist. : 

The canon specimens apparently endure a Small amount 

of shade. 

This tree generally occurs very seatteringly and often 

as isolated specimens. 

No further information can be given concerning this 

species but a study of its silvics and life history will be 

made in the future. : 

One-seed Juniper (Juniperus monosperma). A tree 10-25 

____sssfeet high with a diameter of 5 to 12 inches. Commonly with 

a rounded crown Vee abe the short aeliquescent stem. — ae 

The root systein is deep and the species is windfirm. 

Prefers the dry lower slopes of the foothill type and 

will withstand drouth and a great daily range in temperature. 

Evidently very intolerant and thrives best in full sun- 

light. 
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ee ie Seeding is prolific but for some reason reproduction is 

Of very slow growth and great age,, probably reaching an 

age of S0U years or more. 

Little is known concerning the silvics of this Juniper. 

Alligator Juniper (Juniperus pachyphloea). ‘The same 

statements apply tc this species that were made in discussing 

monosperma excepting that pachyphloea grows to a much larger 

size and possesses a larger bole. ‘They are closely associated 

and grow side by side within the semi-xerophytic foothill 

type. 

Arizona Cypress (Cupressus Arizonica) The Arizona Cypress 

is from 20 to 35 feet high with a trunk 15 to 30 inches in 

diameter supporting a pyramidal or sometimes rounded crown. 

The root system is probably moderately deep. 

This species prefers north slopes, probably thrives best 

in slightly moist soils and is often found in pure stands. 

A very tolerant species as is evidenced by the density 

of the stands. 

Produces seed prolifically and in this region reproduction 

is abundant. 

Seed and seedlings evidently prefer moderately moist 

mineral soils. 

Longevity probably great - at least 175 years. 

Aspen (Populus tremuloides). This tree is 50 feet 

high and trom 6 to 12 inches in diameter surmounted by a 
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; rounded crown which is short and terminal in dense stands and 

pA eae et See eniongated in forests of lesser density. 

The root system is not very deep and the species is sub-”~” 

ject to windfall under certain conditions. 

ixtremely intolerant of shade and takes advantage of its 

rapid growth to overcome suppression. Demands unbroken light 

throughout life. 

Very short lived, 40 years being old for the species. 

It remains vigorous tili old age, however. 

This species is extremely prolific in its production 

of wind-disseminated seed and sows large areas yearly. 

The seed germinate quickly and regeneration is soon 

established on moist mineral soils. A slight admixture of 

humus, however, does not discourage or retard germination. 

This species suffers from fire to a considerable extent 

but its remarkable recuperative powers soon enable it to 

regain the lost areas. 

White Alder (Alnus rhompitolia).. This member of the 

deciduous type is generally a small tree in this region from 

20-40 feet high and 8 - 12 inches in diameter. The crown 

is rounded and open. 

This tree is confined to the very moist soils along 

water Sotreie ene lees nou ecaee at the highest altitudes. = 

Species quite tolerant and otten forms dense thickets 

along the streams. 

It produces abundant seed which germinate most success- 

fully in the wet gravel or sandy soils adjacent to streams. 

Gambel Oak (Quercus gembelii). This species is widely 
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distributed and often associated with the foothill and 

Fo i oo ee e es Lye Sownamiee i Pla Pe SOR RAPE Mee oe 

It is 20 to 50 feet high and often a foot in diameter. 

The crown is rather narrow and rounded at the top. 

The root system possesses a long tap root, which is 

comparatively*sate from injury by fire and which anchors the 

tree firmly in the soil. 

Gambel Oak grows on moderately dry soil and is able to 

obtain an adequate water supply by means of its long roots. 

) It is fairly tolerant only and becomes less shade en- 

during with advancing years. 

It is not used commercially in this vicinity except for 

fence posts. ’ 

Produces a moderate amount of seed but reproduction has 

not been observed to be common excepting by coppice. ‘The old 

Stunps and roots invariably give rise to a remarrzable number 

of coppice shoots which form dense thickets more or less 

circular in outline. 

The Acorns are probably more or less disseminated by the 

smaller rodents and birds. 

It is an excellent browse for stock during the winter 

: es and the slight damage from this—cause is probably not worthy 

of notice, as it may be considered one of the uses of an other- 

wise inferior tree. 

the Hmory Oak (Quercus emoryi) has not deen silvically 

| studied on this Forest but many of the statements made concern- | 

ing Quercus gambelili undoubtedly apply equally well to this Ay 
oe 
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| very stmiler species. 

so The Arizona Sycamore (Platanus wrightii) deserves mention 

as being the most common deciduous tree of this region. 

It reaches a height of 60.to “0: feet with a trunk some- 

times several feet in diunsear Eee always deliquescent. 

Grows only along streams and in moist canons. 

Will not endure shade during any period of its life. : 

Reproduction fairly common on wet gravely soils. 

fhe silviecs of several unimportant species has not been 

discussed in the previous paragraphs owing to the present iack 

of definite knowledge concerning their life histories. Further 

work on these forms will be necessary before a creditable de- 

seription of their silvicultural characteristics can be made. 

These investigations will be carried forward as rapidly as 

other work will permit. 

3. Condition of Reproduction on Cut-over Land. 

The timber sales on this Forest have been for the purpose 

of supplying material to several small portable savmills which 

furnish lumber to the local market. These sales have neces- 

sarily been limited to class A and B and have not exceeded 

forty thousand feet in one sale nor amounted to two hundred 

Tie thousand feet in any one year. The Apache lumber Company, — 

operating one of these mills has made several purchases of 

timber of from ten to forty thousand feet. Another mill 

(Burgess & Love) which is even smaller buys a few thousand feet 
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of timber from time to time. ‘ 

Bas eid Meee ae Loe Be smal sales the method ot cutting has, from 

the nature of the stand consisted of selection fellings and 

in some instances thinings. 

The use of a diameter limit in these sales would not 

prove an advantage as the stands are very carefully marked 

and have a high percentage of overmature and defective trees. 

The latter represent many trees which are of a lesser diameter 

than any limit which would prove advisable to establish for 

the overmature class. 

Rather than confine the residual stand to the mere seed 

trees spared in the cutting the attempt has been made to leave 

a much larger proportion of the original stand which method 

will necessarily lead to the establishment of a new crop with 

greater assurance than could be expestod of even the maximum 

number of "seed-trees". furthermore this method of conservative 

management permits of additional cutting on the same area from 

tine to time depending upon the development of the stand. 

In this way reproduction is not only more certain than in 

the seed-tree method, but the area is never left in such a 

depleted state that a reasonable amount of additional cutting 

_ in the near future need be feared. 

The small cuttings made on the Apache Forest have all been 

located within the Yellow Pine type, the characteristics of 

which were fully described in the first pages of this report. 

The cordwood sales are confined to the foothill type and dead 

material only is permitted to be utilized. The greatest care 

ought to be exercised to avoid opening up stands of this char- 
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acter where they serve as a protective cover on watersheds, 

—__—_—.— especially asthe establishment of reproduction is not always 

assured. 

Formerly all brush on the areas of the timber sales was 

piled for burning but lately, the method of scattering has been 

substituted, especially on south exposures and in other places 

where reproduction requires artificial encouragement. 

In some cases where the danger from fire is slight it may 

prove beneficial to allow the brush piles to remain without 

burning and to thus secure a certain amount of soil protection 

and ultimately organic fertilization through the decomposition 

of these piles. 

No special studies have been made of the reproduction on 

the areas under discussion and no figures can therefore be 

furnished. Careful observation, however, show regenerative 

conditions to be most satisfactory and reproduction prolific. 

On many areas an over-crowded condition results from the density 

of the reproduction and in a few years certain young stands 

will benefit from a thinning. 

This reproduction is of Yellow Pine. 

Rather than depend upon reproduction following cutting 

although it doubtless will, the idea has been to select those 

areas for logging which already possess young trees in sufficient 

numbers to assure a future stand without the necessity of 

depending upon the more or less doubtfull.recuperative ability 

of the logged forest. 

Reproduction in cuttings located on south slopes is not 

Satisfactory either before or following the logging and as 

already pointed out in a previous paragraph, is caused by 
Ua Bie
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lack of moisture and protection. The scattering of brush on 

_  Such-areas-witteertainly tend to solve the ppoblem;to what | __ 

extent remains to be seen. Such an experiment is being cou- 

ducted on the small area of the Alpine administrative sale. 

As it has been impracticable to submit photographic examples of 

the silvicultural subjects treated of in this paper, it may 

be well to call attention to certain photographs now in the 

Service collection which illustrate certain forestal conditions 

of this region. 

No. 66698 shows the possible development of the Pinon 

and is an illustration of the foothill type if it were not for the 

lack of the Junipers. 

The true foothill type is also more scrubby and scattering. 

Yo. 68290 is an excellent illustration of the Yellow Pine 

type and the character of the stand and the ground cover can 

be clearly seen. 

No. 10935 illustrates to some extent the Aspen type except 

that it is not sufficiently pure or dense to show it to advantage. 

Wo. 57701 is a photograph of the Cactus type which is a 

plant society.of rather more botanical than silvicultural 

interest. 

(Sgad) Wm. H. Kobbe 

Forest Assistant. 

| apstoves Aprile OOo, ; 

(Sed) Jno. D. Guthrie 

Acting Supervisor. |
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 Eeeation 

this propeeed addition to the Black Mesa Reserve ia 
located in Grahai County, Torritery of Arizena, batween the 

White Mountain Indian Reservation of Arizona, and the Gila Pere 

est Reserve of Yew wexieo., It is most emeily reached by wy of 

the town of Clifton, Cliften is connected by rallread with the 

Southorn Paeifiec at terdsburg, N. wex. 

Area 

The tract is not surveyed, so the exact ares can met be . 

given. It ie approximately 368,640 acres. 

Topecraphy 

The topography, as will be seen from the photographs, 

is extramely rough. There is no welledefined mountain range 

but rather a chaotic mass of veryoprecipitous and reeky hills. 

They fail naturally inte four groups, culminating in ong or more 

comparatively hich peaks, und separated from each other by mare 

row Masas traversed by narrow and deep canyons. 
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, CLIFTON ADDITION 

TO THE BLACK MESA FOREST RESERVE, APLZOWA 

BT te om : 

eB By Y. NH. Be. Kent ' 

‘erent Agent, Forest Service 

 Eeeation 

‘his proposed addition te the Blaek Mesa Reserve is 

located in Grahai County, Territory ef Arizena, between the 

Whites Mountain Indian Reservation ef Arizona, and the Gila Fore 

est Reserve of New wexico. It is most easily reached by my of 

the town of Cliften. Clifton is commected by railread with the 

Southern Pacific at lerdsburg, N. wex. 

Area 

The tract is mot surveyed, so the exact ares can met be. 

given. it is approximately 368,646 acres. 

Toposraphy 

The topography, as will be seon from the photographs, 

is extremely rough. There is no welledofined mountain range 

but rather a chaotic masse of voryoprecipitous ond rocky hills. 

they fall naturally inte four groups, culminating in one or more 

comparatively high peaks, und separated from each other by nare 

row message traversed by narrow and decp canyons, 
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f ) fhe group north of the Gan Frenclace River and dust ef 

F Blue River censiats, on the outakirta, ef rather jong slopes 

. becoming preeipiteus as they appreach the dominating pouk, 

: Mwilerd Peak. The group west of Giue River and nerth of Pigeon 

Oreck preeente wuch the sane characteristics. Frem Slinger 

Peek marrow canyons rodiate dm all directions, The group south 

ac east of the Sam Freuciace “iver censleta of mere rounded hilis 

though preeipiteus slopes abeund, esapecislly slemg the canyons. 

The group between Uagis Creek and the San Prancisce River, and 

south of Pigeen Cresk is excessively rough amd broken. ¥rom 

Greys Peak, deep, narrow canyons radiate im all directions, 

Threughout the regien malpais and trep are the predemie | 

nant gurfsee rocks, Setween two beds ef this igneous reek there 

is « strata of limestone frequently exposed. In the southern 

portion granite often eoutereps prominentiy., . 

There are practically no tree valleys im an agricultural 

Seuss, iho streame, tsually intermittent, flowing through narrow, 

reeky canyons, often true-bom canyons, In the iarger of theee 

canyons, notably those of the Niue end tan Pramcisce rivers, bare 

of sand emd grovel of a few aeres extent offer « rather preca- 

rious agricultural foothold, aa they are very frequently washed 

away by the fleods anc maw ones formed alsawhere, 

The o01]1 threnghout the area is shallow, dry, ond ex 

ceusively rocky, and, on many cf the more preclpiteus slopes, 

satirely lacking. 
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j the midealtitaude southwest interior, The southern ond, running 

down toward the Gila Yalley,isa vory dry ond warm, while the neorth- 

ern ond has these features coneldcrably tempered by the altitude 

and proximity te the hich ranges farther north. There are no 

weather observation stationa with complete recerds near enough 

to give aceurate atatisties in regard to the temperature and 

precipitation. Ae near ag it com be determined from the incom 

plete records the average annucl precipitation is ebeut 10 inches, 

being mlishtiy higher in the northern portion and lewer in the 

southern, ‘mow at Sliften ie very rare, while on the hicher 

peaks at the north it is coomon during the winter. 

The average annual temperature will rum frem about 

60°F, at the south end to 54°%t the morth end, At Cliften 

frost is umcoumen, while at the mertherm end it ils usually cone 

tinuous during the winter months, In summer a temperature of 

105 °Ls commom at Clifton, The prevalling winds are fram the 

UGH. 

the Yorest : 

hefore the field exucination was finished there came a 

season of the heaviest precipitation and moot disastrous fleods 

this region had ever knewmn, making travel imporuible. Memee, the 

type map ta a very rough one, and dees net shew as nmch as in dee 

sirable. 

Around Bullard Peak, in the nertheast corner of the ade 

dition, there ics om area of sonttering Bull pine, runing ebeut



> Be bee Pa te tte me ayer, L comPinmed Larzgdg)» o the 

fs werth stopem,and in favorable pituations to reproducing fairly: 
f well, Pine Resin, wost of Sliger peak, dc @ hummocky basin 

containing shout twe million board feet of Bull Pime. The severe 
édroucht of the pagt for yeare bes injured thie cemelderebiy. 

Bork heethes are at work here to « very comnidersble extent. The 

reprodvetion of the bull pine here te rethor poor, Around Groye 
Peak there wae formerly quite » 11¢tle bull pine, snd same white 

fir and red fir, bet thie hus beam largely eut out for the mines. 

It ip reproducing fairly well, bet unless the geate aro kept out 

it hag very 1fttle ohenoce of suceeeding. Preetienily, ail of 

the @Gonyones redieting frem tho principe) peakw conteoin sen tter~ | 

ime bull pine, wopecially om the southern Well, The eamyon 

bot tans support the neted seattering decidueua growth ef this 

region, wtch “s eyermore, covtonwoos, hackberry, iexiean walmut, 

«hth, Loetiet, alder, willew, omd oak, 

In the bull pine erons motioned above, aIX open places 

ami for o domalderable dietanee outside, euppart quite « dense 

erewth of shrubby iiwe onk, ‘This lw an eres tient soll pretceter 

aed io pdt so Genes oe te interfere with the repgreduetion of the 

jiaher sseeles, : 

Threughen! the treet pimes ond fJomiper ploy om deper- 

tent part. They form the only forest sever on considoruble aroag, 

or grow indiseriminntely in «ivtwre with the Wall pine ami elk. 

This pinom ond Juetper foreet formerly covered the ontire getthe 

orn pertion of the prepesed addition, wet hae been ontirely ext 

away alone: tse seeth Viae for fuel fer the adgeeent toms, Tn aS 

the morthearm portion the reproduction is axeolLemt fer thane 

egies, bul im the sequth To ute poe,



7 ye __ The preeenee of gents on this addition 1s very detriment 

al te the forent. Many inutanees wore moted where they hoa de- 

. wiroyed the seanty bull pine reproduction, and they heve totally 

: Killed out the shrub oak over large arene, The Juniper alee 

has auffered severely from thea, The oak in a positive necenai« 

ty, if Wl) pine reprodection is to take place, ae the rapid dry- 

ime gut of the seid follewime the removal of the cower makes 

eormimation ¢f the seeds almost iapostible, . ,’ 

The chief seonoemical value of tke forests of this ade 

aition is preteetive, The »resent forest cover, however, is 

totally imadequate, 7t fe « region ef short, precipitous, 

rocky slopes, ond the #011 dries rapidly oné bakes haré whem exe 

pesed te the eum, When preedipitation é6ees ecour in this region 

it fwequently cones Ge eleetricsal storme ef shert duration but 

of appalline severity.  Bosause of lack ef forest cover, thie is 

delivered immediately te t he canyons, and in « very short tine, 

the @onyons of the Blue and pan Frenciseo are full from wail. to 

wall ond Often 15 feet deups 

In "eeember, 1904, avd Jommary, 190b, floods destroyea 

fully 75 per oent of the L4ttie farma aieme the Sen Prencisee 

amd Blas, washed sway tho northern ond of the town of Cliften, 

ond damaged the lent of the Arizema Gepper Company to the oxtent 

ef $50,000, In peeember of 1908 occurred another even worse 

fleed, which completed the ruim of the agricultursl land aleng 

the rivera, omé dammed the Arisene Sepper Company plant te the 

estimated extent of $500,600, Im these floods the greater 

whe



, ; prepertion of the water, of course, canes from the upper portions 

of the Pine and con Proncises Hivers, within the Bisek weea and 
: Giin Yoreat Pesarvers. The principal damage, however, is usuale — 

) ly dene by the fire: rueh ef high water, which comes from this 

pronosed addition. The upper portions ef these rivers have @ 

wich better forest caver te hold baek the water, and also much 

ef the precipitation ceme> ea snow, Considering the vary con- 

aidernable ares ef steep, recky hills dreined by these rivers, 

oma the marrow, erocked, box-like chereeter ef their eanyoms, a 

periec of severe preeipitation will doubtless .lways cause flecds, 

to some gxtent, bet their severity cam be very materially mitige= 

ted by & proper forest eover. | 

With « view of preserving the present imedequate cover, 

and ite neturel oxtenesion if persible, the gracing end oetting 

eheuld be hemiicd carefully ond comservatively, Metural ree 

generation of the timber epeoles cem hardly be heped for axeept 

where the soil io protected by the hardier, droughtentanding 

speetes, sueh cm the whrubby live enk, Jumiper, ete, For this 

venom the cover eof this neture shonlé be oarefelly protested. 

dente, which ere partienlerly destructive to the oat ond have 

already killed ovt large urens, should be excluded, The cutting 

of amrthing, sxeept dead, in the Juniper amd pinen forest, and 

of wry Live trees aleme * he immediate banks ef the streams 

should be forbidden, 

inguetrias 

The industries of this region are mining, eteck raiding, 

and weed exntting., The wining diwtrict fometiately south of this 

ate



; addition gentering around the compa of Metealf, Morened, and 

 Glittem is the meend largest copper predweing district in the 

United States, The Arizona Copper Gompamy,at Cliften,ie the third 

largest imiividual producer, while the Detréit Company,at Morenet, 

amd the Ghannon Company, at Cliften, come close behind, The ore 

bodies ars onermueus, and prefiteble eperations will doubtless be 

oarried om hore indefinitely. Vory little mining ia goine on 

within the prepesed bouidary ef this addition, theugh it it of 

course quite posaible that some of the prospects may develop 

inte largs alines. the mining industry is in nme way dependent 

upen the preposed eddition. they ahip in their timber end use 

coal for fuel. 

Om the addition ileelf, the raigimg of cattle end cocoate oe “ 

is the principal industry. These people are entirely dependent 

upon the grass and water of this treet. There ere at present 

about 15,900 eattle, worth $160,000; 1,500 horses, worth £22,500; 

amd 10,000 goats, worth $35,°00 om the additions 

The industry eof woed cutting to supply the adjacent 

mining canps with fuel, amd carried on by Kexiomms, ine, of covrse, 

amtiroiy dependent en this eddition, yt is mentioned at sone 

ieneth under "Lumbering”. 

Settlements 

: There are but one or twe eections of surveyed land 

within thie preposed addition, and no entries on tham, eo on 

allenated land table can net be given. Settlement within the 

boundary is confined te t he very seattoring ranches of the steck- 

men, and o few agricultural cladme in the hettem of the Bagle 
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Slue, and Sam Praneiseo canyons. Many, if net moet of thease 

latter, have been washed away by ihe disastrous ficeds ef the 

: jagt two years, 

The towne of Clifton, Morenci, und Metcalf, directly — 

aouth of the trast, Kuve populations of 4,300, 3,89, and 1,000, 

respectively, supported entirely by the minins industry. 

Reage and Raijroadga 

The thres mining towns, “Lifton, Morencl, ond Metcalf 

at the southern emd of this addition, are comnected with each 

other, «md with the Seutherm Pootfic ty rafireads, 4 raflread . 

has Geen surveyed fron Clifton up the San Yramcteee Kiver inte 

New Mexieo, ond north t46 Durango, Cole., but £' ts Impossible te 

state whem construction will begin. The ostensible object of 

this read ls to comm ect the cepper camps of southern Arizona 

wlth the conl fields of nerthern Tew Mexico by « direct route. 

A wagon road runs from Morenel to Bagle Treck, one from 

Metealf north to beyond Greys Peak, md ome from Clifton up the 

flan Francisco and Blue rivers, This latter road was destroyed 

by the Pleeda of January 1905, wae rebuilt during the summer, 

and base now heen totally destroyed by the fleeds ef December, 1906 

and it ie considered dovbtful if 1t 1 again rebuilt for many 

years to come, Rather pecr trails make 411 portions of the 

tract acecsalble on horseback. 
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: dumber ing 

treya Ponk, wiiech formerly supported probably aa good a 

forest growth as Pine Sagin, hae been nearly ail ent ever to supe 

ply wining timbers for the nearby mines, The cuttings, howrver, 

are reproducing slightly, and if geowte ure kept cut may reforest 

in time, In Pine Basin, weet of Sligersa Peak, there have hoon 4 

few oarral and heuse lege and quite a few stulla cut. The siulia, 

however, were not taken out ae it wow dlecovered, after they were 

eut, tuat the haul to Clifton would be too expensive. A good 

many cottenwoods and syeameres in the San Franeisee betiom have 

been out for stulie and hatiled inte Cliften. It im doubtful if 

tre timber in the mnerthern portion of thie addition can be handled .. 

ag the haul is too expensive, Rewever, if the eutting ef pinon 

amd jumiper is forbidden, and it show dd be, then there will be a 

rise in the price of fuel, and the tope and lopa of the tinber 

con probably be put in SLiften at a slight prefit, in this 

chee, much of thie morchentedle timber, and alse that farther 

nerth in the present bevndary of the Black Mesa Roserve, van be 

handled. 

A very verlous getter in thie addition is the imronds 

ceing made wown the Juniper end sinon forest for fuel for the ade 

jecent mining towne, This is eut by Mexicans at the moat con- 

veniont points and packed inte the howns, They entirely atrip 

the area over which thay gut. The extreme southern portion of 

thie acdition formerly supported a fairly seed growth of juniper, 

but this hee been ontirely cut away, ond there is abaolutely no 

reproduction. A wery reaponable estimate of the emount ef fwel 
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i im the three towne ef Cliften, Morenet, and Meteaif would be 

12,000 cords per year, ®11 of whieh comes from thin addition, At 

om average of 1-1/2 cords per sere, it will be seen that it tekes 

800 acres a year to supply these towne with fvel. The disastrous 

effect of this stripyvines the lend le montioned under "ferent az 

Protection Cover", 3 

Cordwood is retailed in Clifton at about $7 por cord, 

ag the Nexieams cut it, which would amount to about $9 for a 

ctamdard cord, In Cliften bull pine lumber shipped from Alamo= 
gordo, HM. Mex., 1x retailed at $52.50 per M,, rec fir from the 

Pacific coast at $40 per M, Seme pine has beon shipped in frem 

eanzt Texas, but it comes green usally, warps bedly, and but 

little of it is handled, ee 

Grasing 

; There ara at present about 15,000 head ef cattie, 10,000 

head of roate, and 1,500 head ef horses on this acdition, With 

the exception of the herd of about 4,000 ewned by the Double 

Cireles Company, the cattle are divided up among small owners 

wouttered throughout the area. Aside from this ona company it 

is doubtful if amy one party owne over 50° head. The horses are 

the saddle stock incidental to t he eattle business, there being 

no one actually emeaged in the horse business. 

No winter feeding is deme here. Im case of severe anow 

storms, which oceasionally ecevr om the hich altitudes of the 

northern pertlom, the cattle do very well for a short time om the 

le«vees of the shrub live oak. ) When not evergrased, thie is an 
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excellent grass region, ond if the present evererewding of the 

range is abandoned it wili prebably recever very rapidly. The 

qoute are owned in bands up to a 1,900 head, and are scattered 

nearly all over the proposed addition. The great quantities 

of shrub<lLive-oak browse make thie am axeelient goat country. 

There are large sreng on which the only sever is this 2ive omk, 

and in theee areas the conte are very destructive, They etrip 

the foliage from the bushes, usually cavsing their death, and 

this ie followed by 2 rapld drying out of the soll, making re~ 

production of the timber treom fmposstbie. This feature te 

mentioned at length under "The Porent as a Protection Sover”. 

Coats shonk«d certainly be exeluded from thie area, 

just as they siresdy are from the adjoining portion ef the Black 

Wesa Reserve. fo exclude then 211 itmediately would work on 

unwarrantable hardship on the oners. It ize recommended that 

for the first semsem, whateror goats found om the addition be 

permitted te remain during thet year, ond then that 2 reduction Bs 

of 26 per cont of the original tetal be made each year, This oe 

will give the goat men ample opportunity te either e011 oot withe 

eut less, or te sock © mew looation. It ie recommended that 

the prenent pamber of enttle and hersen be permitted te romein 

the watire year, 

Owing to the very sparee litter, fires «re uncommon. 

Oocacionaliy, however, slight gromnd Tires de occur, aad theme do 
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PF avent demage tn the scanty reproduction. More eare on the part | 

. = herders and cumpers ond the vigilance of the forest effieers 

4 will make these even rarer, a 

Sentiment 

There are four cleseem ef people whe are cdireotly cone 

cerned im thia proposed addition, nemely, the cattlemen, goat mon, 

mining companies, and the pceple liviar in the mining camps ime 

mediately seuth of the tract. 

The cattlemon are streagly in faver of the addition, 

A petition setting forth their pesition ia included in this report. 

Their attitude, ¢f course, in due prineipally te hepe of relief 

fron the gouts. The extent and value ef their interests are 

mentioned under “"“Industries*, Probably «at the request ef the 

cattlemen, the Arizona legislature has passed a resolution asking 

for the ereation of this addition. 

The goat men being under the impreeaion that they will 

be excluded from the reserve are, of course, strongly opposed to 

it. A potition setting ferth their desires in the matter de on 

file at the Porest Service. As the qoutes certainly shovld be exe 

oluded, and 1t ie se reeommended Im thin repert, the goat owners 

ean hardiy be expeeted te change their attitude. 

the mining companies wlll heartily appreve ef any steps 

that may araiet im comtrolling the disastrous flesds eof thie re« 

gien,. the damage caused to them from thia souree iv mentioned 

under "ferent as Preteetion Sever", 

A strong protest may be axpested frem the people living 

in the towne of Cliften, Vorened, ond Weteslf, if the recommendation 

wliie



f thiw report to forbid the autting of pimon and juniper ie 

Sfopted. This will ralae the price of weed in these towns. 

‘owever, there seame to be no alternative. : | 

Secoumendaticn ; 

tt is recommended that the addition to the Black Mesa 

Yorest Reserve deseribed in this report be created, with boundary 

ae ehown om the accompanving map. . 

jgnuini stration 

This addition should be created and its adminiatration 

taken up at an early a date as possible. peing am eddition te 

am old and welleestabliched reserve, there will be little diffie 

culty in taking the matter up at ones. There should ba twe lade 

rangers, one west of the Biue end fan Prancisaeo rivers and one ~ 

east of those stroame. It is almost necessary thet these rangers =~ 

be able to speak the Mexiean language, am the prinecip:1 feature ; 

of the work hore at first will be dealing with the Mexiean wood 

outiers. 

It is earnestly recemmmded that the following rules 

be observed om this addition: 

1. That the present number of eattle ond herass be 

permittei to remain during the entire year. 

R. ‘That the goate found here whem the addition is 

orented bo permitted to remain during the first year and after 

that be redueed 20 per cent each year, that is, 80 per cont of 
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fx origins’ total, me notige showls be given at the begine 
thet eugh setion wild be token, on " 

y Se That the ontting of Living fontper, pinen, ome 
ask be forbiddam, and thet the ousting of living treom of any 
se eehsm Slemg the Watorgourses bo forbiddams 

Dus hoties ef these rules should be publighed im Clit» 
tom ond Merenel ae coum ap the addition tu created, = 

. hee grectect danger from timber troapaes wili be im the 

worg rough hills of the aoythorn pertionm of the tragt, omd, at 

fivet,y thin danger wlll be very considerable. i a 

“14



/ 

7 oe 

/ oe sees ne Tey 28, 9B 

ss Chiet Sarwan of Porsatry scomed mete — 

The underaimmea, settlers, farmers ind steglneny reake 

ding within the wotershed of the dam Srancis@o River, Gine Niver, 

and trimutarses dn sbowe eounty «nd territory, having Been dae | 

formed, that thers ia « preposition te oxlemd the soulaern bovada | 

ry of the Black Mean Reserve, ond that the raisera of geate dn. 

thie vicinity heve ontared or intend to enter « pretest against 

such actlom, wo would reepestfully acoure tag Department, that aah, 

the majority of the aettlers hereeewin fact all but: thesé who are sit 

terected in goatee-cre heartily in gever of such extension of 

‘he Forest Feserwe, wilch hue proved already in ite present di-+- 

menoilons a degided honerdt, a» regards the remewal of the grans 

sod, an¢ the fresh ateriing of undergrowth, eopable to held the 

anow and moietura for uae during the ammer*s drought, which ts 

ao espential, net merely fer this leenlity, wat algo for the roe 

plonishing of *he Yearger etrentg alt ever the southwest, chich 

ary Toa by (Ne Bimreot eprings “und erovdke heading hore. 

Tt agsinet the Pinored benefit, scerulng to settlers 

for perhaps 1,000 wiles Glens these streama, is te be balanoad 

the prebable intury,’ which mipht ineidonta ily ba ‘Yone te Lees, 

internate by tye comtamplated extonmione-then to wenl4 submit 

the follesing Tagtn Lor your eenviderftien: 

The omly intereate here, whieh possibly could be in- j 

jured, ore on stated, the goatraisers, if tay gheuld be 7, 

to mowo the goats, ‘ i | 
ole



Mow-tharm aro here about twenty persens owning or een- 

| trolling about 7,900 head of goata « value about $26,000 

Value of inprovenents ahowt 2600 

faxes paid by thes last year, about OO 

Employed by them “= 1 niente 
ALOR 20 per nenth 

Only one Gultivates jand « about 6 acres, 

On the other side,--ITf the reserve is not extenied, all 

cattle an’ herses in thin region, whe neve not already died er 

heen removed, will be crowded or starved out ty the goats within 

two vears, if the deatruction.of range and underbruah, and the 

consequent drying wp of the aprings continues, 

There are about 9,090 head of oat tleevalue=$125,000 

and about 1,909 “ * horses * 20,000 

centrolled and owned by abeut 22 persons, 

Value of improvermonts, at least $8, 006 

Taxa paid by them lant year, about 2,500 

Weplayad he them about 60 men, av, wages &30 
per menth, 

One-half of them oultdvate mere or lesa land aceregatineg 

about 150 acres, To thin may be added, that -any small farmers, 

whe d¢pend montly en these cattlemen for auppert, will have te 

leave with them, and further==that 14 aneme only « question ef 

four or five years, when after driving the cattlemen out, the 

goat reisera will, hy overstecking the range, sterve each ether 

out, and will have to remeve anyhow, leaving behind them a desert. 

A sompariaon of the values of the interests prebabiy 

injured, with the value of the interests benefitted or saved by 

wee



/- extension of the reserva will make the result aelfeavident, 

even Af the fect te not inken in comalderation, that the oattiee 

men have been the pleneers, whe have opened the country te oiwili-~ 

watien, sem9 of than having Aiwed and worked here for M920 

years, while enly within the last five years the goats have eons 

in, 

Very respectfully, 7 

: 7, %, Fe Cosper 

fee, Balke 

Hugh MoMeen 

Joe Fyita 

Chrie .Frate 

Fred Write 

H. Johnston 

Ty Le Stockton 

R, A, Badiin 

Le My Rese 

Rufus Paphew 

feo, organ 

442 Morgan 

Aflam MlAger 

Rebert Philiips 

Magie Sedwh 

ax an 7
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE JUL 9 192] | 
FOREST SERVICE REFERRED 7 

DISTRICT 3 SPAZing F 

oo ERA ae 
ON OPRERER ETO) GAS AND ELECTRIC BUILDING 

+. G ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MExiIco 

Allowances " 
Permits for 19 June 30, 1921. 

TES. RECEIVED | 
The Forester, \ an 

| avtfice ofthe Gitag ( 

Washington, D. Cc. JUL 9 - 1924 | 

Dear Sir: 

Reference is made to Mr. Barnes' letter of dune 4; 

After discussion in this office it is felt that 
we are already in possession of quite accurate information 
concerning the range of grizzly bears in this District. It 
is felt that very little would be gained by postponing this 
reply until the annual grazing working plans are submitted 
this coming fall. Consequently the information desired is 
being furnished herewith for the use of Dr. C. Hart Merriam. 

& scattered remnant of the grizzly bear tribe may 
probably still be found in the following localities: 

Sangre de Cristo range of mountains extending from 
the Colorado line down through the Carson and Santa Fe 
National Forests. 

Sycamore Canyon region southwest of Flagstaff, Ariz- 
ona on Coconino and Tusayan National Forests. 

The Blue ifountain range, Baldy, Rose Peak, Middle 
Mountain and Eagle Creek on the Apache National Forest, 
south of Springerville, Arizona. 

A limited region in the iwogollon mountains mostly 
east and south of Mogollon, New Mexico, Gila National Forest. 

Black range, Gila National vorest, northeast of 

Silver City, New Mexico. 

In addition to the above regions where it is reason- 
ably sure that a few grizzlies still may be found reports have 
come in within recent years from the following regions: 

West Clear Creek Canyon, 60 miles south of Flagstaff, 

Arizona, on Coconino National forest -- probably all gone.



The Forester 

Near the "Rim" northeast of Payson, Ariz.; and 
; in the Mazatzal Range west of Roosevelt, Ariz. - 

both in the Yonto National iorest. 

‘ Mt. Yvaylor, west of Albuquerque, New ‘iexico, 
e Manzano National Forest. 

; Animas Division of the Coronado National Forest 
in the extreme southwestern corner of New Mexico. 

It is believed that the grizzlies are probably gone 
from both of the last two mentioned localities. ‘the reports 
from the Animas Division of the Coronado National Forest pro- 
bably referred to a drift of bears from Old Mexico. 

Should we secure further information along this line 
we will forward it to youe It is thought that the Biological 
Survey might very likely have some additional data where grizz- 
lies have been recently noted by some of their trappers or 
hunters. 

Very truly yours, 

FRAN Co W. POOLER,/Digtrict Forester, 

ie , Acting.



VALUE OF BIG GAXE ELLLx 

NATIONAL FORESTS OF NEW MEXICO ; 

1915 = 1916 

Year *ilo. Reported Dressed Weight Estimated Meat Value Raw Hide Value ***Reoreational Value®-~~-"> Total Value 
Killed Each Total Value per lb. Eaoh Total Av. Expenditure Total Suecess- per Year 

per tril ful trips 

Deer : 
: 

1915 656 **#100! 65, 600# 15¢ $9,640.00 $1.00 $656.00 $50.00 $32,500.00 $43,296.00 
191 618 100f 61,1 20¢ 236 1.00 618 214 
Total Teot . Seal 3E+576.00 . 1,27%.00- TiO. 4a t5-Se 350510700 
Average 637 63539 11,038.00 637.0% 55.00 36,080.00 . $47,750.00 
a £3 2 Pies : 

1915 50 log 5 SOO# 20¢ $1,160.00 $10.00 5,800.00 $6,960.00 
1916 Su 10y Saas 30¢ 3 LASS - 12,00 ee 
Total il il, ah 2 00 ; : . > . 

Average 56 5,645 1,403.00 6,19%.00 72547.00 
ue Total Value of Big Game Killed per Year -  ####$55 ,297.00 

VALUER OF Bite Bare KILLED 

NATIONAL FORESTS OF ARIZONA 

1915 - 1916 

Deer 

1915 1063 **90% 95,67 15¢ $14,350.00 $1.00 $1,063.00 $50.00 $53,150.00 $68,563.00 
1916 S27. 90¢ ih 20¢ 14,8 1.00 2 ee 
Total 1890 170,16 : 2236, ‘ i, . i 102, 00 133, < 
Average 94s 85,0508 14,618.00 945.00 55.00 51,385.00 . 66,948.00 

Turkey t “ 

1938 562 108 5,6 at 9is22%. 09 Be: #3» $20.00 $6, 744.00 
191 at 1 pie ’ tie Ce 3:46.88 : 
Total hs 7156.0 ‘ @ ° 2 ° aa - 
Average 53 253 1,073.00 » 874.00 ‘ 52352400 : 

a Total Value of Big Game Killed per Year - *se«$72, 800.00 

Explanation of Estimates 

* Figures on nuuber killed taken from compiled egnnual reports of Forest Officers. These Thgerss in general include only game known to then 
as legally killed. It is estimated that at least 25% might be added for game illegally killed. 

** The average blacktail (supposedly buck) will dress 150¢; whitetail 90; the figures used take into consideration the relative abundance __ 
of the species and the probable proportion of does illegally killed, and are conservative. ’ 

*#* The recreational value of a deer is considered to be the price in money and time whioh the average man spends to procure it. At 1917 ; 
prices the sum was estimated to be as follows: 100 miles transportation © 10¢ per mile, $10.00; provisions, $10.00; equipment, $10.00; 
license | satel $2,00; 5 days time @ $5,00 per day, $25.00; total, about $60.00. Most turkeys are killed in connection with deer hunts 
so thet the relatively low arbitrary an of $32.00 has been used. It should be. noted that the figures do not include value of reoreatica 
to unsuccessful hunters, for which 100% might conservatively be added. 

****It would hardly be justifiable to capitalize the value per year at a certain rate of interest because under present conditions (a) it is 
not a sustaining resource due to illegal killing and loss by predatory animals; (b) i¢ 4s a gross figure. A net figure cannot be derived 
pecause calculation of costs of administering big game would involve an unknown proportion of the unknown amounts spent on predatory ani- 
mal work and law enforcement y boaofficial and unofficial agencies, It should be noted however that the annual value for eadh state is 
over 5 times as great as the amount spent annually by the State Game Department. 

: Compiled by 

Aldo Leopold 

U. 8. Forest Service, 10/1/17.
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